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Cost-effective high-performance can be achieved using clusters of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) computers interconnected by high-speed networks. When clusters are used for critical applications and/or in hostile environment, the required system reliability can only be achieved using fault tolerance techniques that allow the system to continue to operate correctly despite component failure. Cluster management middleware (CMM) is a software layer above the operating system controlling individual nodes and below the applications. The CMM schedules tasks on a cluster, controls access to shared resources, provides for task submission and monitoring, and coordinates the cluster’s fault tolerance mechanisms. Reliable operation of the cluster requires reliable, continuous operation of the management middleware.

This dissertation is focused on the key challenges in building highly reliable CMM. The system is based on centralized decision making. However, unlike most
other cluster middleware, the manager is protected by Byzantine fault-tolerant state machine replication and the ability to restore the management service to full functionality and full fault tolerance following arbitrary single faults. To this end, we use a low-cost fault-tolerant replication mechanism coupled with on-line self-diagnosis and reconfiguration. The robust replicated manager is coupled with less aggressive fault tolerance mechanisms for dealing with less critical system components and with a fault-tolerant system bootstrapping mechanism. A fault-tolerant cluster designed to operate autonomously, must include a highly-reliable trusted hardcore to control critical functions such as the initiation of a node reset. We describe the functionality required from this trusted hardcore and its interactions with the replicated cluster manager.

The result of this work is a carefully balanced integrated set of efficient practical techniques for aggressive fault tolerance. These techniques allow a highly reliable system to be built using mostly standard COTS hardware and software components. This is demonstrated in an operational system, called Ghidrah, that has been built at UCLA. This dissertation includes preliminary performance evaluation of Ghidrah and validation of the fault tolerance mechanisms by fault injection experiments.
Chapter One

Introduction

Clusters of PCs and workstations interconnected by high-speed networks have been increasingly used as a cost-effective solution for highly available services and high-performance computing (HPC). Clusters currently achieve the performance of supercomputers and enhanced reliability/availability with low-cost hardware and software.

In a typical cluster, every node is built using commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and runs a local copy of a COTS operating system. A software layer, referred to as Cluster Management Middleware (CMM), runs between the applications and the operating system, managing system resources for both high performance and high reliability.

The subject of this dissertation is the design and implementation of fault-tolerant cluster management middleware that allows clusters based on unreliable COTS-based hardware and software components to operate reliably even in very hostile environments. The key requirements from such middleware are high reliability, high availability, and the ability to operate continuously without operator intervention.

In this chapter, we provide a high-level overview of this thesis. First, we briefly describe the role and functionality of a cluster management system in
Section 1.1. We then discuss the motivations for building fault-tolerant cluster management middleware in Section 1.2, and present the main research contributions of this thesis in Section 1.3. In the last section, Section 1.4, we describe the organization of the rest of this thesis.

1.1. Cluster Management Middleware

A computer cluster is a group of stand-alone computers that are connected by a high-speed network and work together as a unit. As clusters are a type of distributed computing systems, so-called distributed operating systems such as Amoeba [Mull90] and MOSIX [Bara98], which are designed for distributed systems, can be used for cluster management. Such single-layer systems provide resource and processes management across cluster nodes directly from the kernel, and coordinate the operation of cluster nodes at the operating system level.

Although building the cluster management features into the operating system is potentially more efficient, it negatively impacts system portability, ability to support new hardware devices, and support for heterogeneity. Compared with custom-built “multiprocessor systems,” the success of cluster computing has been a direct result of the cost-effectiveness of using low-cost, widely-accepted COTS hardware and software. With the current rapid advances in COTS hardware and software, the poor portability of custom-built single-layer operating systems is highly undesirable and the case for the layered approach of “cluster computing” is compelling.
With the layered “cluster computing” approach, the system as a whole is managed by a *cluster management middleware* software layer that is interposed between applications and the OS kernel. This middleware layer creates a runtime computing environment at the user level, using standard system primitives available in most commercial operating systems for uniprocessor or small multiprocessor computers. Most existing cluster management systems are implemented as middleware on top of COTS operating systems [Ghor98, Litz88, Zhou92, Russ99, Frac02a, Cray98, Codine, SunCA3].

![Cluster architecture](image)

**Figure 1.1:** Cluster architecture

Figure 1.1 shows the typical architecture of a cluster with a cluster management middleware. In such a system, each node runs a local copy of an off-the-shelf operating system that is not designed for distributed systems, such as the standard Linux operating system. The *cluster management middleware* (CMM) runs between the applications and the operating system. It acts as an interface
between the cluster and users so users can submit their applications to the cluster. It allocates resources in the cluster to user applications and schedules application processes in a globally efficient way, so that user applications can achieve optimal performance. It also maximizes system reliability and availability, coordinates fault tolerance actions in the cluster, and provides fault tolerance supports to user applications.

The CMM is critical to the operation of the cluster: if this middleware fails, the entire cluster is useless.

1.2. Clusters for Critical Applications in Hostile Environments

The main focus of this thesis is on building highly dependable cluster management middleware for clusters operating in hostile environments and running mission-critical applications. In such hostile environments, individual cluster nodes and the communication between nodes suffer from a relatively high probability of errors due to hardware faults caused by environmental factors such as high radiation, electrical noise, or high temperatures. Examples of the need to operate in such environments include operation in space [Katz03], military application on the ground and in the air, and operation in factories near heavy machinery. Since, as discussed earlier, the nodes depend on COTS operating system kernels, errors caused by software faults must be taken into account as well [Gray86]. Examples of critical applications are applications whose results might be used to control physical devices or applications that process data that cannot be reproduced. One
specific example may be processing of data collected from different parts of a factory that might lead to a conclusion that some part of the factory must be shut down for safety reasons. Another specific example is data reduction of streaming sensor data in a spacecraft as it makes a one-time pass over a distant planet.

Since the underlying hardware and software component of clusters may be unreliable, support for critical applications implies that the system must continue to operate correctly despite component failures, i.e., the system must be fault-tolerant. Since the CMM manages all the cluster’s resources, if the CMM fails the entire system fails. Thus, a necessary condition for the system to be fault-tolerant is that the CMM must be fault-tolerant.

In clusters for critical applications, another important issue is the requirement for unattended operation. In such clusters, there may not be a person present all the time who can monitor and maintain the cluster operation. The CMM system should be able to continuously self-manage the cluster without human intervention.

For these reasons, the research presented in this thesis studies the key challenges in building fault-tolerant CMM for clusters that operate in hostile environments, run critical applications, and require unattended operation. This thesis presents the design and implementation of the fault tolerance techniques we developed for building such highly reliable CMM systems.

Like many other cluster management systems [Cray98, Codine, Ghor98, Litz88, Zhou92, Russ99, Frac02a, Zhou93], the design of our fault-tolerant CMM systems is based on centralized management structure: a global, centralized
manager is in charge of making global decisions on cluster management operation such as resource allocation and task scheduling. Compared to distributed management [Gosc90, Rama98, Bara98], where management functions are distributed across all the nodes in the cluster, centralized management has the advantage of being able to achieve globally optimized decisions for management. In addition, a centralized management system is easier to design, implement and debug than a distributed management system. Additional discussion of centralized management versus distributed management is presented in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3.

The main problem with a centralized cluster manager is that the failure of the manager leads to the failure of the entire management system. Surprisingly, some cluster management systems [Ghor98, Litz88, Russ99, Frac02a] fail to deal with this problem: they just neglect this single point of failure and leave it in the system without any measure for fault tolerance. Some systems use a primary-backup approach: a cold spare or shadow copy of the manager detects the failure of the primary manager and takes over when the primary manager fails [Cray98, Codine, Gent01]. The backup manager is usually configured beforehand and the primary manager must send update information to the backup to keep their state consistent, or it has to log all its activities into reliable storage so the backup can restore the state when taking over. Some systems use different approaches, like in [Zhou93], when the manager fails, a new manager will be elected by all the working nodes and it restores the state by collecting information from all nodes.
In the management systems using primary-backup approaches, the manager failure mode is assumed to be fail-stop [Schn84], i.e., the managers never generate incorrect results. However, non-fail-stop failures do occur in real systems [Dris03]. Hence, if the fault tolerance mechanisms are based on the fail-stop assumption, reliability may be poor. Furthermore, recovery from the failure of the primary manager requires the cold backup to restore state from the storage system, apply necessary updates if its state is not up-to-date [Cray98, Codine, Gent01]. Or the system has to re-elect a new manager and the new manager collects information from all cluster nodes [Zhou93]. Recovery like these takes a long time and there is no manager available until the recovery procedure completes. This results in unacceptably long management disruptions.

Recognizing the weaknesses of existing cluster management system, we present in this thesis aggressive fault tolerance techniques to achieve highly reliable cluster management based upon active replication [Chér92] (or state machine replication [Schn90]). By replicating the management functionality across multiple nodes, we removed the single point of failure from the system: a single failed node cannot corrupt the entire system. Specifically, multiple active replicas perform all management operations and their outputs are compared and voted before any actions are taken. Hence, our CMM system can mask and tolerate failures of manager replicas without introducing long disruptions, even in the presence of non-fail-stop faults.

As a practical implementation and validation of our solution for fault-tolerant
CMM, we have implemented an operational CMM system called Ghidrah. Ghidrah is a general purpose CMM that is useful in many situations where high reliability for critical cluster applications is required. However, the development of Ghidrah was specifically motivated and driven by the needs at NASA for on-board high-performance computing in space [Some99, Katz03]. Space is an example of a hostile environment since, compared to the environment on Earth, radiation levels are higher, resulting in higher probability of hardware faults. Long term robotic space exploration missions are obvious examples where continuous unattended operation is required. For such missions, on-board processing is expected to include parallel compute-intensive application for navigation, tracking, and data reduction. These application may be critical either for the survival of the spacecraft or for, what is the ultimate goal of these space missions, the collection and delivery to Earth of science data.

Ghidrah is part of the UCLA Fault-Tolerant Cluster Testbed (FTCT) project. It consists of a collection of software components that together provide continuous management functionalities. Through active replication, distributed fault diagnosis, dynamic reconfiguration and recovery, the cluster management middleware provides long-lived, robust, yet efficient management service to keep the cluster operational continuously in space, despite component failures.

1.3. Thesis Contributions

This dissertation focuses on the key issues related to the design and
implementation of fault tolerant CMM systems. In this context, it provides adaptations or improvements of several state-of-the-art fault tolerance mechanisms. It shows how these fault tolerance mechanisms can be efficiently integrated to build a practical CMM system. The main contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:

- **An efficient Byzantine fault-tolerant state machine replication (BFT-SMR) algorithm that reduces replication cost and improves performance, in comparison with previous algorithms.**

- **On-line self-diagnosis and reconfiguration protocol for the replicated manager that allow the manager replicas to diagnose themselves, identify the faulty replicas, and recover from faults.**

- **A system bootstrapping protocol that enable the CMM to self-configure the cluster system without human intervention.**

- **Engineering tradeoffs leadings to a balanced set of efficient techniques for fault-tolerant CMM. Aggressive mechanisms, involving significant complexity, are used where critical to the survival of the entire system. Less aggressive simpler mechanisms are used elsewhere.**

- **Identification of the minimal functionality required from a trusted “hardcore” for unattended cluster management operation and the required interaction between the hardcore and the replicated manager.**

The CMM system we developed integrates fault tolerance techniques such as state machine replication, asynchronous consensus, atomic multicast, and
distributed fault diagnosis. The cluster manager is actively replicated across multiple nodes, and each replica performs the same management operations. The commands produced by these manager replicas are compared and voted on so that a majority of correct replicas can mask the failures of faulty replicas. Manager replicas are implemented as deterministic state machines [Schn90].

A BFT-SMR algorithm is used to maintain the consistency among the manager replicas. Existing BFT-SMR algorithms [Cast99a, Kihl98, Reit94] all require at least \(3f + 1\) replicas to tolerate up to \(f\) faulty replicas. All replicas in those algorithms actively participate in the normal operation of the replicated service. Our BFT-SMR algorithm requires only \(2f + 1\) active replicas for normal operation, as long as standby spare replicas are available, so that the number of active replicas plus the number of spares is at least \(3f + 1\). By reducing the number of active replicas, our replication algorithm is more efficient than previous BFT-SMR algorithms, as it offers reduced replication cost and improved performance.

The replication algorithm is integrated with a distributed fault diagnosis protocol. We developed a diagnosis protocol based on replicas comparing their internal states, that allows the manager replicas to diagnose themselves without external help. Using the diagnosis result, the manager replicas can then reconfigure themselves in a reliable manner to replace the faulty replica with a standby spare replica, thus restoring the replicated manager to full functionality and full fault resilience. Using these techniques, our management middleware provides robust and survivable cluster management.
Considering the differences on the roles and responsibilities of different components in the CMM, we applied different fault tolerance strategies to them. In our CMM, the central manager is critical to the operation of the entire system. Hence, aggressive fault tolerance techniques, such as Byzantine fault tolerant state machine replication, are used for the manager. For other components that are less critical, we applied fault-tolerance techniques that are less aggressive and involve less overhead and complexity. For example, for agents that run locally on individual cluster nodes, we implemented a simple mechanism that allows the agent to recover from crash (fail-stop) failures and maintain control over application processes that have been running on the node.

As mentioned earlier, the objective of developing these fault tolerance techniques for CMM is to ensure that critical applications submitted to the cluster are executed successfully. In order to do this, we must keep the management system operational continuously and reliably. We decouple the fault tolerance mechanisms for the management middleware from the mechanisms for applications. The CMM provides necessary supports to application-level fault tolerance, but this is separated from the fault tolerance of the CMM itself. This separation reduces complexity and allows different applications to use different fault tolerance techniques depending on their structure and reliability requirements.

We also developed mechanisms to meet the requirements for unattended operation of the CMM. Using the self-diagnosis and reconfiguration mechanisms, the CMM can be operational continuously as long as a manager group that is fully
functioning has been constructed. In addition, we developed a system bootstrapping protocol so that the management middleware can configure itself correctly when the cluster is powered up. The bootstrapping protocol adapts to the uncertainty when the cluster just starts, and self-configures the system. The protocol is based on a Byzantine variation derived from Lamport’s Paxos algorithm [Lamp98], and it allows the middleware to reliably select the nodes to run the manager replicas when the system starts.

In any system that is designed to achieve unattended operation, a trusted “hardcore” is needed. The necessity of the hardcore can not be avoided because, in a practical system, special operations (e.g. power-reset of a node) are required to recover from node failures cause by hardware faults or operating system faults. In addition, in the worst case, the system may catastrophic failures, such as the simultaneous failures of multiple nodes due to a burst of radiation. Recovering from such catastrophic failures may require extreme measures, such as power-resetting the entire cluster. The ability to perform these functions (e.g., node reset) must not be provided to a single unreliable COTS cluster node. Hence, there is no way for middleware running on the cluster nodes to perform these functions without a trusted entity to actually perform the action — “push the reset button.” Such a trusted hardcore must also survive the catastrophic failure scenario described above so that it can attempt to restore cluster operation. We define the minimal functionality required from this hardcore and the interactions between the replicated managers and this hardcore.
1.4. Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we review previous research work on a variety of topics in the area of fault-tolerant distributed computing that are related to our work on fault-tolerant cluster management. These areas include asynchronous consensus, group communication, replication techniques, Byzantine fault tolerant state machine replication, and distributed fault diagnosis. We also briefly review the design and implementation of previously-developed cluster management systems and fault-tolerant distributed systems.

Chapter 3 presents an overview of our fault-tolerant cluster management middleware system. In this chapter, we discuss our choice for a centralized management structure, present the system structure of the CMM system, and the main components that form the CMM: the central manager, the agent on each node, the trusted hardcore, and an infrastructure for reliable authenticated communication. We describe the functionality of each component in the middleware, and how these components interact.

In Chapter 4 we present the state machine replication mechanism that is used to replicate the central manager for fault tolerance. In order to maintain interactive consistency [Powe88, Rush] among the manager replicas, the replication mechanism requires an atomic multicast protocol to ensure that manager replicas process input messages in the same total order. We discuss the challenges of making the atomic multicast Byzantine fault-tolerant. Starting from existing
replication algorithms, we present a new algorithm that requires fewer active replicas for Byzantine fault-tolerant state machine replication (BFT-SMR). This BFT-SMR algorithm provides the foundation for our implementation of the replicated cluster manager.

In our CMM system, the replication algorithm presented in Chapter 4 is enhanced by a manager self-diagnosis protocol. Chapter 5 presents the self-diagnosis protocol in detail. The underlying assumptions and key properties of the protocol are discussed. This chapter also describes the reconfiguration protocol that uses the results from the diagnosis to replace a faulty replica with a new replica and integrate the new replica with the existing replicas to restore the resiliency of the manager group.

In Chapter 6, we describe another important component of the CMM — the agents. We describe the fault tolerance techniques developed for the agents. We present the mechanism used to recover from agent crash failures, as well as the agent bootstrapping protocol that is used to configure the CMM system when the cluster is powered up.

The fault tolerance techniques presented in previous chapters are utilized in the implementation of the Ghidrah CMM system. Chapter 7 describes important implementation details of Ghidrah, including the internal structure of each CMM component, implementation of the communication infrastructure, the actual hardcore in Ghidrah — the spacecraft control computer, the event handling mechanism, and the group timer event mechanism for dealing with time-triggered
events on the replicated manager.

Ghidrah is currently operational on COTS hardware and software. In Chapter 7, we also present preliminary experimental results that include performance evaluation of Ghidrah as well as validation of the fault tolerance mechanisms using fault injection.

Finally, in Chapter 8, we summarize the work presented in this thesis and point out directions for future work.
Chapter Two

Related Work

The research presented in this thesis focused on building a fault-tolerant distributed system for cluster management. Our approach is to replicate the cluster management functionalities and integrate with it the state-of-the-art techniques for aggressive fault tolerance such as Byzantine fault-tolerant state machine replication, system-level fault diagnosis and reconfiguration.

This chapter examines previous work that is relevant to this thesis. It is divided into categories that correspond to the topics that are covered in this thesis. We begin, in Section 2.1, with a discussion of the main problems that must be solved when implementing fault-tolerant distributed systems. These problems include distributed consensus, group communication, and replication. We examine previous solutions to these problems and the use of these solutions as building blocks for fault-tolerant distributed systems.

As previously discussed, the requirement of a highly reliable CMM implies that the CMM must be able to tolerate arbitrary (Byzantine [Lamp82a]) faults. Byzantine fault tolerance has been a very active research field for over two decades. Key representative results in this field are discussed in Section 2.2.

Once the failure of one of the manager replicas is suspected, the Ghidrah CMM uses distributed fault diagnosis to identify the faulty replica. In Section 2.3,
we briefly summarize the work has been done in the field of system-level fault
diagnosis over the past forty years. We review different diagnosis models that have
been developed, especially the distributed comparison-based models.

Many practical systems have been developed for cluster management and for
distributed fault-tolerant computing. In order to compare our fault-tolerant CMM
solution to these systems, in Section 2.4, we review the design of cluster
management systems and fault-tolerant distributed systems that are representative
in these fields.

2.1. Building Fault-Tolerant Distributed Systems

A system is fault-tolerant if it can continue to operate correctly despite
component failure. One approach to achieving fault tolerance is based on
replicating critical components so that fault-free replicas can continue to perform
critical functions even after some replicas fail. In a distributed system, this
approach is often implemented by running multiple copies (replicas) of critical
computations (processes) on different nodes (computers) of the system [Guer97].
The idea is that, even if some nodes fail, there are still computation replicas running
on operational nodes to continue with the computations. Although the idea of
replication is simple, robust, practical implementation of replication is often a
difficult challenge.

With the replication approach, a critical component that is a single entity in
the unreplicated version of the system is now a collection of replicas. All these
replicas perform the same operation and interact with other components (replicated or unreplicated) in the same way. It is then convenient to view these replicas as a group and address them as a single logical entity when other components communicate with them [Guer97]. This can be achieved using group communication [Birm93]. Group communication is used to implement efficient and reliable information dissemination among replicas so they can cooperate with consistency. A group communication system provides membership and reliable multicast services [Choc01]. The task of the membership service is to maintain agreement among processes on a set of processes that are currently operational [Mose94]. The reliable multicast service delivers messages reliably to all operational members in a group [Hadz93]. These services can be used as primitives to maintain consistent operation among replicas. Therefore, group communication is widely used as an important building block for fault-tolerant distributed systems [Guer97].

In order to maintain group membership and provide reliable multicast, a group communication system often requires that all members in a group reach common decisions on important issues, such as the set of processes that are operational and the content and order of multicast messages they received, so group consistency can be maintained. The process of this group decision-making is called consensus [Barb93]. The consensus process forms an agreement among the fault-free replicas so they can maintain the synchronization and integrity of the replica group. We will talk more about consensus in Subsection 2.1.1. Due to the importance of agreement among distributed components, the ability to solve
consensus is at the heart of a fault-tolerant distributed system [Ture92, Lamp96]. There are a number of applications of consensus in addition to group communication, such as leader election and clock synchronization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Replication Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Transport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1: Building blocks for fault-tolerant distributed systems

So far we have discussed the important problems that need to be solved when building a fault-tolerant distributed system and the relationship between these problems: consensus, group communication, and replication. The solutions to these problems can be used as layered building blocks for fault-tolerant distributed systems, as depicted in Figure 2.1.

The bottom of this layered structure is a message transport mechanism that is use for point-to-point communication between individual components in the system. The consensus protocol is built above this communication layer as a base for cooperation and synchronization among distributed components. Group communication primitives are implemented using the consensus protocol to provide reliable delivery of messages to groups, and maintain the group membership.
Using the group communication primitives, replication can be implemented with consistency maintained among fault-free replicas. On top of the replication mechanism, a system can implement its particular application with reliability and availability. In the fault-tolerant CMM system, the application implemented on the top of this layered structure is the cluster management functionality.

In the rest of this section, we briefly examine previous research work on consensus, group communication, and replication.

2.1.1. Consensus and Paxos

As a general form of agreement in distributed systems, consensus has been extensively studied in the past two decades and resulted in a large body of work. The consensus problem is defined over a set of processes. Each process initially proposes a value and the correct processes in the set have to decide on a common value such that the following properties are satisfied:

- **Agreement**: No two correct processes decide on different values.
- **Validity**: If a correct process decides on value \( v \), then \( v \) was proposed by some process.
- **Termination**: All correct processes eventually decide on a value.

The problem can be easily solved when there is no fault, while consensus in the presence of faults is difficult, even impossible. The FLP impossibility result presented by Fischer, Lynch and Paterson [Fisc85] asserts that there is no deterministic algorithm that solves consensus problem in an asynchronous system.
with even only one crashed process.

Several approaches have been studied to circumvent the FLP result with additional assumptions about the system model. These studies have led to various algorithms that solve consensus in partially synchronous systems [Dwor88, Dole87], in timed asynchronous systems [Cris99, Fetz95], and in systems with unreliable failure detectors [Chan96a, Chan96b]. Among these algorithms, Lamport’s Paxos algorithm is a well-known one. The Paxos algorithm was first introduced in [Lamp98], presented as a part-time parliamentary system on an ancient Greek island. The algorithm was then revisited in [Pris00] with a formal analysis, and further generalized and clarified in [Lamp01a, Lamp01b, Lamp05].

Paxos is an asynchronous consensus algorithm that relies on partially synchrony [Dwor88]: the bounds on message delay and relative speeds of different processes exist but they are unknown or they hold only after some unknown time. Paxos ensures termination when the system is partially synchronous and a majority of processes operate properly and communicate properly.

Paxos is a two-step consensus protocol described in terms of actions taken by three classes of agents: proposers, acceptors, and learners [Lamp01a]. The protocol proceeds in asynchronous rounds and each round is led by a proposer that guides acceptors to achieve consensus. The rounds are numbered and the numbers determines a total order on the rounds. Multiple rounds can be carried out concurrently, and each round is a distinct attempt to get a majority to accept a proposed value. It is possible that multiple rounds succeed on getting its proposal
accepted. Paxos guarantees that all accepted proposals have the same value.

This guarantee is achieved by the way that a proposer chooses a value to propose. As the first step, each proposer queries at least a majority of acceptors to learn the proposals of past rounds. An acceptor responds to the query with the proposal of the highest-numbered round it has accepted, and will not accept any proposal of rounds numbered less than the current round. The proposer then chooses the highest-numbered proposal it collected from the acceptors as its proposal and tries to get it accepted by a majority of acceptors in the second step. As any two majority sets have at least one acceptor in common, this ensures that all successful rounds decide on the same value. Once a value has been decided on, the learners learn about it from the acceptors.

Paxos guarantees the agreement and validity properties even when there are multiple proposers running their rounds at the same time. It ensures termination when there is only one proposer and it can communicate successfully with a majority of acceptors.

Paxos provides an efficient and practical way to implement state machine replication [Lamp01a], thus it is very attractive for building fault-tolerant distributed systems. Many fault-tolerant replication algorithms —especially those achieve Byzantine fault-tolerance, which we will discuss in Subsection 2.2 —are basically variations or extensions of Paxos.
2.1.2. Group Communication

Process groups are a natural approach to implement replication for fault-tolerant distributed computing [Birm93]. Using this approach, replicas of a critical component are grouped together. The replicas operate collectively using group communication services.

Group communication provides efficient one-to-many or many-to-many communication for process groups. Among the services a group communication system may provide, total order multicast/broadcast (also called atomic multicast or atomic broadcast) attracts the most attention. Total order multicast is a group communication primitive that enforces reliability and a total order on the delivery of messages to a group, i.e., all messages are delivered in the same order by all correct members. There has been considerable research on total order multicast/broadcast and a large number of algorithms or protocols have been proposed. Here we take a brief look at several examples. For a comprehensive survey, one can refer to [Défa00, Défa04].

The Isis toolkit [Birm87, Birm91] is the first system for group communication. It provides services that allows processes to join process groups, broadcast messages to groups, and receive messages sent to groups. Two broadcast primitives are provided: CBCAST guarantees causally ordered message delivery, and ABCAST preserves a total order on messages. With ABCAST, a broadcast message is sent to all its destinations. Upon receiving a message, a process assigns the message a priority larger than the priority of any message it received before,
and acknowledges the sender with the assigned priority. The sender collects acknowledgments from all destinations, and then computes the maximum value of all the priorities and sends it back to all the destinations. The destinations deliver the received messages based on the decided priorities.

The group communication protocol in the Amoeba distributed operating system [Kaas91, Kaas89] implements sequencer-based atomic broadcast. A process broadcasts a message by sending it to a process designated as the sequencer. The sequencer assigns a sequence number to each message and broadcasts it to the group. Other processes in the group deliver messages in the order of their sequence numbers. A process that detects a gap in the message sequence sends a retransmission request to the sequencer. The sequencer saves all broadcast messages until it discovers that all processes in the group have received those messages. A group membership protocol based on a heartbeat mechanism is used to tolerate process failures. If the sequencer fails, the membership protocol elects a new sequencer based on the invitation algorithm described in [Garc82]. The group membership protocol may exclude fault-free processes from the group, or lead to partitioning.

In the Totem system [Amir93, Amir95], a group is organized into a logic token-passing ring. A token that contains information about reliable delivery and message order is circling around the ring. A process must possess the token before it broadcasts. When it gets the token, it increments the sequence number carried by the token and broadcasts its message with the sequence number. Retransmission
requests for missing messages are attached to the token. Totem also relies on a
group membership service to handle token loss and process crash failures. Process
failures are detected by an unreliable failure detector [Chan96a] implemented using
timeouts. The membership protocol achieves consensus on the membership among
fault-free processes and constructs a new ring. It may exclude a slow but fault-free
process from the group.

2.1.3. Replication Techniques

There are two fundamental classes of replication techniques: primary-backup
replication and active replication [Cher98, Guer97].

Primary-backup replication [Budh93] is also called passive replication. One
replica is designated as the primary and performs the operation. Other replicas are
backups and they only interact with the primary. The primary sends state update to
the backups to keep the replicas consistent. If the primary fails, a fail-over occurs
and one backup becomes the new primary and takes over the computation. Because
it is relatively easy to implement, the primary-backup approach has been widely
used in fault-tolerant systems when only benign faults such as crash-failure are
considered. For example, the Harp file system [Lisk91] uses the primary-backup
approach.

Active replication uses multiple identical replicas that execute simultaneously
on different nodes [Ch´er92]. All the replicas are active and perform the same
operation. Outputs of all replicas are voted on to produce a correct output.
Replicas are tightly synchronized to maintain consistency. Faulty replicas can be masked as long as a majority of replicas are correct. Hence, active replication can be used to tolerate non-fail-stop faults, and to avoid lengthy disruption of computation.

Active replication is usually implemented by structuring replicas as deterministic state machines, so active replication is also known as the state machine approach [Lamp82b, Schn90]. The state machine consists of a state that is the collection of all state variables used to implement the application. When an input message is delivered, the state machine performs some deterministic computation, transforms its state by modifying the state variables and produces some output messages. Processing of an input message is atomic with respect to processing of other input messages.

A replication algorithm must guarantee both safety and liveness. Liveness requires that the replicas complete the operation eventually. Safety requires that the replicas satisfy linearizability [Herl90]: the replicas behave like their one-copy equivalence that performs the operation atomically and correctly. With state machine replication, this requires interactive consistency [Powe88, Rush] among the replicas: correct replicas must agree on the content of input messages and the total order of processing the messages. Provided all correct replicas start from the same initial state and process the same input messages in the same order, they will produce the same output messages and have the same final state. Total order on input messages can be ensured by using an atomic multicast protocol (see Section
2.1.2) to deliver the messages to the replicas.

State machine replication (SMR) has been proved to be a useful approach for building fault-tolerant systems, especially for building highly reliable systems that can tolerate Byzantine faults.

2.2. Byzantine Fault Tolerance

Since the introducing of the Byzantine General problem [Peas80, Lamp82a], Byzantine fault tolerance has been widely studied both in theoretical and practical settings. Byzantine fault tolerance techniques make no assumptions about the behavior of faulty processes, therefore, can tolerate all types of faults. Research has been done in the theoretical directions such as developing consensus algorithms that are Byzantine-resilient [Brac85, Kihl03, Doud97], as well as on developing practical Byzantine fault-tolerant systems. In this section, we review previous work on Byzantine fault tolerant state machine replication (BFT-SMR).

All previous BFT-SMR algorithms for asynchronous systems require partial synchrony (see section 2.1.1) to provide both safety and liveness (see Section 2.1.3). These algorithms also assume the authenticated Byzantine fault model. In this fault model, messages communicated between processes are authenticated with digital signatures. These messages are called signed messages [Lamp82a]. A process can verify the content and the original sender of a signed message, even if the message has been relayed by other processes. Therefore, a faulty process cannot forge or spoof another process’s messages. Other than this restriction, faulty
processes can behave arbitrarily.

Message authentication is usually implemented with public-key cryptosystems such as RSA [Rive78] or DSA [NIST94]. Each process can digitally sign its messages with a private key which is known only to itself. Each process can also obtain the public keys of other processes to verify the signed messages it receives.

□ PBFT

Castro and Liskov present a practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) algorithm for reliable services in [Cast99a]. The PBFT algorithm requires three phases for normal operations. One of the replicas (the primary) leads the other replicas (backups) to reach consensus on the order of processing client requests. All replicas are active replicas as they all execute service operations and sends replies to clients. The role of the primary is similar to the role of proposer in Paxos, and the backups play the role of acceptors. Clients send requests to the primary and wait for sufficient number of identical replies from the server replicas. A view-change protocol is triggered by timeouts, allowing the system to make progress when the primary fails. A view-change promotes a backup replica to be the new primary, but does not exclude the faulty replica from the replica group.

The PBFT algorithm ensures safety provided fewer than 1/3 of the replicas are faulty. It relies on partial synchrony to provide liveness. Messages used in PBFT are authenticated with digital signatures but public-key cryptography is not always necessary. A modification of the algorithm that uses message authentication code (MACs) during normal operations is presented in [Cast99b], which reduces the
performance overhead caused by public-key cryptography.

Compared to other work on Byzantine fault tolerance, PBFT provides a more practical and efficient solution, because it requires the minimal number of communication steps and reduces message authentication overhead.

- **Rampart**

Rampart \[Reit94, Reit95\] provides a practical toolkit for building Byzantine fault tolerant replicated service. Rampart includes an atomic multicast protocol that is built upon an echo multicast protocol. In the echo protocol, a process sends the digest of its multicast message to all destination processes. Processes that receive the digest “echo” it by sending back an echo message. When the sender process receives sufficient number of echoes, it sends a commit message with the full content of the multicast message to all processes, along with a copy of all the echo messages it has received. A process delivers the messages when it receives this commit message and verifies the echo messages. The atomic multicast protocol relies on a sequencer that decides the order of messages. The sequencer use the echo protocol to reliable broadcast the ordering information to the replica group.

Rampart uses a secure group membership protocol \[Reit96\] to exclude faulty replicas from the group. The membership protocol relies on an independent mechanism that allows a replica to suspect that another replica is faulty. Based on Byzantine-resilient consensus, the protocol enables correct replicas to agree on a list of replicas that are fault-free.
SecureRing

SecureRing [Kihl98] is a token-based total order broadcast protocol that can tolerate Byzantine faults. In SecureRing protocol, the replicas in the group are organized into a logical ring, and message multicast is controlled by a token. A replica can multicasts its messages only when it becomes the token holder. The token holds the ordering and authentication information for multicast messages, and is protected using public-key cryptography. SecureRing allows a single digital signature to cover multiple messages to reduce the overhead for message authentication.

SecureRing protocol also relies on a group membership protocol, which uses an unreliable Byzantine faults detector [Kihl97]. This fault detector detect faults by timeouts and by checking the authentication of messages. Once faults are detected, the membership protocol reconfigures the replica group and form a new ring consisting of only fault-free replicas.

All previous work on BFT-SMR requires at least $3f + 1$ replicas to tolerate up to $f$ faulty replicas. In order to reduce the replication cost, Yin et al [Yin03] present an approach in which the consensus process that orders client requests and the execution of the requests are separated. With this separation, the number of replicas that execute the service operation can be reduced to $2f + 1$. However, $3f + 1$ agreement replicas that actively participate in the consensus process are still required. Our work in BFT-SMR shows that the replication costs can be further reduced by using only $2f + 1$ active replicas for both agreement and execution (see
2.3. System-Level Fault Diagnosis

Fault diagnosis is the process of identifying faulty units in a system. The first research work that tackled the system-level fault diagnosis problem was the PMC model proposed by Preparata, Metze and Chien [Prep67]. In this model, a system consists of a set of processing elements (PEs), and PEs can conduct test on other PEs. The PMC model uses a diagnostic graph \( G(V, E) \), where PEs form the set \( V \), and each directed edge in \( E \) represents that one PE tests another PE. The testing PE sends a test to the tested PE, which executes the test and replies with the result. If the result is a passing result, the corresponding edge in \( G \) is labeled with a 0; otherwise, it is labeled with a 1. The collection of all test outcomes is called the syndrome. After the completion of all tests in \( G \), a reliable external diagnoser analyze the syndrome to identify the faulty PEs. The PMC model assumes permanent faults and perfect test coverage, i.e., a faulty PE always fails the test from a fault-free PE.

The same testing strategy was also used in the BGM model, proposed by Barsi et al [Bars76]. This model assumes that a faulty PE is always tested as faulty no matter the testing PE is faulty or not.

Malek [Male80] introduced the comparison approach for fault diagnosis. In his model the diagnostic graph is undirected, each edge represents the comparison between a pair of PEs. The edge is labeled 0 if the two PEs agree and labeled 1 if
they disagree. The assumption is that a faulty PE never agree with a fault-free PE, and two faulty PEs also disagree. As in the PMC model, the comparison syndrome is diagnosed by a centralized diagnoser. A similar approach was proposed independently by Chwa and Hakimi [Chwa81], who assumed that two faulty PEs could possibly produce the same result and their comparison outcome could be either 0 or 1.

Maeng and Malek [Maen81] extended the comparison models by having a third units to perform the comparison. The model was further extended into a generalized comparison model in [Seng92] which allows the comparator to be one of the two units being compared. In these models, although the comparisons are distributed, the comparison outcomes are still sent to a centralized supervisor for diagnosis.

Instead of relying on a trusted supervisor to diagnose the system, distributed diagnosis [Bian90, Hilt95, Hoss84, Kuhl81, Seng92] allows the components to diagnose themselves in a distributed way. With distributed diagnosis, each fault-free unit is able to independently diagnose the faulty units. This usually requires an agreement among the fault-free units.

A broadcast comparison model for distributed diagnosis is proposed in [Blou99]. In this model, the two units in a comparison pair broadcast their outputs to all units in the system. Comparisons are performed on every fault-free unit and every unit executes the diagnosis algorithm. This model assumes perfect comparison coverage: the comparison performed by a correct unit between a faulty
unit and any other unit (faulty or correct) always produces a mismatch. It also assumes that messages are broadcast in a reliable and timely manner.

Ideally, a diagnosis should be both complete and accurate. A diagnosis is said to be complete if all faulty units are identified. A diagnosis is accurate if no fault-free units are identified as faulty. Here we define completeness and accuracy in a similar way as they are defined for failure detectors [Chan96a]. In some work on fault diagnosis, accuracy is also referred as correctness [Shin87, Arak03].

Yang and Masson [Yang88] considered the distributed diagnosis in a soft-fail model, which covers intermittent faults and unreliable communication links. Faulty units may not always exhibit faulty behavior to others. Their algorithm allows all correct units independently diagnose the system with accuracy but the diagnosis may not be complete.

The algorithm proposed in [Shin87] uses authenticated Byzantine agreement to collect the syndrome information over several rounds of tests performed after a period of execution. This off-line algorithm provides completeness only under assumptions that a faulty processor exhibits faulty behaviors to all other processors.

On-line diagnosis algorithms, such as those proposed in [Walt94] and [Busk93], allows diagnosis to be conducted on-line as each processor collects diagnostic information without pausing the normal execution. On-line diagnosis avoids the disruption of computation caused by diagnosis.
2.4. Cluster Systems

In this section we take a quick look at a number of representative systems developed for cluster computing.

Generally speaking, a system that can be used to manage a cluster in practice should provide the following important features:

- **Transparency**: the cluster appears as a unified, powerful resource to users, i.e., the cluster management system offers a single system image (SSI) [Hwan99] with transparent remote execution.

- **Resource Allocation**: resource management is the basic functionality required for cluster management. The management system monitors the status of all the resources in the cluster, allocates them to user jobs, and reclaims resources when they are not used.

- **Load Balancing**: the system workload is distributed across the cluster for improved performance and throughput. Balanced distribution of load leads to better job response time and resource utilization [Livn82]. Dynamic load balancing is preferred because it allows adaptive redistribution of the workload among computers to avoid load imbalance caused by workload changes [Litz88, Zhu95].

- **Gang Scheduling**: for parallel applications, significant performance benefits can be obtained if the job scheduling on different nodes is coordinated so that all the processes of a particular task are running at the same time. Effective gang scheduling leads to more efficient communication between parallel
processes and less context switch overhead [Feit90, Oust82].

- **Fault Tolerance:** the cluster needs to be continuously available even in the presence of failures. The management system should provide efficient supports for fault tolerance in applications, such as restarting, checkpointing, and process migration. The management system must be fault-tolerant itself. In clusters for critical applications in hostile environments, as discussed in Section 1.2, non-fail-stop faults need to be considered.

- **Scalability:** the cluster should be scalable. No performance bottleneck exists when the cluster is extended to a large scale.

In the rest of this section, we review a number of existing systems and examine how well they provide the features listed above. More detailed reviews of a number of research and commercial cluster management systems can be found in [Bake96] and [Kapl94].

**GLUnix**

GLunix (Global Layer Unix) [Ghor98] is a cluster management middleware developed for the Berkeley NOW project [Ande95]. GLUnix offers a single system image on a cluster of workstations, provides transparent remote execution service for parallel and sequential jobs. Cluster management is implemented using a centralized master process. This master process assigns tasks to node using a simple load balancing policy based on workload information periodically reported to the master by daemons running on all nodes. It also provides gang scheduling for parallel jobs.
The centralized master in GLUnix is not protected with any fault-tolerance measure. It is potentially a single point of failure in the system, and the system cannot recover automatically if the master fail.

With the exception of the fault tolerance features, the basic management functionality of our CMM system is quite similar to the functionality of GLUnix.

- **Condor**

Condor [Litz88] is a cluster management system designed to provide so-called high throughput computing (HTC) for computing-intensive applications. It is a distributed batch-queue system that provides remote execution and allows utilization of otherwise wasted CPU cycles by identifying idle machines and migrating application processes to them. The process migration is supported by the checkpointing mechanism provided in Condor. A Central Manager (CM) performs the resource management by acting as a matchmaker between node-specific resources advertisements and jobs’ requirements, using the ClassAd mechanism [Rama98].

Relying on the centralized CM leaves Condor with a single point of failure, although failures of the CM do not affect jobs that are already in execution. The CM has to be rebooted after it crashes and when it restarts, it collects information about all cluster nodes, and information about all running and queued jobs.

- **Chameleon**

Chameleon [Kalb99] provides an adaptive middleware infrastructure to satisfy
different levels of fault tolerance requirements of user applications. It can be used to manage a cluster for fault-tolerant applications. The Chameleon architecture is based on ARMORs, which are reconfigurable modules that control all operations in the Chameleon environment. Each type of ARMORs provides a specific fault tolerance capability.

Chameleon employs a hierarchical structure to monitor the ARMORs in the system. On the top of the hierarchy is a centralized Fault-Tolerance Manager (FTM) that is the key manager of the system. A backup FTM is used to tolerate crash failures of the FTM.

Although Chameleon is designed to manage redundant resource in a cluster, and to tolerate errors in both user applications and the middleware components, its adaptive architecture is too complicated and may not be efficient for cluster management.

- **LSF**

Load Sharing Facility (LSF) [Zhou92, Zhou93] is a commercial product for load sharing and batch execution on heterogeneous clusters. The management is implemented using load information managers (LIMs) that distribute node load information and make task placement decisions based on the resource requirements of tasks. The task placement is performed either in a distributed way (with the potential of host overloading) or in a centralized way. LSF does not support dynamic load balancing due to the lack of supports for process migration.

In LSF, one LIM is designated as the master LIM, which is responsible for
assembling and distributing system load information, and for the centralized task placement. When the master LIM crashes, another LIM is elected as the new master by all the LIMs, using a protocol derived from the Bully algorithm [Garc82]. The new master restores its management state by collecting load information from all the LIMs.

**Hector**

Hector [Russ98, Russ99] is a cluster runtime environment for MPI applications. It provides automatic resource allocation and transparent task migration for parallel jobs. Hector uses a central master allocator to coordinate resource allocation in the cluster, and slave allocator on every node to launch tasks and monitor local load on the node. The master allocator is not fault-tolerant. When it fails, the entire cluster goes down as all slave allocators terminate themselves.

**STORM**

STORM [Frac02a, Frac02b] is a resource management tool designed for clusters built with a high-performance interconnection network. It integrates the management functionality with the hardware supports provided by the high-speed network to achieve fast, scalable resource allocation and gang scheduling for parallel jobs. STORM consists of a Machine Manager (MM) running on a special management node and a Node Manager running on every node. The MM is in charge of centralized resource management and is not protected with any fault
tolerance mechanism.

- **Linux-HA**

  The High-Availability Linux Project [Robe04] provides a high-availability clustering solution on Linux systems. The core of Linux-HA is a package called “Heartbeat” [Robe00]. It provides functions such as starting and stopping resources, monitoring the nodes in the cluster, and transferring ownership of a shared IP address between nodes. This allows a standby backup to monitor a primary server and take over when the primary server fails.

- **HA-OSCAR**

  OSCAR [Mugl03] was developed for Beowulf clusters. The system has a master node that receives user requests and distributes the requests to specified client nodes, detects the failures of client nodes and recovers from the failures. Its high-availability extension, HA_OSCAR, uses the primary-backup approach to tolerate fail-stop failures of the master node. Fail-over from the primary to the standby backup relies on shared storage. Heartbeats on a special control network are used to detect failures.

- **MOSIX**

  MOSIX [Bara98] is an enhancement of BSD Linux that supports preemptive process migration for load-balancing across a cluster. The MOSIX enhancement is implemented in the OS kernel and the modifications are transparent to the application level. The load-balancing enhancement dynamically distributes the
workload among all cluster nodes by migrating processes from overloaded node to less loaded nodes. Resource and job management in MOSIX is conducted in a decentralized fashion: each node makes its own management decisions independently, and the process migration is performed independently between a pair of nodes. With this decentralized management, the system does not have a single point of failures.

**RAIN**

The RAIN (Reliable Array of Independent Nodes) system [Boho01] provides reliable distributed computing with fault-tolerant interconnect topologies and a reliable communication protocol. It also relies on a token-based group membership protocol as a building block for fault-tolerant applications. Only fail-stop failures are considered. A token that carries group membership information circles around the nodes. The token is also used for failure detection: if a node does not respond to its predecessor’s request to pass over the token, its predecessor then decides that this node has failed. A clustering solution for firewalls, Rainwall, has been implemented based on RAIN. Rainwall supports dynamic load balancing by having lightly-load nodes requests load from heavily-loaded nodes.
Chapter Three

An Overview of the Ghidrah Cluster Management System

Cluster management middleware (CMM) schedules tasks on a cluster, controls access to shared resources, provides for task submission and monitoring, and coordinates the cluster’s fault tolerance mechanisms. Thus, reliable continuous operation of the management middleware is a prerequisite to the reliable operation of the cluster. Hence, especially for supporting critical applications in hostile environments, the CMM should tolerate a wide class of faults with minimal interruptions to management operations.

Motivated by these requirements, we have designed and implemented a CMM system called Ghidrah. The Ghidrah CMM integrates a carefully-balanced set of mechanisms that allow it to continue to operate reliably despite malicious faults. This chapter provides an overview of the Ghidrah CMM system.

We first describe the design goals and system assumptions of our system in Section 3.1, then present the arguments for the centralized management structure we chose for our management system in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we describe the system architecture of Ghidrah and the functionality of key components. In Section 3.4, we discuss the necessity of having a trusted hardcore in the system for unattended operation. Section 3.5 describes the communication infrastructure of Ghidrah.
3.1. Design Goals and Assumptions

The main objective of the research presented in this thesis is to build a practical fault-tolerant CMM system that can provide reliable and continuous management functionality on clusters built with COTS hardware and software. The clusters are used to run critical parallel applications for high-performance computing in hostile environments.

The Ghidrah CMM system is designed to provide important management functions such as resource allocation, task control, and gang-scheduling for parallel applications. These functions must be provided with high reliability and low overhead. Furthermore, the system must support unattended operation (see Section 1.2), so it can continuously manage the cluster without human intervention.

The cluster is an asynchronous distributed system with partial synchrony (see Section 2.1.1). Processes running on cluster nodes communicate via point-to-point messages. The communication platform is unreliable: messages may be lost, delayed, duplicated, or delivered out of order by the communication platform.

Nodes in the cluster may fail such that their behavior is, essentially, arbitrary. As a result, each process running on the node may send incorrect messages, may fail to send messages it is supposed to send, may incorrectly change its internal state, or may simply crash or behave as if it crashed. When a node fails, all the processes running on the node may fail simultaneously. However, it is assumed that only one node at a time fails so that recovery action can be completed before another node fails. It is further assumed that through the use of coding and
cryptographic techniques it is possible for a receiver of a message to authenticate the identity of the sender and to verify that the message has not be corrupted during transmission.

3.2. Centralized Management

The Ghidrah CMM is based on a global, centralized manager is in charge of gathering and maintaining cluster information, and making resource allocation and job scheduling decisions. An alternative to centralized management is distributed or decentralized management: there is no global decision-maker, all nodes in the cluster act as equal peers with equal management responsibility [Gosc90]. The management functionality (resource allocation, job scheduling, and etc) is distributed across all cluster nodes, thus avoiding having a single point of failure and a centralized performance bottleneck. However, distributed management is more complex and thus more difficult to implement and debug. For example, negotiations among local managers is required to resolve contention for resources [Graf93, Rama98].

In comparison to systems based on distributed management, a system based on centralized management can manage the resources more efficiently. In particular, a centralized manager can make globally optimized decisions since it can maintain a global up-to-date view of all the resources and jobs in the cluster. For this reason, many cluster systems use a centralized management structure [Cray98, Codine, Ghor98, Litz88, Zhou92, Russ99, Zhou93].
A key potential problem with centralized management is that the failure of the manager may lead to the failure of the entire system. Therefore, in Ghidrah, the centralized manager is made reliable by replication across multiple nodes using the state machine replication approach [Cast99a].

Another possible problem with centralized management is limited scalability. However, the success of previous CMMs [Ghor98] demonstrated that the scalability of a system with centralized management is sufficient for a LAN-based system with hundreds of nodes. For larger-scale systems, the limited scalability of centralized systems may lead to unacceptable performance. Therefore, in those systems, distributed or hierarchical management architecture are often used [Chap99, Czaj98]. Since Ghidrah was not designed for clusters beyond 100 nodes, the use of hierarchical management for Ghidrah has not been investigated.

3.3. System Architecture

Figure 3.1 depicts the system architecture of the Ghidrah CMM. The middleware system consists of four components: a group of manager replicas, an agent process on each physical node, parallel applications, and the trusted hardcore. In this section, we describe the functionality of the managers and the agents, briefly talk about the applications. The trusted hardcore is discussed in the next section.

-Managers

As previously discussed, the Ghidrah CMM is based on centralized management. The reliability of the centralized manager directly determines the
reliability of the entire cluster. Hence, the centralized manager is replicated on multiple nodes using Byzantine fault-tolerant state machine replication [Cast99a] (BFT-SMR) (see Section 2.2). Our BFT-SMR algorithm is presented in detail in Chapter 4. We often refer to the replicated manager as the manager group.

The manager group is the centralized decision-maker and the most important part of the CMM. It is responsible for all the decisions regarding to the management of the cluster, including how to allocate resources to applications, how to schedule application tasks, and how to coordinate fault tolerance actions on all cluster nodes. In order to do that, the manager group maintains up-to-date global information about all the nodes and all the tasks that are running on the cluster. The manager group is also responsible for monitoring all cluster nodes so that it
can detect node failures and recover from them properly.

The manager group is a dynamic group: its configuration (i.e., the nodes that the manager replicas are running on) changes, with reconfigurations caused by faults. Figure 3.1 shows a manager group that consists of three manager replicas. One of the replicas is designated as the primary replica. The other two replicas are backup replicas. All three replicas independently perform the management operations and send management commands to the agents. With this setup, a single faulty replica can be tolerated at a time.

Agents

An agent daemon runs on every node in the cluster. The agent acts as a proxy for the management service. It controls all the user processes that are running on the node, collects and reports to the manager group status information about the local node and user processes currently running on the node. The agent is responsible for launching processes for user tasks on the node, as well as killing and restarting processes if it is necessary. It is also the local executor of the scheduling decisions made by the managers—it stops and resumes user processes according to the scheduling decisions.

An agent acts on commands of the manager group. All the manager replicas send their commands to the agent. When receiving these commands, the agent compares and votes on them. It only accepts and acts according to a command when it has received consistent copies of the command from a majority of manager replicas.
Compared to the central manager, agents are less critical to the reliability of the entire cluster management system. For this reason, the fault tolerance techniques used on agents are less aggressive. Details about the fault tolerance mechanisms for agents are presented in Chapter 6.

Applications

User applications running on the cluster are unmodified MPI parallel applications. Applications are linked with an API library that provides an interface between application processes and the local agents. We ported MPICH [Grop96] to our communication infrastructure (Section 3.5) and modified the MPI initialization code to set up the mechanisms that allow Ghidrah to control MPI applications.

The fault tolerance mechanisms for applications are separated from the fault tolerance mechanisms for the CMM. This allows different applications to utilize different fault tolerance techniques according to their requirements.

3.4. The Trusted Hardcore

Due to hardware or software faults, the hardware or the operating system on the node may fail and cause the node to be “dead”. The only way to recover from such failures is to power reset the node. As discuss in Section 1.3, there must exist a component in the cluster that is able to perform this action. This component must be reliable and trusted; otherwise, it may become faulty and power reset a working node in the cluster, or even reset all the nodes in the cluster and cause the cluster to be unavailable.
A trusted component is also necessary for recovering from catastrophic failures, i.e., rare failures that cannot be recovered from by the managers and agents themselves. For example, the fault tolerance mechanisms used to protect the replicated managers are based on the assumption that at most \( f \) manager replicas could be faulty at a time, as described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. If in very rare cases, the system suffers from a burst of faults that compromises more than \( f \) manager replicas at the same time, the fault tolerance mechanisms will fail to keep the management system operational. In this situation, the entire cluster has to be power reset.

Based upon the arguments above, a trusted hardcore is required to keep the cluster available, even in the presence of catastrophic failures. For example, with an on-board compute cluster in a spacecraft, the trusted hardcore may be a radiation-hard highly-reliable processor, the spacecraft control computer (SCC), that is used mostly to control sensors and actuators on the spacecraft. This hardcore is used as a measure of last resort for recovery. This hardcore should be as simple as possible, because the more complex it is, the less reliable it will be. For this reason, it is important to minimize the functionality required from the trusted hardcore. Section 7.1.6 discusses in detail the functional requirements from the trusted hardcore as well as the interactions between the trusted hardcore and the manager replicas.
3.5. Communication Infrastructure

Communication among the CMM components are performed on top of a communication infrastructure (CI). The CI is designed to be portable across different network platforms. It provides efficient message-passing for two classes of communication on the cluster: communication between application processes and communication between key CMM components (managers, agents, and the trusted hardcore).

Both application-level communication and CMM communication requires reliability. The CI provides reliable end-to-end communication regardless of the reliability characteristics of the underlying platform [Minn01]. The communication is connection-based and provides FIFO order delivery of messages sent on a connection between two endpoints. The CI protects message integrity and guarantees that a message is delivered to its destination as long as both source and destination processes are fault-free.

The CI provides different reliability according to the different requirements of the application-level communication and the CMM communication. The application communication requires uniform reliability on all messages transmitted between application processes. On the other hand, the communication between managers, agents and the hardcore has varied reliability requirements for different message types. Some messages, such as heartbeat messages, do not require reliable transmission. Some messages require replies from the receiver at the level above the CI. For example, when managers command an agent to start an application
process, they expect a confirmation from the agent reporting that the process has been started. For this type of communication, end-to-end arguments indicate that reliability at the CI level are not needed. In order to provide efficient supports to various types of CMM communication, the CI is designed to offer adaptive reliability. Detailed implementation of the CI is discussed in Section 7.1.7.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, message transmitted between key CMM components (manager, agent, and the hardcore) are authenticated using cryptographic techniques. Message authentication is implemented in the CI. The CI provides the ability to generate and verify authentication codes, allowing the message receiver to authenticate the identity of the sender. If the identity of the sender cannot be authenticated, the receiver discards the message.
Chapter Four

Efficient Byzantine Fault Tolerance for Replicated Services

As discussed in Section 2.2, reliable services can be implemented using Byzantine fault-tolerant state machine replication (BFT-SMR) [Cast99a]. With this approach, the server replicas are implemented as deterministic state machines that are replicated across multiple nodes [Schn90, Lamp82b] (see Section 2.1.3).

All existing BFT-SMR algorithms require at least $3f + 1$ server replicas to tolerate up to $f$ faulty replicas. All replicas in those algorithms actively participate in the agreement on a total order of client requests. Some efforts have been taken to reduce the replication cost for BFT-SMR. For example, in [Yin03] the replicas that agree on request order are separate from the replicas that actually process (execute) the requests. The solution requires only $2f + 1$ execution replicas, but it still requires at least $3f + 1$ agreement replicas.

In this chapter, we present a BFT-SMT solution that reduces the replication costs. Our solution requires only $2f + 1$ active replicas for both agreement and execution. In addition to the active replicas, this solution requires standby spares, such that the number of active replicas plus the number of spares is at least $3f + 1$. Standby spares are involved in the algorithms only for reconfigurations when the active replicas fail to make progress (due to faulty replicas or simply due to unexpectedly long delays). Each such reconfiguration leads to a different subset of
nodes running the active replicas. Eventually, the system reaches a configuration where the $2f + 1$ active replicas are fault-free and thus are able to make progress.

Our BFT-SMR algorithm provides the same Byzantine resiliency and service characteristics as previous algorithms under the same synchrony assumptions. The use of fewer active replicas results in reduced power assumption for processing and communication. It also has the potential to provide better performance during normal, fault-free execution since each active replica communicates with fewer replicas.

In this chapter, we discuss this new BFT-SMR algorithm as a general solution to implementing fault-tolerant services. In the CMM system, this algorithm is used to replicate the central manager to achieve high reliability. In the context of the CMM, the servers are the managers, while the agents and the trusted hardcore are the clients.

The rest of this chapter describes this new BFT-SMR algorithm. In Section 4.1, we analyze the problems and issues that we must resolve when making the replication algorithm Byzantine fault-tolerant. Section 4.2 presents our algorithm and the corresponding correctness proof for the case of $f = 1$, where there are three active replicas and a single replica failure can be tolerated. In Section 4.2.7 and 4.2.8, we also discuss extension of the algorithm to any $f$ so it tolerates multiple simultaneous faults, and extension of the algorithm to an open replica group, respectively. In Section 4.3, we present experimental results based on simulations of our algorithm and the algorithm presented in [Cast99a], which requires $3f + 1$
active replicas. The results show that our algorithm improves the performance of fault-free execution.

4.1. Achieving BFT-SMR

A state machine replication (SMR) algorithm must guarantee both safety and liveness (see Section 2.1.3). Safety requires that all correct replicas process clients’ messages atomically in the same order. The response that any correct client accepts from the replicated state machine cannot be inconsistent with the state of any correct server replica. The safety property can be ensured if the algorithm can guarantee agreements among all correct replicas on the total order of processing clients’ messages.

Liveness requires that all messages sent by clients are eventually processed by all correct replicas, and a client eventually receives and accepts correct replies to its requests.

In order to assure that the reply it receives is correct, a client only accepts a reply after it has received consistent replies from a majority of the server replicas. Since the number of faulty replicas is at most $f$, the system must have at least $2f + 1$ replicas so correct replicas are the majority.

As we mentioned in Section 2.1.3, atomic multicast protocols can be used to ensure that clients’ messages are delivered to all replicas in the same total order. In order to ensure the same total order, a simple and efficient solution for atomic multicast is to have one replica act as the sequencer and be responsible for ordering
messages. All messages from clients are sent to this sequencer. Upon receiving a message, the sequencer assigns it a sequence number and relays the message with its sequence number to all other replicas. The messages from the clients (agents) are authenticated as described in Section 2.2, so a faulty sequencer cannot modify a client’s message or forge a client’s message. It can only discard the message or mess around with the sequence number it assigns to the message, as we will discuss later.

When a replica receives a message with an assigned sequence number from the sequencer, it delivers and processes the message in the order specified by the sequence number.

![Figure 4.1: Sequencer-based atomic multicast.](image)

Figure 4.1 depicts an example of this sequencer-based atomic multicast. $P$ is the faulty primary, $B1$ and $B2$ are two backups, and $C$ is a client. $\langle m, 1 \rangle$ is the message that consists of the client message and the sequencer number assigned by the sequencer.

Although in Figure 4.1 and other figures shown in this section, we only illustrate the case for $f = 1$, the arguments presented in this section are correct for any $f$.

This sequencer-based mechanism has been used in several atomic multicast/broadcast protocols, such as the group communication protocol in the
Amoeba distributed operating system [Kaas91, Kaas89]. In Amoeba, this mechanism is called the PB method [Kaas96]. There exists another version of the sequencer-based approach, which is called the BB method in Amoeba [Kaas96]. In this variant, the sender multicasts its message to the sequencer and all other replicas. When the sequencer receives the message, it sends to all other replicas a special message containing only the sequence number it assigns to the message. Each replica then delivers messages in sequence after it has received both the message and its sequence number.

The BB version of the sequencer-based algorithm reduces the workload of the sequencer because the sequencer does not have to relay clients’ full messages. However, it requires nearly twice as many messages as the first version and increases the number of interrupts to replicas for receiving messages. For this reason, the multicast protocol in our state machine replication algorithm is based on the first (PB) version [Kaas96]. In our protocol, the primary replica plays the role of the sequencer. Clients send their messages to the primary replica; it then assigns sequence numbers to messages and forwards the messages to all backup replicas.

With these simple sequencer-based protocols described above, although faulty backup replicas can not sabotage the correctness of the protocol, the primary replica (or the sequencer) could be a single point of failure. In Ameoba, a group membership protocol [Kaas91] is used to deal with fail-stop failures of the sequencer. Each process periodically “pings” another process by sending a message to the process asking it to respond. If after a certain number of trials the
process does not respond, the process is declared as “failed”. If the sequencer is declared as “failed” this group membership protocol elects a new sequencer with the invitation protocol described in [Garc82]. The protocol starts by each process establishing a group that only includes itself and considering itself as the coordinator. Each coordinator then invites other processes to join its group. If a process that is not a coordinator receives the invitation, it responds with the highest sequence number it has seen. If one coordinator invites another coordinator, the one with the higher sequence number becomes the coordinator of the joint group (if their sequence numbers are equal, the one with the lower id is chosen). When all alive processes have been invited, the coordinator of the final group is the new sequencer. This new sequencer then broadcasts a “new group” message to all other processes and retransmits missing messages to other processes.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.2:** Malicious primary sending inconsistent ordering information. 
P is the faulty primary, B1 and B2 are two backups, and C1 and C2 are two clients. m1 and m2 are two messages from different clients, and messages such as \( \langle m1, 2 \rangle \) are \( \langle \text{message, sequence number} \rangle \) pair sent by the sequencer.

The mechanism described above may fail if the sequencer is subject to non-fail-stop failures. For example, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, the malicious primary
(sequencer) relays messages it received from the clients with inconsistent sequence numbers to the two backup replicas. Each backup replica delivers and processes those messages in the order indicated by the sequence numbers that are different than the order accepted by the other backup. Thus the two correct backups would have inconsistent states and generate different outputs.

It is clear that this simple protocol with one-phase message forwarding cannot guarantee safety in presence of Byzantine faults. A fault-tolerant protocol must prevent a malicious primary from causing correct backup replicas to become inconsistent. This can be achieved by having all backup replicas exchange and compare the messages they received from the primary. In this way, if the primary is faulty and sends inconsistent ordering information, the backup replicas can detect the inconsistency and prevent their states from diverging. This additional exchanging phase leads to a two-phase protocol that is shown in Figure 4.3.

**Figure 4.3:** Two-phase multicast protocol. Backup replicas broadcast the ordering messages received from the primary to ensure consistency. $P$ is the primary, $B_1 \ldots B_{n-1}$ are backups, and $C$ is a client.

In this two-phase protocol, the purpose of the second phase is to ensure that a
correct replica does not accept (process) a message unless there is a total of at least $f + 1$ correct replicas that have received the message with the same sequence number. Thus, after receiving a message with a sequence number from the primary, each backup broadcasts this $\langle$message, sequence number$\rangle$ pair to all the replicas. A replica accepts (processes) a message with a sequence number only after it has received consistent $\langle$message, sequence number$\rangle$ pairs from at least $2f$ backups, possibly including itself. Since a maximum of $f$ of the backups may be faulty, this ensures that consistent $\langle$message, sequence number$\rangle$ pairs are received from at least $f$ correct backups. Thus, taking into account that backups initially receive the message from the primary, this protocol does ensure that each correct replica will proceed only if there are at least $f$ other replicas that will proceed with the same $\langle$message, sequence number$\rangle$ pair.

Unfortunately, the two-phase protocol just described does not ensure liveness. Specifically, the $f$ faulty replicas may all stop responding and be silent forever. Thus, if correct replicas wait for messages from $2f$ replicas, they may wait forever.

In order to ensure liveness with the two phase protocol, the number of replicas must be increased beyond $2f + 1$. If the total number of replicas is $n$, the number of backups is $n - 1$. Due to the liveness problem explained in the previous paragraph, a replica must be able to proceed after receiving consistent messages from $n - 1 - f$ backups (possibly including itself). Hence, due to the safety requirement previously discussed, $(n - 1 - f) \geq 2f$; that is, $n \geq 3f + 1$.

Due to the argument above, all previous Byzantine fault tolerant SMR
algorithms for asynchronous systems require at least \( 3f + 1 \) replicas to tolerate \( f \) faulty replicas [Cast99a, Kihl98, Reit94]. The requirement for at least \( 3f + 1 \) replicas holds even in a system where messages are authenticated [Brac85, Dwor88].

With at least \( 3f + 1 \) replicas, faulty backup replicas in the two-phase protocol cannot cause correct replicas to accept incorrect message order or prevent correct replicas from making progress, because a correct replica can always receive exchanged messages from at least \( 2f \) backup replicas (may including the replica itself) at the end of the second phase, no matter what these faulty replicas do.

With the two-phase protocol and \( 3f + 1 \) replicas, a faulty primary can prevent correct backup replicas from making progress. For example, for each message a faulty primary may attach different sequence numbers when it forwards the message to different backup replicas. This will prevent the backup replicas from reaching agreement at the end of second phase and thus block the backups from making progress. Even if the primary can only fail-stop, it can block the protocol if it simply stops forwarding received messages to the backup replicas.

Since with the protocol as described so far even a fail-stop primary can block progress, it is clear that the protocol is missing a critical component—a way to recover from the failure of the primary replica. Such recovery is possible based on a timeout mechanism. A client sets a timer with a timeout period when it sends a message to the primary. If it does not receive a reply before the timer expires, it sends the message to all backup replicas. When a backup replica receives the
message, it also starts a timer with a timeout period. When the timeout period expires, the backup replica invokes the reconfiguration procedure by broadcasting a message to replace the failed primary with a backup replica. When it receives messages from $2f$ other backup replicas that agree the primary change, it commits to the configuration with the new primary. This new primary resumes the ordering protocol and leads other replicas to proceed.

This reconfiguration procedure is also called “view-change” [Cast99a]. The use of timeout means that such a protocol relies on partial synchrony [Dwor88]: the bounds on message delay and relative speeds of different nodes exist but they are not known and they hold only after some unknown time. All BFT-SMR algorithms assume a system model with partial synchrony as they rely on timeouts.

The atomic multicast problem becomes more complex once view-changes are introduced. Specifically, the two-phase protocol cannot guarantee safety across view change when some messages sent between replicas can get delayed or lost. Consider the following scenario: the primary is faulty and it sends identical ordering message to $2f$ backup replicas but different ordering messages to the other $f$ replicas. Since there are $2f$ replicas that have the same ordering message and broadcast the message in the second phase, some correct backup replicas will be able to receive enough consistent messages so they accept the order and process the message. For example, assume that the number of backup replicas that accept this order is $f$. Other correct replicas did not receive enough ordering messages because some messages sent to them were delayed or lost; as a result, these replicas
do not accept the same order and are blocked. Eventually, timeouts expires on these replicas and the view-change is triggered: the old primary is replaced by a new primary that is a replica that has not accepted a message order and received a different ordering message from the old primary as we mentioned before. After the view-change, this new primary invokes the two-phase protocol with the ordering message it has, which is inconsistent with the ordering message that has been accepted by those $f$ replicas. Because there are still $2f + 1$ replicas (including the old primary) that have not accepted a message order yet, a correct replica can receive enough consistent messages for the new order so it accepts the new order. However, this new order is different than the order that has been accepted by $f$ correct replicas: inconsistency exists among correct replicas and safety is violated.

The inconsistency among correct replicas as described in the above scenario is caused by the fact that when a correct replica accepts the message order at the end of the second phase, it does not know for certain that the same message order has been or will be accepted by other correct replicas. In order to avoid this problem, replicas have to exchange such information in an additional phase so that they can be assured that other correct replica will accept the same message order before they commit to this order. Such a three-phase protocol (and its variants) has been used in previous BFT-SMR algorithms that requires at least $3f + 1$ replicas. As an example, Figure 4.4 shows the three-phase protocol used in Castro and Liskov’s BFT algorithm [Cast99a] (see Section 2.2).

In Castro and Liskov’s algorithm, the three phases are named *pre-prepare*,
Figure 4.4: Three-phase protocol with $3f+1$ replicas (Castro & Liskov [Cast99a]). B3 is a faulty backup replica.

*prepare* and *commit*. Backup replicas broadcast the ordering information they received from the primary as *prepare* messages. A replica waits until it has received $2f$ consistent *prepare* messages (may include its own *prepare* message) before it proceeds into the commit phase. In the commit phase, each replica broadcasts a *commit* message. A replica finally commits to a message order and process the message only when it has collected $2f + 1$ *commit* messages.

By having these conditions for a replica to proceed and accept a message order, this protocol ensures safety. It can also tolerate failures of the backup replicas. As illustrated in Figure 4.4, the faulty backup replica, B3, cannot prevent the correct replicas from making progress: the correct replicas can still collect enough messages to proceed even if the B3 does not send out any message. The algorithm relies on timeouts and a view-change protocol to provide liveness when the primary fails. The view-change protocol, together with the commit phase, ensures consistent message order across view changes.
4.2. BFT Replication with Fewer than 3f+1 Active Replicas

As discussed earlier, a BFT-SMR algorithm requires at least 3\(f+1\) replicas to provide both safety and liveness. This requirement is based on the assertion that correct replicas cannot wait for responses from silent faulty replicas forever; otherwise, liveness cannot be ensured. In order to deal with the faulty primary, previous 3\(f+1\) algorithms have to use the timeout mechanism and rely on partial synchrony (Section 4.1). With previous algorithms the 3\(f+1\) replicas participate actively in the handling of every message, at least in the ordering of the message. However, in this section we show that this is not necessary. Specifically, we present a new BFT-SMR algorithm that requires only 2\(f+1\) of the replicas to be active during fault-free operation. The total number of replicas is still 3\(f+1\) but, as long as a view change is not triggered, \(f\) replicas are idle — they do not receive any messages, send any messages, or perform any processing. Under the same synchrony and fault assumptions, safety and liveness can still be achieved with this algorithm [Li04].

The new BFT-SMR protocol involves three phases and proceeds from one phase to the next under the same conditions as with Castro and Liskov’s protocol [Cast99a]. The key difference is that, during normal (fault-free) operation, only 2\(f+1\) replicas instead of 3\(f+1\) replicas participate. Thus, in the first phase, each backup replica receives a pre-prepare message from the primary. In the second phase, each replica waits until it has received consistent prepare messages from 2\(f\) backup replicas (may include itself). In the third phase, each replica waits
until it has received consistent commit message from all other $2f$ replicas. Note that the conditions for a replica to proceed are precisely the same as the conditions in Castro and Liskov’s algorithm for $3f + 1$ replicas. By enforcing these conditions, the algorithm can still ensure safety (see the discussion in Section 4.1) with only $2f + 1$ replicas as faulty replicas could not mislead correct replicas to behave incorrectly. The replicas may either generate the correct result or they may fail to make progress due to the faulty replicas. Liveness (see Section 4.1) cannot be guaranteed if any replica, the primary or a backup, is faulty.

In order to resolve the liveness problem with $2f + 1$ active replicas, standby spare replicas must be available and the timeout mechanism needs to be used. The spare replicas are used only for reconfigurations that are triggered by timeouts. During a reconfiguration, spare replicas are activated to replace the faulty replicas so that correct replicas can proceed.

As discussed in the previous section, previous algorithms use the same timeout mechanism to trigger reconfigurations (view-changes) in order to ensure liveness when the primary fails. Therefore, the synchrony assumption (partial synchrony) in our algorithm is the same as in previous algorithms.

Our new algorithm reduces the replication cost for BFT-SMR. The benefit of using fewer active replicas during fault-free execution comes from the reduction in computation and communication overhead. Although it still requires the same number of replicas to be available, the standby spare replicas stay inactive most time and are only involved in reconfigurations, thus the resources that would
otherwise be consumed by them can be saved for running user applications. In addition, as only active replicas communicate during fault-free execution, with fewer replicas being active, each replica sends and receives fewer messages. This reduces the communication overhead and number of interrupts of the replicas, thus improves the normal-case performance.

On the other hand, compared to Castro and Liskov’s algorithm, in which the reconfigurations are only triggered by primary failures, our algorithm is more sensitive to faults because a faulty backup replica can also cause reconfigurations. However, since faults are rare and normal-case performance is more important in practical systems, our algorithm is more efficient than previous BFT-SMR algorithms.

The remainder of this section describes our algorithm for the single-fault case, that is, \( f = 1 \), so there are only three active replicas and one spare replica are available. Each node with a replica is assigned a unique ID in \{0,1,2,3\}. As discussed in Section 4.2.7, the algorithm can be easily extended to any \( f \).

As in [Cast99a], we rely on authenticated communication. Thus, messages are authenticated with digital signatures. We denote a message \( m \) signed by replica \( i \) as \( \langle m \rangle_i \).

We consider a closed replica group in our algorithm: the set of replicas does not change, it always consists of the same four replicas. A reconfiguration changes the roles of the replicas — the designation of each replica on a particular node as primary, backup, or spare. It neither removes a replica from the group, nor brings a
new replica into the group. Issues related to extending the algorithm to an open or dynamic replica group are discussed in Section 4.2.8.

The algorithm consists of a normal-case protocol and a “view-change” protocol that is used to reconfigure the replicas in the presence of faults. The replicas move though a sequence of configurations called views. A view is identified by a unique view number: an integer \( v \). The primary of a view is replica \( i \), such that \( i = v \mod 4 \). The replica identified by \( (v + 3) \mod 4 \) is the spare, and the remaining two replicas are backups. A view change always causes a change from view \( v \) to view \( v + 1 \). Thus, the same configuration is reused after four consecutive views are installed, but with a new view number. The replica that is primary in the current view will be the spare of the next view. The algorithm starts with view 0, and new views are installed by the view-change protocol.

During normal operation, the standby spare replica does not send or receive any messages and does not perform any operation. In fact, the spare replica does not have to be a real process running on a node. It can be virtual and the process is spawned only when the replica is promoted to be active, as long as there is a daemon process on the node that can start the real process.

The algorithm works roughly as follows:

1. A client sends a group message to the primary replica;
2. The primary assigns a sequence number to the message and multicasts it to the backups using the total ordering protocol;
3. All active replicas process the message and send a response or an
acknowledgment to the client;

(4) The clients accept and execute the server replicas’ messages only when they receive identical copies of message from at least two different replicas.

The total ordering protocol guarantees that all correct server replicas agree on a total order for processing client’s messages even in the presence of faults.

4.2.1. Client-Side Protocol

The behavior of clients in our algorithm is similar to the behavior of clients in the BFT-SMR algorithm presented in [Cast99a]. View-changes of the server replica are visible to all the clients, as the server replicas notify the clients whenever a new view is installed. A client sends its message to the replica it believes to be the current primary.

The client message is in the form of \( \langle \text{GROUP-MESSAGE, } cs, \rightarrow c \rangle_c \), where \( c \) is the client’s identifier, \( cs \) is the channel sequence number (CSN) that is used to ensure FIFO order on messages from this client to the replica group, and “\( \rightarrow \)” represents the content of the message.

A client buffers the replies it receives from active server replicas until it has received identical replies from two different server replicas. Each of these messages from the server replicas has a global send sequence number (GSSN) so the client can match messages from different server replicas.

The client sets a timeout when it sends a group message to the primary. If it
does not receive valid replies from at least two server replicas before the timeout expires, it sends the same group message to all replicas. This step indirectly triggers the reconfiguration protocol (see Section 4.2.3) and is critical for ensuring liveness [Cast99a].

4.2.2. Normal-Case Operation

The protocol for normal-case operation in our algorithm is very similar to the three-phase protocol in [Cast99a]. The only difference is that in our algorithm, only three, instead of four replicas, participate in the protocol.

When a server replica receives a group message from a client, it checks the CSN of the message. If it has already processed a message with the same CSN, it simply re-send the reply. As with other reliable communications protocols, replicas have to keep the reply message they sent to each client until they receive an acknowledgment from the client indicating that the client has received the the reply message. In the case that the group message has not been processed yet, if the replica is a backup, and it has not received from the primary a pre-prepare message (described below) for this group message yet, it relays the group message to the primary.

When the primary replica (denoted $p$) receives a group message $m$ for the first time, it starts the three-phase protocol to lead the backups to agree on the total order of processing the message. In the first phase, the pre-prepare phase, the primary assigns a receive sequence number (RSN) $s$ to the group message $m$ and
multicasts a *pre-prepare* message with \( m \) to all the backups. The *pre-prepare* message has the form \( \langle \text{PRE-PREPARE}, v, s, d_m \rangle_p \), where \( v \) indicates the current view, and \( d_m \) is group message \( m \)’s digest, generated by a collision-resistant hash function \([\text{Rive92}]\).

After the multicast, the primary inserts the group message \( m \) and the pre-prepare message into it *message log*. Each active replica maintains a message log for recording the messages it receives and it sends to others, in case they are needed for retransmission or as proofs that are required by the protocol. We will describe how to truncate the log in Section 4.2.4.

A backup replica \( b \) accepts the \( \langle \text{PRE-PREPARE}, v, s, d_m \rangle_p \) message and the group message \( m \) if the following conditions are all true: it is in view \( v \); the pre-prepare message and the group message \( m \) are all properly signed, by the primary of view \( v \) and by the client \( c \), respectively; it has not yet accepted a *pre-prepare* message for view \( v \) with the same sequence number \( s \) but a different digest; and predicate \( \text{prepared}(m', v', s, b) \) (discussed below) is not true for a group message \( m' \) that is different than \( m \) for any previous view \( v' \leq v \).

If backup replica \( b \) accepts the pre-prepare message, it enters the *prepare* phase by multicasting a *prepare* message \( \langle \text{PREPARE}, v, s, d_m, b \rangle_b \) to all other replicas (including the primary), then adds the group message \( m \), the pre-prepare message, and its prepare message to its message log. Otherwise, it simply discards the message.

When a server replica (including the primary) receives a prepare message, it
accepts and inserts the message into its log provided that the message is properly signed, the view number in the message is the same as the replica’s current view.

As in [Cast99a], the predicate \(\text{prepared}(m, v, s, i)\) is true if and only if replica \(i\) has inserted into its log the group message \(m\), the pre-prepare message for \(m\) in view \(v\) with sequence number \(s\) and matching digest, and the prepare messages from the two backups that match the pre-prepare message (including its own prepare message if \(i\) is a backup). The pre-prepare message and prepare messages forms the \textit{prepared certificate} of \(\langle m, s \rangle\). This certificate proves that all active replicas have agreed to assign sequence number \(s\) to \(m\) in view \(v\). It will be used in the view-change procedure as a proof of the agreement to the spare replica (see the subsection 4.2.3).

When \(\text{prepared}(m, v, s, i)\) becomes true, replica \(i\) multicasts a \(\langle \text{COMMIT}, v, s, d_m, i \rangle_i\) to all other replicas and inserts the message into its log. If a replica receives a \textit{commit} message that is properly signed by the sender, and the view number \(v\) in the message is equal to its current view, it accepts the message and adds to its log.

The \textit{committed certificate} of \(\langle m, s \rangle\) is defined as the set that consists of three commit messages from different replicas (including itself) with the same RSN \(s\), the same digest \(d_m\), and the same view \(v\). It proves that all active replicas in view \(v\) are ready to commit to \(m\) with sequence number \(s\). We say that \(\langle m, s \rangle\) is committed by replica \(i\) (primary or backup) in view \(v\) if and only if \(\text{prepared}(m, v, s, i)\) is true, and it has the committed certificate of \(\langle m, s \rangle\), and for every client message that has
a lower RSN than \( s \), it either has processed the message, or its state shows the message has been processed (the replica may get the state from another correct replica, as described later). A replica process message \( m \) when \( \langle m, s \rangle \) is committed by it. This ensures that all correct replicas process group messages in the same total order thus produce the same result.

After processing the group message \( m \), server replica \( i \) sends a reply \( \langle \text{GROUP-REPLY}, v, cs, gs, \rightarrow i \rangle_i \) or an acknowledgment \( \langle \text{GROUP-ACK}, v, cs, i \rangle_i \) to the client \( a \), where “\( \rightarrow \)” is the result of the execution, \( gs \) is the global send sequence number (GSSN) assigned to the group reply message, and \( cs \) is the original channel sequence number (CSN) of \( m \).

![Figure 4.5: Normal case protocol for total order multicast. P is the primary, B1 and B2 are backups, and C is a client.](image)

Figure 4.5 shows the message exchanges in the normal-case protocol. The protocol described above is presented formally in Figure 4.6 as the behavior of each server replica \( i \) in a view \( v \). The protocol is presented in an asynchronous event-driven style. The statement of “\( \square \text{Upon } E \text{ do } A \)” indicates that when an event \( E \) occurs, the replica performs the action described by \( A \). The execution of \( A \) are
atomic, so that no other statements are executed before the execution of $A$ completes. There are also statements like \[ \text{If } C \text{ then } A \], which states that whenever condition $C$ becomes true, the replica executes $A$. We assume that all conditions are constantly under evaluation, so that a condition is re-evaluated whenever a variable it concerns has changed.

This algorithm provides safety: a correct server replica processes a group message $m$ in the order indicated by its sequence number $s$ only when it has received consistent commit messages for $m$ and $s$ from all replicas — $\text{prepared}(m, v, s, i)$ is true for all replicas. At that moment, it knows that all correct replicas will not accept any different $\langle m, s \rangle$ pair in the same view. As a result, all correct replicas execute the group messages in the same total order.

As described so far, the algorithm does not ensure liveness. If a faulty replica sends to others incorrect $m$ and $s$ or simply does not send out messages, the correct replicas may not proceed. However, as mentioned earlier, our complete algorithm does ensure liveness since lack of progress eventually results in a timeout that triggers the view-change protocol which is described next.

4.2.3. View-Changes When Faulty Replicas Block Progress

The normal-case protocol for ordering group messages does not prevent a faulty replica (primary or backup) from blocking the protocol. This is a difference between our algorithm and Castro and Liskov’s BFT-SMR algorithm [Cast99a]. In their algorithm, the normal case operation is blocked only when the primary replica
Variables
\[ R \equiv \{ v \mod 4, (v+1) \mod 4, (v+2) \mod 4 \} \]  /* the active replica set */
\[ primary \equiv v \mod 4 \]
\[ B \equiv \{(v+1) \mod 4, (v+2) \mod 4\} \]  /* the backup set */
\[ spare \equiv (v+3) \mod 4 \]
\[ rsn \]  /* the current RSN */
\[ \text{cs} \]
\[ \text{committed} \equiv \text{spare} \]
\[ \text{L} \equiv \text{B} \equiv \text{R} \]
\[ \text{timer} \]

Upon

\[ \text{RECEIVE msg = \langle \text{GROUP-MESSAGE}, \text{cs}, \rightarrow c \rangle}_c \] do
  if \( cs < cs_{last}(c) \) then discard \( msg \)
  else if \( cs = cs_{last}(c) + 1 \) then
    \[ L \leftarrow L \cup \{ \text{msg} \} \]
    start \( \text{timer} \) with timeout \( T \)
    if \( i = primary \) then
      \[ rsn \leftarrow rsn + 1 \]
      let \( mm = \langle \text{PRE-PREPARE}, v, rsn, d_m \rangle_i \)
      multicast \( mm \) to \( B \)
      \[ L \leftarrow L \cup \{ mm \} \]
    else buffer \( msg \)

Upon

\[ \text{RECEIVE msg = \langle \text{PRE-PREPARE}, v, s, d_m \rangle}_{primary} \] do
  if \( \forall v' : (v' \leq v) \land (\exists m' : (\langle d_m, d_m' \rangle \land \text{prepared}(m', v', s, i))) \) then
    let \( mm = \langle \text{PRE-PREPARE}, v, s, d_m, i \rangle_i \)
    multicast \( mm \) to \( R \)
    \[ L \leftarrow L \cup \{ msg, mm \} \]

Upon

\[ \text{RECEIVE msg = \langle \text{PREPARE}, v, s, d_m, j \rangle}_j \text{ or } \text{msg = \langle \text{COMMIT}, v, s, d_m, j \rangle}_j \] do
  \[ L \leftarrow L \cup \{ msg \} \]

If

\[ \text{prepared}(m, v, s, i) \] then
  let \( mm = \langle \text{COMMIT}, v, s, d_m, i \rangle_i \)
  multicast \( mm \) to \( R \)
  \[ L \leftarrow L \cup \{ mm \} \]

If

\[ \text{committed}(m, v, s, i) \text{ and } (s = s_{last} + 1) \] then
  process \( m = \langle \text{GROUP-MESSAGE}, cs, \rightarrow a \rangle_c \)
  \[ s_{last} \leftarrow s \]
  send \( \langle \text{GROUP-REPLY}, v, cs, reply, i \rangle, to \ c \)

Upon

\[ \text{timer expires} \]
  start \( \text{view-change}(v + 1) \)

Figure 4.6: Normal-case protocol for each replica \( i \) in view \( v \).
is faulty; a faulty backup cannot prevent other replicas from making progress, because all the $3f + 1$ replicas are active in their algorithm. In our algorithm, not only the faulty primary, but also a faulty backup can stop the system from making progress. Hence, with our algorithm, a faulty backup that blocks progress may also trigger a view change.

The purpose of the view-change procedure is to remove the faulty replica from the active replica set and replace it with a new active replica (the spare). In order to do that, the two fault-free active replica must initiate the view-change procedure and agree on the removal of the faulty replica. If a client message has been processed by at least one fault-free active replica, the algorithm must guarantee that after the view-change, other fault-free active replicas process the message in the same order. This requires that prepared certificates and committed certificates (as described in the previous subsection) are passed to the new view. In addition, the view-change procedure must ensure that the new active replica obtains correct server state. This can be achieved by having two active replicas send consistent states to the new active replica.

The view-change protocol in our algorithm moves the system into view $v + 1$ from the current view $v$, thus changing the current primary to standby spare, promoting a backup to be the primary, and bringing in the spare as a new active replica.

In order to initiate the view-change, correct replicas must find out that they are blocked. As in [Cast99a], a timeout mechanism is used. As mentioned earlier, a
client re-sends its group message to all replicas if it does not receive valid responses within a timeout period. Hence, if the primary is faulty and it does not forward the client message to the backups, the client will eventually retransmit the message directly to the backup replicas. Therefore, every replicas eventually receives the client message and it waits for processing the message until the three-phase protocol completes on the message, as described in the previous subsection. In order to prevent replicas from waiting indefinitely, each replica (include the primary) starts a timer with a timeout period when it receives a client message. If the timer expires and it has not processed the message, the replica starts the view-change protocol as described below.

There is no need for a replica to start a timer for every client message it receives. Instead, the replica only needs one timer. It starts the timer upon receiving a client message only if the timer has not already been started due to previous client messages. When the timer expires, a replica restarts the timer if it still has client messages waiting for processing. It stops the timer when it has processed all the client messages it has received.

Because it is impossible to identify which server replica (if any) is faulty, the view-change protocol always “suspects” the primary and removes it from the active replica set. The suspicion could be wrong, so the faulty replica may remain in the active replica set and continue blocking the ordering protocol. However, if that happens, another view-change is triggered, as described above. Since the role of the primary rotates among the four replicas, after at most three consecutive view-
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changes, the faulty replica is removed from the active replica set. The correct replicas can then make progress.

The view-change protocol must ensure correct processing of group messages across views. When a standby spare replica becomes active as a result of a view change, it must obtain a state consistent with the state of the other replicas, as well as information about group messages that have been prepared at correct replicas. This is achieved by having two active replicas agree on the view-change and on a consistent state. It is possible that at the moment a group message have not been processed by all replicas, as some replicas have received all the commit messages (see the previous subsection) but others have not. In order for the replicas to reach agreement on their state, they must first reach agreement on a common position of processing group messages, i.e. the RSN of the last group message processed. Hence, the replicas exchange their last RSNs and states until two replicas reach an agreement on a common RSN and a consistent state. All the active replicas are supposed to participate in this procedure. Since at most one of the participants in this procedure is faulty, at least two participants are non-faulty. Hence, if agreement is reached by at least two replicas, the agreed-upon state must be consistent with a non-faulty server replica. If agreement is not reached between two replicas, then one of them must be faulty, and the correct one will reach agreement with another replica that is also correct. Therefore, such an agreement will be reached and the view-change will always proceed.

After reaching the agreement, at least two active replicas send the agreed-upon
state to the spare replica along with messages that prove its correctness, and any existing prepared certificates. Once the spare replica verifies and restores the state, the system can move into the new configuration.

When a timeout triggers the view-change on replica \( i \) in view \( v \), it switches its operation state (mode) to “view-change.” It continues to process normal messages as in normal operation mode. In addition, it multicasts a view-change message to all other active replicas. The message has the form \( \langle \text{VIEW-CHANGE}, v+1, s_i, i \rangle_i \), where \( s_i \) is the receive sequence number (RSN) of the last message that has committed at \( i \).

As described earlier, all active replicas start their own timers on processing a client message. If a faulty replica blocks progress, timeouts independently trigger view-change from view \( v \) to view \( v+1 \) on all correct replicas. Hence all correct replicas will eventually begin the view-change procedure. In order to prevent a faulty replica from incorrectly causing view-change on a correct replica, when a replica \( j \) receives a \( \langle \text{VIEW-CHANGE}, v+1, s_i, i \rangle_i \) message, if it has not started the view-change to view \( v+1 \), it ignores the message. Otherwise, if the RSN of the last message it has committed to is higher than or equal to \( s_i \), it sends back to \( i \) a \( \langle \langle \text{VIEW-CHANGE-ACK}, v+1, s_j, D_j, \Phi, j, \Psi \rangle_j \rangle_j \) message, where \( s_j \) is the RSN of the last message that has committed at \( j \), and \( D_j \) is the digest or checksum of its management state after it executes that message. The set \( \Phi \) contains a set \( \Phi_m \) for each group message \( m \) that prepared at \( j \) with a RSN higher than \( s_j \), i.e., each group message that has prepared but not committed yet at \( j \). Each \( \Phi_m \) is a set
containing a valid pre-prepare message for group message \( m \) and two matching, valid prepare messages signed by different replicas with the same view, RSN and digest, i.e., the prepared certificate of \( m \). The piggybacked \( \Psi \) is a set of \( \Psi_m \) for each group message \( m \) that has a RSN \( s \), \( s_i < s \leq s_j \). \( \Psi \) could be a null set if \( s_i = s_j \). Each \( \Psi_m \) is the committed certificate of \( m \).

When replica \( i \) receives from others a valid \( \langle \langle \text{VIEW-CHANGE-ACK}, v + 1, s_j, D_j, \Phi, j \rangle_j, \Psi \rangle \) from any replica \( j \), if it has not executed a group message with a higher RSN than \( s_j \), it add the commit messages in each \( \Psi_m \) of \( \Psi \) to its log and executes all the group messages up to \( s_j \) provided that the committed certificate is valid. It then computes the digest of its state and compares it to \( D_j \). If the digest are the same, replica \( i \) sends a new-view message to the standby spare. The new-view message has the form \( \langle \langle \text{NEW-VIEW}, v + 1, s_i, D_i, \Phi, i \rangle_i, S, V \rangle \), where \( s_i \) is the RSN of the last group message it has committed (should be equal to \( s_j \)), \( D_i \) is \( i \)'s state digest it just computed. \( S \) is the complete state of \( i \) corresponding to the digest \( D_i \). The set \( \Phi \) contains prepared certificate \( \Phi_m \) for each group message \( m \) that prepared at \( i \) but not yet committed at \( i \). The attached \( V \) is the view-change-ack message received from \( j \), without the piggybacked \( \Psi \). This view-change-ack message is used as a justification to the new-view message.

The standby spare in view \( v \) accepts a new-view message for view \( v + 1 \) from any other replica provided: both the new-view message and the piggybacked view-change-ack message are properly signed and contain the same sequence number.
and state digest; the state \( S \) matches the digest. It then restores its state from \( S \) and go through the \( \Phi \) sets in both the new-view message and the piggybacked view-change-ack message. If there is at least one valid certificate \( \Phi_m \) in the two \( \Phi \) sets for any group message \( m \), it adds the messages in \( \Phi_m \) into its log. This ensures the predicate \textit{prepared} to be also true at the spare for group message \( m \), its sequence number \( s \) and view \( v \). Once it has finished, it relays the new-view message and the view-change-ack message (without the piggybacked \( S \)) to all other replicas and installs view \( v + 1 \).

When a replica in view \( v \) receives the relayed new-view message for \( v + 1 \) from the spare replica, it first checks the validity of the message and the piggybacked view-change-ack message. If they are valid, the replica accepts them and installs view \( v + 1 \). The view-change protocol is presented formally in Figure 4.7.

Completion of the view-change protocol relies on the correct behavior of the spare replica. The spare replica may actually be faulty and may block the view-change. However, the single fault assumption means that if the spare is faulty none of the current active replicas are faulty. If none of the active replicas are faulty, the view-change was "incorrectly" triggered by premature timeouts. Since the active replicas are not really faulty, they do eventually complete the normal case operation and pending group messages are committed and executed. When they have no group message left for processing, the active replicas abort the view-change and switch back to normal mode. Therefore, either the normal-case operation, or the
**Variables**

\[ R \equiv \{ v \mod 4, (v+1) \mod 4, (v+2) \mod 4 \} \quad /\ast \text{the active replica set} /\ast \]
\[ primary \equiv v \mod 4 \]
\[ B \equiv \{ (v+1) \mod 4, (v+2) \mod 4 \} \quad /\ast \text{the backup set} /\ast \]
\[ spare \equiv (v+3) \mod 4 \]
\[ s_{last} \quad /\ast \text{the RSN of the last group message processed} /\ast \]
\[ L \quad /\ast \text{the message log} /\ast \]
\[ S \quad /\ast \text{the management state} /\ast \]
\[ D(S) \quad /\ast \text{digest of the management state} /\ast \]
\[ mode = \text{NORMAL} \quad /\ast \text{operation mode} /\ast \]

**Predicates**

\[ \text{prepared}(m, v, s, i) \equiv m \in L \land \langle \text{PRE-PREPARE}, v, s, d_m \rangle_{primary} \in L \land \forall r \in B : (\langle \text{PREPARE}, v, s, d_m, r \rangle, r) \in L \]
\[ \text{committed}(m, v, s, i) \equiv \text{prepared}(m, v, s, i) \land \forall r \in R : (\langle \text{COMMIT}, v, s, d_m, r \rangle, r) \in L \land \forall s', s' < s : (\exists v', m' : v' \leq v) \land \text{committed}(m', v', s', i)) \]

**Upon CALL view-change(v + 1)**

\[ \text{mode} \leftarrow \text{VIEWCHANGE} \]
multicast \( \langle \text{VIEW-CHANGE}, v + 1, s_i, i \rangle \) to \( R \)

**Upon RECEIVE (VIEW-CHANGE, v + 1, s_j, j) do**

\[ \text{if} (\text{mode} = \text{VIEWCHANGE}) \land (s_{last} \geq s_j) \text{ then} \]
\[ \quad \text{let } \Phi = \{ \text{prepared-certificate}(m, s) \mid \forall m : \text{prepared}(m, v, s, i) \land (s \geq s_{last}) \} \]
\[ \quad \text{and } \Psi = \{ \text{committed-certificate}(m, s) \mid \forall m : \text{committed}(m, v, s, i) \land (s_j < s \leq s_{last}) \} \]
\[ \quad \text{send } \langle \text{VIEW-CHANGE-ACK}, v + 1, s_i, D(S), \Phi, i, j, \Psi \rangle \text{ to } j \]
\[ \text{else buffer } \text{msg} \]

**Upon RECEIVE (VIEW-CHANGE-ACK, v + 1, s_j, D_j, j, D_j, \Phi, j, j, j, \Psi) do**

\[ \text{if} s_{last} < s_j \text{ then} \]
\[ \quad \forall m, s : (s \leq s_j) \land (\text{committed-certificate}(m, s) \in \Psi) \Rightarrow \text{process } m, \text{ update } s_{last} \]
\[ \text{if } D(S) = D_j \text{ then} \]
\[ \quad \text{let } \Phi = \{ \text{prepared-certificate}(m, s) \mid \forall m : \text{prepared}(m, v, s, i) \land (s \geq s_{last}) \} \]
\[ \quad \text{and } V = \langle \text{VIEW-CHANGE-ACK}, v + 1, s_i, D_j, \Phi, j, j \rangle \]
\[ \quad \text{send } \langle \text{NEW-VIEW}, v + 1, s_{last}, D(S), \Phi, i, j, S, V \rangle \text{ to } \text{spare} \]

**Upon RECEIVE (NEW-VIEW, v + 1, s_j, D_j, \Phi, j, j, \Psi, \Psi, \Psi) do**

\[ \text{if } (i = \text{spare}) \land (s_j = s_k) \land (D_j = D_k = D(S_j)) \text{ then} \]
\[ \quad S \leftarrow S_j \]
\[ \forall m, s : ((\text{prepared-certificate}(m, s) \in \Phi_j) \lor (\text{prepared-certificate}(m, s) \in \Phi_j) \Rightarrow \]
\[ \quad L \leftarrow L \cup \{ \text{prepared-certificate}(m, s) \} \]
\[ \quad \text{multicast } \langle \text{NEW-VIEW}, v + 1, s_j, D_j, \Phi, j, j, \text{VIEW-CHANGE-ACK}, v + 1, s_k, D_k, \Phi_k, k, k \rangle \text{ to } R \]
\[ \quad v \leftarrow v + 1, \text{ mode } \leftarrow \text{NORMAL} \]

**Upon RECEIVE (NEW-VIEW, v + 1, s_j, D_j, \Phi, j, j, \text{VIEW-CHANGE-ACK, v + 1, s_k, D_k, \Phi_k, k, k}) from \text{spare} do**

\[ v \leftarrow v + 1, \text{ mode } \leftarrow \text{NORMAL} \]

**Figure 4.7:** View-change protocol for each replica \( i \) in view \( v \).
view-change procedure, will eventually proceed, preventing the algorithm from blocking indefinitely.

After successfully changing to view $v + 1$, the primary replica $p$ of the new view first creates its own $\langle\text{PRE-PREPARE, } v + 1, s, d_m\rangle_p$ message for every group message that has prepared in previous views but not yet committed at $p$, using the same RSN and message digest, in consecutive order. If there is a gap in the pre-prepare message set, $p$ creates a special pre-prepare message $\langle\text{PRE-PREPARE, } v + 1, s, d_{\text{null}}\rangle_p$, where $d_{\text{null}}$ is the digest of special null group message. A null group message is processed like other group message but invokes no real operation. After this step, the primary switches its state back to “normal” and starts the ordering protocol for new group messages as in Section 4.2.2.

The primary replica of the previous view $v$ becomes the spare in view $v + 1$. It discards its state and cleans up its message log, then enters standby mode. Other replicas simply go back to normal state after the view change and proceed as described in Section 4.2.2.

After changing to view $v + 1$, a backup replica may see a gap in the sequence numbers, from the last message it has committed to in the previous view to the first pre-prepare message it receives in the new view. In that case, it asks the primary to send the pre-prepare messages again for the missed sequence numbers, using the view number $v + 1$. 
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4.2.4. Garbage Collection

As described before, a replica must keep messages (client messages, pre-
prepare, prepare and commit messages) in its message log, in case they are needed
for retransmission or as certificates during view-change. The replica can remove
messages from its log when it knows that the client messages associated with these
messages have been processed by all active replicas. To diffuse this kind of
information, each replica has the RSN of the last client message it has processed
piggybacked on the heartbeat messages it sends to other replicas periodically.
When a replica sees such a RSN sent by all other active replicas and it has
processed the client message corresponding to \( s \), it deletes all messages associated
with a RSN less than or equal to \( s \) from its log.

With this garbage collection mechanism, a faulty replica can block the log
truncation on other replicas by not reporting the actual RSN it has processed.
When a replica’s message log is full, the replica pauses the ordering protocol for
any new client messages. After a while, the view-change protocol will be invoked
and eventually the faulty replica will be demoted to be the spare.

The garbage collection mechanism can be improved with stable checkpoints
as described in [Cast99a]. A replica takes checkpoints of its state when a client
message with a sequence number divisible by some constant has been processed. A
checkpoint is considered stable if it has a proof for its correctness. When replica \( i \)
creates a checkpoint, it multicasts to other active replicas a checkpoint message
\( \langle \text{CHECKPOINT}, s, D_i, i \rangle_i \), where \( s \) is the RSN of the last client message that \( i \) has
processed before taking the checkpoint, and $D_i$ is the digest of the state. When a replica has collected at least two checkpoint messages for sequence number $s$ with the same digest $D$ signed by different replicas (including its own checkpoint message), it saves the checkpoint as a stable checkpoint and the messages as the proof of correctness for the checkpoint. Because correct replicas have the same state after the processing of a client message and only one replica could be faulty, a checkpoint with at least two consistence checkpoint messages as proof must be correct.

When a replica gets a stable checkpoint, it removes from its log all client messages, pre-prepare, prepare and commit messages with a RSN less than or equal to the RSN reflected in the checkpoint. It also discards all earlier checkpoints. If during a view-change, it is required by the algorithm to send the commit messages with a RSN lower than RSN of its stable checkpoint, it sends the stable checkpoint with its proof instead (in piggybacked set $Ψ$). It still has to send in $Ψ$ the messages with a RSN higher than that reflected in the checkpoint.

4.2.5. Correctness Proof

In this section we sketch the proofs of safety and liveness for the three-phase BFT-SMR algorithm. As stated before, these proofs rely on the single fault assumption and partial synchrony assumption.
4.2.5.1. Safety

The algorithm provides safety if all non-faulty active replicas agree on the same total order of client messages they commit. The proof of safety is by induction on views; the following lemmas are the keys to the induction step:

**Lemma 4.1.** In any view $v$, if $\text{prepared}(m, v, s, i)$ is true for a correct active replica $i$, then $\text{prepared}(m', v, s, j)$ cannot be true for any correct active replica $j$ and any client message $m'$ such that $d_m \neq d_{m'}$.

*Proof.* Prepared$(i, v, m, s)$ and Prepared$(j, v, m', s)$ being true implies that all replicas have sent conflicting pre-prepare or prepare messages, i.e., pre-prepare/prepare messages with the same RSN $s$ but different message digests ($d_m$ or $d_{m'}$) in view $v$. This is impossible because correct primary replica only sends one pre-prepare message with a RSN in view $v$, and a correct backup replica only accepts one pre-prepare message and send prepare message with a RSN in view $v$. Since only one replica can be faulty, there cannot be prepared certificates for both $\langle m, s \rangle$ and $\langle m', s \rangle$ in view $v$. Therefore, prepared$(m, v, s, i)$ and prepared$(m', v, s, j)$ cannot be both true if $d_m \neq d_{m'}$. □

The pre-prepare and prepare phases in the normal case protocol guarantee that all correct active replicas prepared messages with the same digest and same RSN within a view. The assumption on the message digest function ensures the probability that $m \neq m'$ but $d_m = d_{m'}$ is negligible. Therefore, it is not possible that correct active replicas prepare to different client messages with the same RSN in a view.
Lemma 4.2. A client message \( m \) commits at some correct replica with RSN \( s \) in view \( v \) only when \( \text{prepared}(m, v, s, i) \) is true for every correct active replica \( i \) in view \( v \).

Proof. The proof is straightforward: A correct replica can commit to \( \langle m, s \rangle \) only when it has received commit message for \( \langle m, s \rangle \) from every active replica in view \( v \), and a correct replica \( i \) only sends it commit message for \( \langle m, s \rangle \) when \( \text{prepared}(m, v, s, i) \) is true. \( \square \)

The commit phase in the normal case protocol ensures that a client message commits at all correct replica in the same view with the same RSN. The view-change protocol ensures that correct active replicas also agree on the RSNs of client messages even if they committed in different views at different replicas:

Lemma 4.3. If \( \text{prepared}(m, v, s, i) \) is true for all correct active replica in view \( v \), then \( \text{prepared}(m, v + 1, s, i) \) is also true for all correct active replica in view \( v + 1 \).

Proof. The view \( v + 1 \) will not be installed unless two active replicas in view \( v \) agree on the view-change and the spare replica receives both messages (\textit{new-view} and \textit{view-change-ack}) from these two replicas. At least one of the two replicas must be correct; the set \( \Phi \) in its \textit{new-view} or \textit{view-change-ack} then must contains prepared certificates for all client messages that has prepared at this replica. The spare replica accepting these prepared certificates ensures that \( \text{prepared}(m, v, s, k) \) is also true for the spare replica \( k \). Therefore, the fact that \( m \) prepared at every correct active replica in view \( v \) is propagated to view \( v + 1 \). \( \square \)
By induction on views, we have:

**Theorem 4.1.** The algorithm satisfies Safety.

The algorithm ensures that correct replicas commit and process client messages in the same order even if they commit across different views.

The propagation of preparation from a previous view to new views does not prevent the replicas from making progress. The primary of a new view (might be the one that a client message prepared at) will redo the ordering protocol using the same sequence number and the same client message digest if it is not faulty. If it was faulty and did not follow the prepared order, its pre-prepare would not be accepted by other replica and they would change to the next view and the prepared client message order will commit eventually.

4.2.5.2. Liveness

Because the normal-case protocol does not provide liveness when there is a faulty replica, the view-change must be conducted to move the replicas into a new view if they are not making progress. Eventually, the replicas are in a view where all active replicas are correct. The timeout mechanism we use ensures this, as long as the clock of each replica does not drift unboundedly with respect to the real time.

However, we must prevent the situation that the replicas keep doing view change, move from one view to another before they execute client messages, even when they are in a view where all active replicas are correct. It is impossible to prevent it in a pure asynchronous system, where messages can be infinitely delayed.
or processes can be infinitely slow. Thus our algorithm must rely on partial synchrony to provide liveness.

**Theorem 4.2.** The algorithm satisfies Liveness, under the assumption of partial synchrony.

*Proof. (sketch.)* We consider two models of partial synchrony. One is a model introduced in [Dwor88] (denoted $M_2$ in [Chan96a]), in which there are known bounds on processing and message transmission times, but they hold only after some unknown time, called *Global Stabilization Time* (GST). With this model, if we set the timeout properly based on the known bounds, the algorithm can ensure the execution of client messages if the bounds hold long enough after GST.

In a weaker model, described and denoted $M_3$ by Chandra and Toueg in [Chan96a], the bounds exist but are unknown, and hold only after some unknown GST. With this model, we need to adjust the timeout period to avoid premature timeouts. Initially, the replicas set their timeout period for pending client messages to a time $T$. If after a cycle of configurations (i.e. after four consecutive view-changes), they do not make any progress on processing client messages, they increase the timeout interval by $T$. Eventually, the timeout periods will be long enough to bear with the unknown bounds on processing and message transmission times. □

The faulty replica is unable to block the service by forcing frequent view-changes. It cannot directly force a view-change because a view change must be agreed by at least two replicas; so it can cause a view change only by blocking the
the ordering protocol when it is an active replica. However, it cannot be always in the active replica set for more than four consecutive views.

4.2.6. Requirement for Three Phases with 2f+1 Active Replicas

As in Castro and Liskov’s algorithm [Cast99a], our algorithm also requires three phases for normal processing. As discussed in Section 4.1, with $3f + 1$ active replicas, the third phase —the commit phase —is necessary since it ensures that a group message commits at a correct replica only if the message has been “prepared” by at least two correct replicas. This guarantees safety across view-changes by ensuring that a message prepared in a view is always propagated to subsequent views with the same order.

Based on arguments similar to those presented above, three phases are also needed with our algorithm that uses $2f + 1$ active replicas. Specifically, if the third phase is eliminated, the result is that $prepared(m, v, s, i)$ is equal to $committed(m, v, s, i)$. Hence, a group message may be committed at a correct replica but its ordering information may not be propagated to subsequent views. Thus, the system may ultimately commit to a different ordering in the new view. This situation can occur only if the replica that committed to the ordering is the only correct replica that has completed the second phase and this replica is also the replica that is removed from the active replica set, i.e., it is the primary of the current view.

In the scenario described above, the primary replica in the current view
becomes a standby spare and loses its state in the next view. This, the different commitments described above do not cause inconsistency among the active replicas in the new view. Thus, the agreement on total order of group messages among active replicas is ensured even with the two-phase algorithm (Figure 4.3). However, without changes to the behavior of clients, this two-phase algorithm may cause inconsistency between the server replicas and a client. Consider the following case: a message \( m \) sent by client \( c \) completes the second phase on replica 0 (the primary) and replica 1, so both replicas process \( m \) and send their replies to \( c \). Replica 1 is actually faulty but it sends the correct reply to \( c \), which matches the reply from replica 0. Thus, \( c \) accepts the reply. The faulty replica 1 does not send its prepare message to replica 2 though, so replica 2 cannot complete the second phase and process \( m \) in the current view \( v \). A timeout then triggers view-change on replica 2 and the faulty replica 1 agrees on the view-change, so the replicas move into view \( v + 1 \) in which replica 1 becomes the primary. The standby replica 3 does not learn about the commitment of \( m \) on replica 0 during the view change. Therefore, the faulty replica 1 may successfully lead message \( m \) to commit at replica 2 and 3 with a different sequence number by sending a different pre-prepare message for \( m \). This causes the correct replicas to proceed with a state that are inconsistent with the reply observed by client \( c \). This violates the safety requirement on linearizability (see Section 2.1.3).

Due to the arguments above, our replication algorithm that uses \( 2f + 1 \) active replicas still requires three phases.
4.2.7. Extension of the Algorithm to Multiple Faults

So far, we have presented the details of our algorithm for the case of $f = 1$, i.e., when there is at most a single faulty replica. The algorithm is easily extended to tolerate multiple simultaneous faults. However, with $f > 1$, the view-changes can become expensive.

During a view-change, the algorithm requires that at least $f + 1$ active replicas agree on the view-change and on the state that is transferred to the new active replica. Faulty active replicas may block progress and cooperate with fault-free active replicas to incorrectly replace a fault-free primary. In the worst case, the system has to iterate through all the possible configurations via view-changes, before it reaches a “clean” configuration in which all active replicas are fault-free. The average time to reach it grows rapidly when $f$ increases.

With a total of $3f + 1$ replicas, the configuration of each view consists of $2f + 1$ active replicas and $f$ standby spares. The number of possible configurations is the binomial coefficient $\binom{3f + 1}{f}$. Among all these configurations, only one can be guaranteed to consists of only fault-free replicas as active replicas. With a configuration that has only $2f + 1$ active replicas, even one faulty replica can block the ordering protocol until a view change. Therefore there is only one configuration that can ensure that the replicas make progress.

An alternative to the algorithm above is to increase the number of active replicas in each configuration to $3f$. This leads to only $3f + 1$ possible configurations. Among them there is one configuration with a faulty replica being
the standby spare. This configuration can assure progress because it includes at least \(2f + 1\) non-faulty active replicas. Therefore, the system needs at most \(3f\) view changes to get to this configuration. Thus, there is a tradeoff between the number of active replicas and the amount of time a group message may have to wait while the manager replicas go through a sequence of view changes.

4.2.8. Extension of the Algorithm to Open Replica Groups

So far, our BFT-SMR algorithm has been presented in the context of a closed replica group, in which the overall set of replicas does not change. Since a faulty replica stays in the replica group when it is removed from the active replica set, it may re-join the active replica set after additional view-changes. However, the algorithm can be easily used in the context of an open replica group, where the group membership changes over time. In particular, each view-change may instantiate an active replica on a new node that has never been used by an active replica before. Thus, a faulty replica is never “cycled back” into the set of active replicas. With our algorithm, such open group operation is simple since bringing a spare replica into the active replica set during a view change already involves initializing the new replica with up-to-date state from fault-free active replicas. It should be noted that a similar version of open group operation can also be derived from Castro and Liskov’s algorithm with “proactive recovery” [Cast00].

Since the number of physical nodes in the system is limited, the open group operation discussed above will eventually run out of new nodes on which to execute
replicas. However, in many situations, bringing a new replica into the active set may simply involve starting a new process as opposed to using a new physical nodes. Since most faults are transient, the new replica process is unlikely to be faulty even if it is instantiated on a node that previously executed a failed replica.

4.3. Evaluation

With fewer active replicas during normal operation there is a reduction in computation and communication overhead. Although the required number of replicas is $3f + 1$, as in existing schemes [Cast99a], the standby replicas stay dormant most of the time. Thus, the machines they reside on can be used for other applications. Alternatively, the hardware components (processors, memory, disks, etc.) can be turned off to reduce power consumption through dynamic power management (DPM) [Beni00]. Since the spare replicas are activated only on reconfigurations, which do not occur often, there would be little overhead activating and deactivating the spare replicas.

Another overhead reduction with our scheme is that with fewer active replicas, each replica sends and receives fewer messages during normal operation. This leads to reduced power consumption for communication and may result in better performance for the normal case. To evaluate this advantage, we used a simplified implementation (emulation) to compare the normal-case performance of our algorithm to the algorithm described in [Cast99a]. In both cases a single faulty replica can be tolerated and the total number of replicas is four. The evaluation was
performed on a network of 350MHz Pentium-II PCs, running Solaris 8, interconnected by a 100Mb switched Ethernet, using TCP/IP for communication. The service operation is a computation that executes in a set amount of time.

For the two algorithms we measured the average response time for requests and the throughput of the service under fault-free operation. The response time is the time interval from when a client sends its request to the primary replica to the time when it receives replies from two different replicas. The response time was measured with the system processing only one request at a time. The throughput is the number of requests per second the replicas are able to process. To show the overhead of the replication algorithms, the results are normalized to the results we measured for the same unreplicated service.

The message authentication in our experiments is based on 512-bit RSA moduli and MD5 digests using the OpenSSL 0.9.7b package. On our PCs, it takes 6.2 milliseconds to generate an RSA signature of an MD5 digest and 0.5 milliseconds to verify a signature. The generation of MD5 digest of a 1KB message takes 30 microseconds.

Figure 4.8 shows the results for a service that takes 1 millisecond to execute each request. The results show that with the full cost of authentication (“1x”), there is not much difference in response time overhead between the two replication algorithms. The reason for this is the high overhead of generating RSA signatures. Although each replica in our algorithm sends and receives fewer messages per request, it performs the same number of multicasts as in the 4-replica algorithm.
Figure 4.8: Response time and throughput relative to the unreplicated case, as request size and message authentication overhead vary. “4r” is the algorithm that uses four active replicas [Cast99a] while “3r” is our algorithm with three active replicas. Execution time for each request is 1 millisecond. Authentication overhead with speedup of 1x, 10x, or 100x relative to measured overhead.

RSA signatures are only generated once for each multicast and for the reply to the client. Hence, the two algorithms have the same overhead for signing messages. Although the 3-replica algorithm reduces the overhead for sending, receiving and verifying messages, the benefit is insignificant compared to the overhead of signing. In terms of throughput, with the full cost of authentication, our algorithm results in slightly higher performance due to the reduction in the number of messages exchanged.

If fast hardware implementations of the RSA algorithm [Blum01] is used, or faster but less secure cryptography can satisfy the requirement of the service, the overhead for message authentication is reduced. Under these conditions the overhead of signing messages is no longer the dominant factor and there is more of
a benefit to using fewer active replicas. Figure 4.8 shows the response time and throughput results with authentication that is ten and a hundred times faster. Under these conditions, the overhead of signing messages is no longer the dominant factor and there is more of a benefit to using fewer active replicas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Relative Response Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64K</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256K</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Relative Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64K</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256K</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.9:** Response time and throughput relative to the unreplicated case, as request size and execution time for requests vary. “4r” is the algorithm that uses four active replicas while “3r” is our algorithm with three active replicas. The message authentication overhead is the actual measured overhead on our system. The execution time in the figure is in milliseconds, e.g., “-p1” means the execution time for each request is 1 millisecond.

Figure 4.9 shows a performance comparison between the two algorithms with various request execution times. The “-p0” results are presented to simulate the cases that the request execution time is insignificant. It would also represent the scenario that the execution is performed on other nodes, separated from the agreement. As the request execution time increases, the performance advantage of the 3-replica algorithm is reduced.
Chapter Five

Self-Diagnosis and Reconfiguration

With the replication algorithm presented in Chapter 4 as well as the original Castro and Liskov’s algorithm [Cast99a], the goal is to have the replicas proceed with correct operation despite the failure of up to $f$ replicas. If nothing else is done to recover the faulty replicas, eventually the number of faulty replicas exceeds $f$, and these algorithms will fail. These algorithms guarantee correct behavior only if no more than $f$ replicas are faulty during the lifetime of the system. This is unacceptable for long-lived practical systems, hence, a recovery mechanism is needed to replace the faulty replicas with fault-free replicas.

It is possible to do the recovery without knowing which replica is actually faulty. For example, the proactive recovery mechanism [Cast00, Zhou02] periodically rejuvenated replicas even though there is no reason to suspect them as faulty. With this mechanism, faulty replicas are eventually “repaired,” thus restoring the system to its original resiliency. However, proactive recovery incurs unnecessary cost since fault-free replicas are also rejuvenated. In addition, this mechanism can not recover from permanent hardware faults, and it requires a trusted component on each replica to ensure the initiation of the rejuvenation (for example, the watchdog timer used in [Cast00]).

Another example of repair or replacement of faulty replicas is the use of an open replica group version of the replication algorithm, as discussed in Section
4.2.8. With an open replica group, the algorithm always replaces the primary replica with a new, fault-free replica, without knowing whether the primary is the faulty one or not. Since every replica becomes the primary after all replicas that joined the group before it have been replaced, faulty replicas will be replaced eventually.

With any recovery mechanism, the system has a *window of vulnerability*, which is the period from the time that $f$ replicas are faulty to the time that some faulty replica is replaced by a fault-free replica. During this time period, the system is “vulnerable” because the failure of another replica may cause the entire system to fail. If this window of vulnerability is short relative to the time interval between the failure of any two replicas, the system can theoretically survive forever despite the fact that replicas continue to fail.

The window of vulnerability can be minimized if faulty replicas can be identified and targeted for repair instead of wasting time “repairing” (e.g., replacing) replicas that are not faulty. This motivates the use of fault diagnosis [Prep67, Barb93] mechanisms to identify faulty replicas. This chapter is focused on the development of such a mechanism and its use for reconfiguration with the replication algorithm presented in Chapter 4.

In Section 5.1, we describe a state machine fault model for diagnosis. Based on this fault model, we present a self-diagnosis protocol in Section 5.2. Under the assumptions of the fault model, diagnosis may not be both complete (all faulty replicas are identified) and accurate (no correct replicas is declared faulty). Unlike
most other fault diagnosis solutions, we choose to favor completeness over accuracy due to the relatively low cost of inaccurate diagnosis with replicated state machines—replacement or repair of a fault-free replica.

Once the diagnosis procedure diagnoses a replica as faulty, the reconfiguration procedure will remove it from the replica group and replace it with a fault-free replica. The reconfiguration protocol is described in Section 5.3.

5.1. A State Machine Fault Model for Diagnosis

System-level fault diagnosis is based on the ability of processing elements (PEs) testing other PEs to uncover faults [Prep67]. In order to ensure that faulty PEs can be diagnosed, tests need to have a perfect coverage; otherwise, faulty PEs could go undiagnosed for a long period of time. An arbitrarily faulty PE may behave correctly during the diagnosis but generate incorrect outputs during normal operation. If this happens, the diagnosis test cannot uncover this faulty PE. Hence, no diagnosis procedure can have perfect coverage with respect to all possible faults [Shin87]. Therefore, the diagnosis procedure must assume a more restricted fault model in which the behavior of faulty PEs is limited. In this section, we define and justify such a restricted fault model for systems with state machine replication.

A state machine can be tested either by full state machine testing or by state validation. With full state machine testing, a state machine is tested with a given initial state and a given input stream. The state machine initializes to the state and
runs with the inputs. Its outputs and, possibility, its final state are examined to
determine whether it is faulty. This testing disrupts the normal operation of the
state machine. On the other hand, state validation does not require disrupting
normal operation of the state machine. The state machine runs normally and at
various points its internal state is examined. State validation requires some
mechanism to determine whether the internal state is correct. This is, essentially,
an acceptance test on the internal state. With state machine replication, this can be
done by comparing the internal state of the replica under test to the state of other
correct replicas.

Full state machine testing requires exercising every state transition with every
possible input. For a complex state machine, such as Ghidrah’s cluster manager,
such testing is not feasible. The purpose of the diagnosis procedure is to identify a
replica that is likely to operate incorrectly in the future. It is possible for a
permanent hardware fault to cause the state machine output to be incorrect even
though the internal state is correct. Hence, ideally, such permanent hardware faults
should be identified during diagnosis. However, permanent hardware faults are
much less likely to occur than transient hardware faults [Cast82]. Other transient
faults, such as software synchronization faults, are also more likely to occur than
permanent hardware faults [Gray86]. When a transient fault affects a state
machine, it only increases the probability of future incorrect outputs if it causes the
internal state to be corrupted. Identifying corrupt state is thus the key goal of the
diagnosis procedure. Hence, testing based on validating the internal states of the
replicas is the appropriate foundation for the diagnosis scheme.
The purpose of the diagnosis procedure is to identify a replica that is likely to produce incorrect outputs. As discussed above, this can be done by identifying a replica with incorrect internal state. During the diagnosis procedure, each replica must send its internal state to other replicas, receive state from other replicas, and perform acceptance (validation) test on the state received from other replicas. A replica can perform the validation test by comparing the received state with its own state.

A fault in a replica may prevent it from completing all the steps of the diagnosis procedure correctly even though its internal state is correct. To facilitate the discussion of the diagnosis procedure, we partition the functionality of the replica into two modules: the state machine module (SM) and the diagnosis module (DM). The SM performs the replica functions during normal operation and computes the internal state. During diagnosis, the DM in each replica performs all communication with other replicas. The DM can access the state of the local SM and send it to other replicas. It is also responsible for checking the correctness of state received from other replicas.

The SM is faulty if it generates an incorrect internal state:

- **SM fault**: the SM of the replica has an incorrect state that is inconsistent with the specification of the replicated state machine, given the known initial state and the input messages delivered to it.

The DM may exhibit two types of faults:

- **DM omission fault**: the DM omits sending a diagnosis message to one or
more correct replicas as the protocol requires.

- **DM commission fault**: the DM sends invalid diagnosis messages to one or more other replicas.

A replica is considered to be fault-free only if neither its SM nor its DM are faulty. The SM and DM may be subjected to crash failures. A crashed SM implies that the replica’s internal state will not continue to change correctly over time. Hence, the internal state will quickly become incorrect. A DM that has crashed is the same as one that suffers from omission failure — it will fail to transmit the replicas state to others. Our fault model covers many failures that are not crashes. The assumptions of the model can be summarized as follows:

**A1** A faulty SM eventually produces an incorrect internal state.

**A2** If the internal state of the SM is incorrect, the DM, even if it is faulty, cannot send to others the correct state.

**A3** Messages send by a correct DM are properly authenticated. A correct DM can correctly identify the sender of a message it receives and verify the authenticity of the message, even if the message has been relayed by others.

**A4** The number of faulty replicas is no more than \( f \) at a time.

Assumption A1 implies that a complete acceptance test on the internal state, such as comparison with known correct state, will eventually yield perfect coverage. Assumptions A2-A3 limit the behavior of a faulty DM when it has commission faults. With these limitations, the commission faults can be correctly
detected by all correct replicas.

If a faulty replica exhibits only DM omission failures, it may be impossible to determine which replica is faulty. For example, if for a faulty replica \( r \), its DM does not send its messages to \( f \) replicas, but sends correct messages to all other replicas, a correct replica that receives the messages is not able to decide whether replica \( r \) is faulty, or the \( f \) replicas that report \( r \) as faulty are actually faulty. In fact, with a pure asynchronous system model (no known bound on message latency), it is impossible for a correct replica to detect omission failures of \( r \) accurately. Specifically, there is no way to differentiate between the case that \( r \) is faulty (fails to send a message) and the case where \( r \) is correct and sends out the messages but the messages are delayed.

5.2. An Online Self-Diagnosis Algorithm

Based on the state machine fault model discussed in the previous section, we have developed a self-diagnosis algorithm that is applicable to replicated state machines in general, and to CMM manager replicas in particular. The goal of a diagnosis algorithm is to identify faulty replicas. A replica is considered faulty if its SM or its DM or both are faulty.

Ideally, the algorithm should eventually detect every failed replica \((\text{completeness}, \text{as defined in Section 2.3})\) and should never identify a fault-free replica as faulty \((\text{accuracy}, \text{as defined in Section 2.3})\). However, as explained in the previous section, in an asynchronous system it is not possible to guarantee both
completeness and accuracy. It is often assumed that inaccurate diagnosis, i.e., a correct replica is declared faulty, is unacceptable since it leads to unnecessarily eliminating valuable system resources. Hence, many previous diagnosis algorithms favor accuracy in the circumstance that completeness and accuracy cannot both be satisfied [Busk93, Shin87, Walt94].

With the state machine replication algorithm presented in Chapter 4, the consequences of inaccurate diagnosis are less severe than the consequences of incomplete diagnosis, i.e. where some faulty replicas are never identified. If some faulty replicas are never identified, they remain active and, eventually, the total number of faulty active replicas may exceed the limit (exceed $f$), resulting in incorrect service. When a replica is identified as faulty, it is replaced by a spare and it becomes a spare. While this involves some system overhead, normal operation can continue without interruptions. For the spare replica that is activated, the state is initialized to the state of correct replicas, thus repairing the results of any transient faults that may have previously affected it. Hence, the new replica is unlikely to be faulty. The replica that may have incorrectly been marked as faulty, becomes a spare. Eventually, it may be activated again after being “rejuvenated” by resetting its state. Hence, the consequences of inaccurate diagnosis are, at worst, equivalent to oblivious rejuvenation, as done by Castro and Liskov’s proactive recovery [Cast00]. Thus, the diagnosis algorithm presented in this section favors completeness over accuracy in almost all cases.

The simplest way to favor completeness over accuracy is to diagnose nodes as
faulty in a round-robin fashion. Thus with \( n \) replicas, every replica is diagnosed as faulty after \( n \) invocations of the procedure. This is essentially what is done by the algorithm presented in Chapter 4 as well as by proactive recovery [Cast00]. The potential benefit of a diagnosis algorithm that is “more accurate” than random choice is that it can reduce the window of vulnerability discussed in the previous section. Specifically, when something goes wrong (e.g., progress is blocked, triggering a timeout), the diagnosis algorithm is more likely than random choice to immediately identify the faulty replica, leading to the replacement of the faulty replica.

Since the diagnosis algorithm for replicas should favor completeness and the simple round-robin scheme achieves completeness, a reasonable requirement from a diagnosis algorithm is that it should not do worse than the round-robin scheme in terms of completeness (identifying faulty replicas as faulty). This desired diagnosis property (DDP), can be specified as follows:

**DDP1** The maximum number of invocations of the diagnosis algorithm required to identify a faulty replica as faulty should not be larger than the worst case number of invocations of the round-robin algorithm required to identify a faulty component as faulty.

There are two ways in which the diagnosis algorithm might be expected to do better than simple round-robin:

**DDP2** The diagnosis algorithm will identify faulty replicas as faulty faster —after fewer invocations of the algorithm.
DDP3  The diagnosis algorithm will identify correct replicas as faulty less often (be “more accurate”).

There is a conflict between DDP1 and DDP3 (completeness versus accuracy). As discussed in the previous section, a faulty replica may behave correctly during diagnosis. Hence, a diagnosis algorithm that reaches a diagnosis based on the behavior of the replicas, may complete without identifying any replica as faulty despite the fact that the system does contain faulty replicas. In order to strictly favor completeness, the algorithm should ensure that DDP1 is satisfied. Hence, a final step should be added to the the diagnosis algorithm so that it will pick a “victim” in round robin fashion if no replica has been identified as faulty up to that point. As an engineering tradeoff, this final step may not be included if the diagnosis algorithm without this final step very rarely violates DDP1 and this choice greatly improves accuracy (DDP3). This latter alternative may be chosen if, in practice, it is common for diagnosis to be triggered even if none of the replicas are faulty (e.g., due to a temporary interruption in communication).

Before describing the details of our algorithm, we discuss its basic properties. First, we present the conditions under which an invocation of the algorithm will identify all the faulty replicas in the system. The first condition deals with the network:

- During diagnosis, all messages to fault-free replicas that are injected into the network, arrive at their destination within a timeout period.

In addition to the condition above, at least one of the following conditions must
hold for every faulty replica:

- the SM of the replica is faulty and at the time of the invocation of diagnosis, it already has an incorrect internal state.
- the DM of the replica exhibits omission faults to all fault-free replicas.
- the DM of the replica exhibits commission faults to at least one fault-free replica.

Under these conditions the diagnosis is also accurate: correct replicas will not be identified as faulty.

If the conditions listed above do not hold during the diagnosis, our algorithm may not be able to correctly identify the faulty replicas. One example, as discussed earlier, is if a DM of a faulty replica has an omission failure (failure to send a diagnosis message) with respect to some correct replicas but not with respect to other correct replicas. An equivalent situation occurs if there is a DM commission failure with respect to some correct replicas but these corrupted diagnosis messages are delayed by the network beyond the timeout period. Under these conditions, the diagnosis algorithm determines that there are some faulty replicas but is not able to determine exactly which replicas are faulty. Specifically, the diagnosis algorithm is able to determine a set of replicas that includes the faulty replicas but may also include some fault-free replicas. Under these conditions, as discussed in detail later on in this section, the algorithm may have to select a subset of the suspect replicas and declare only that subset as faulty. In particular, this must be done if the total number of replicas in the suspect set is greater than the assumed maximum possible
number of faulty replicas. This selection is done in such a way that the end result cannot be worse than the oblivious round-robin scheme discussed earlier. Specifically, with $n$ nodes in the system, after at most $n$ invocations of the algorithm, the faulty replica is identified as faulty.

Under rare circumstances, our algorithm does violate DDP1, i.e., it does not provide the same completeness guarantee as the oblivious round-robin scheme. Specifically, if during diagnosis there are some faulty replicas but none of the replicas exhibit faulty behavior, the result of the algorithm is that none of the replicas are identified as faulty. This can occur only if for every faulty replica the internal state is correct, the DM sends the internal state correctly to all other replicas, the DM sends all diagnosis messages on time to all other replicas, and the network does not delay messages beyond the timeout. If the SM is faulty, by our fault model assumptions the internal state will eventually be incorrect so that, eventually, the faulty replica will be identified by the diagnosis algorithm. If the SM is fault-free while the DM is faulty but does not exhibit faulty behavior during diagnosis, that replica may never be diagnosed as faulty. However, as long as the SM is not faulty, this faulty node continues to operate correctly during normal operation.

The self-diagnosis procedure is invoked whenever some behavior that may be wrong is detected with the server replicas. For example, in order to detect crash failures of replicas, all replicas may exchange heartbeat messages periodically. If the heartbeat messages from a replica are missing, the other replicas will invoke the
diagnosis procedure. The diagnosis is also invoked to deal with the situation that the protocol for totally ordering messages among replicas is blocked from making progress due to faulty replicas. Timeouts will expire on correct replicas then (as described in Chapter 4) and they will invoke the self-diagnosis. The diagnosis procedure may also be invoked when a client reports that it has received inconsistent replies from the replicas, or the responses from some replicas are too late or missing. In addition, the replicas can proactively invoke the diagnosis procedure to scrub latent errors so that faults are diagnosed before they accumulate.

In the rest of this section, Subsection 5.2.1 is a high-level description of the diagnosis algorithm for the general case, i.e., for any number of replicas. Subsection 5.2.2 is a detailed presentation of the self-diagnosis algorithm for three replicas ($f = 1$), as it is actually implemented in the Ghidrah CMM system.

### 5.2.1. The General Algorithm

The self-diagnosis algorithm is executed by the DM in every replica. The outcome of the diagnosis are two sets: **correct-set** $C$ and **faulty-set** $F$. Set $F$ consists of all the replicas that are diagnosed faulty, and set $C$ consists of all the replicas that are considered fault-free. Any replica $r$ belongs to one of the sets, but can not be in both sets. The size of set $F$ is less than or equal to $f$. Each replica $r$ also maintains a suspect list $S_r$ for the diagnosis; the list is set to empty at the beginning of the diagnosis.

The diagnosis protocol consists of four steps. For each step, a timer is set with
a timeout period, to avoid the situation that the diagnosis procedure is blocked by a faulty replica, or by messages that are delayed by the asynchronous communication system.

A replica sends diagnosis messages in each step. In some steps, when a replica receives a diagnosis message from another replica, it forwards the message to other replicas. This is needed to deal with the situation that the direct message a replica sends to another replica is delayed or lost. With the forwarding, the message will reach the destination through redundant paths. However, for the $RSN$ messages in STEP 1 below, a replica still expects to receive the message directly from the sender. If this direct message is not received before the timer expires, the receiver suspects the sender. This is needed so that when a replica exhibits an omission failure to a correct replica, it can be detected by the correct replica.

The first step in the algorithm is to have all replicas agree on a $RSN$ that is used in the self-diagnosis procedure as the point for the replicas to compare states. Henceforth, this $RSN$ is denoted as $RSN_{sd}$. Each replica $i$ also keeps a variable denoted $RSN_{sd}^i$, as the local copy of $RSN_{sd}$ that $i$ will use for comparison.

**STEP 1.** Each replica broadcasts to all the other replicas the $RSN$ of the last client message it has processed. When receiving a $RSN$ from another replica, it records the $RSN$ and forwards the message to the other replicas. When a replica has received $RSNs$ from all replicas, it computes $RSN_{sd}^i$ as the maximum of all the $RSNs$ reported by all replicas (include itself) and moves to the next step.
If the timer expires before \( RSN \)s are received from all replicas directly, this replica adds the replicas from which the direct \( RSN \) message is missing into its suspect list \( S_r \), and computes \( RSN_{sd}^i \) as the maximum of all the \( RSN \)s it has received. It then moves to the next step.

The purpose of the second step is ensure that all replicas reach the point for comparison, i.e., they all process up to \( RSN_{sd} \).

**STEP 2.** If a replica’s \( RSN \) is equal to \( RSN_{sd}^i \), then for any other replica \( j \), if \( RSN_j < RSN_{sd}^i \), it sends all the messages in its log (see Section 4.2.2) with sequence numbers from \( RSN_j + 1 \) to \( RSN_{sd}^i \) to replica \( j \) as “catchup” messages.

If a replica’s \( RSN \) is lower than \( RSN_{sd}^i \), it waits for the catchup messages sent by the other replicas. When it receives a catchup message, it forwards the message to the other replicas. If it has not processed the catchup message yet, it processes the message in the same way it processes normal messages, as described in Section 4.2.2.

If a replica reaches the point where it has processed all messages up to \( RSN_{sd}^i \) (possibly utilizing to the catchup messages received), it moves to the next step.

If the timer expires and a replica has not yet received all the messages up to \( RSN_{sd}^i \), then the replica reduces its \( RSN_{sd}^i \) to the value that corresponds to the latest message that it has received. Furthermore, every other replica that in STEP 1 reported a higher \( RSN \) than the
current updated $RSN_{sd}^i$ is added by the replica to its suspect list $S_r$.

The “catchup” messages are needed for dealing with the situation that some correct replicas missed these messages. If catchup messages are not sent to these replicas, they may not be able to reach the comparison point and generate a correct state for comparison. The catchup messages are also used to verify the validity of the highest $RSN$: if a faulty replica reports a $RSN$ that is higher than the $RSN$ it actually has, it will not be able to send all the catchup messages to others and correct replicas will suspect it as faulty.

The diagnosis procedure does not disrupt the availability of the service. New incoming messages are processed continuously during the diagnosis. As a replica continues processing new messages, its state may keep changing after it reports its $RSN$. It is possible that a replica reaches a state that is beyond the state corresponding to $RSN_{sd}$ used in the ongoing self-diagnosis session. Here the critical period is from the time that a replica broadcasts its $RSN$ to others (at the beginning of Step 1) to the time that $RSN_{sd}$ is decided. During this period, the state after processing any new client message can potentially be the state needed for comparison. Hence, after processing each of the new message, the replica has to save a copy (or checksum) of its internal state. When $RSN_{sd}$ is finally decided, the appropriate state (or checksum of the state) can be retrieved for comparison in Step 3.

**STEP 3.** Each replica broadcasts to all the other replicas its state (or state checksum) at $RSN_{sd}^i$ for comparison. When receiving a state message
from another replica, a replica forwards the message to the other replicas and compares its own state with the received state. If the state from replica \( j \) is different than this replica’s own state, it adds \( j \) into its suspect list \( S_r \). When the comparison has been done with respect to all other replicas, the replica moves to the next step.

In the last step, replicas exchange their suspect lists and each replica makes the diagnosis decision independently by examining the collection of the suspect lists.

**STEP 4.** Each replica collects suspect lists by broadcasting its own suspect list and receiving the other replicas’ suspect lists. It then applies the following reduction rules repeatedly until there is no rule that can be applied anymore, or the number of replicas in set \( F \) is equal to \( f \). \( C \) and \( F \) are empty before the reduction.

R1. For a replica \( j \) that is neither in \( C \) nor in \( F \), if \( j \) does not belong to the suspect list of any replica that is not in \( F \), and \( j \)’s suspect list does not consist of any replica that is not in \( F \), then \( j \) is put in set \( C \).

R2. For a replica \( j \) that is neither in \( C \) nor in \( F \), let \( n_j \) be the number of replicas that are not in \( F \) and whose suspect list includes \( j \), if \( n_j \) is larger than \( f \) minus the size of \( F \), then \( j \) is put in set \( F \).

After the reduction, if all replicas have been put in either \( F \) or \( C \), the diagnosis completes with \( F \) and \( C \) as results.
We now consider the case that there are some replicas that are not in set \( F \) or \( C \). If the size of set \( F \) is equal to \( f \), the diagnosis protocol restarts. This situation can occur if the comparison step has generated too many suspicions. For example, this might be caused by a sudden increase in communication errors that leads to delays of diagnosis messages. If the cardinality of \( F \) is less than \( f \), we apply some selection algorithm to pick \( f - |F| \) replicas and put them in \( F \); the remaining replicas are put in \( C \). The diagnosis then completes with \( F \) and \( C \) as results.

In the case described above where the cardinality of \( F \) is less than \( f \) but some replicas cannot be classified into either \( F \) or \( C \), we are facing the situation that the algorithm cannot identify the faulty replicas with accuracy, i.e., the conditions we listed earlier for complete and accurate diagnosis do not hold. As mentioned earlier, the algorithm has to select a subset of the unclassified replicas and declare this subset as faulty. This selection is conducted based on the seniority of the replicas. All the replicas are ordered based on the time they joined the active replica group. When selecting from the unclassified set, the \( f - |F| \) replicas that are “older” than the others are picked. Using this age-based selection, although fault-free replicas may be selected and put into the faulty-set \( F \), a faulty replica will be identified as faulty, after at most \( n \) invocations of the algorithm (\( n \) is the total number of active replicas).

Once the diagnosis algorithm produces the faulty-set \( F \), the reconfiguration procedure is invoked to replace the replicas in \( F \) with new replicas.
5.2.2. The Three-Replica Diagnosis Protocol

In this section we present the detailed self-diagnosis protocol we implemented in the Ghidrah CMM system. The protocol is based on a configuration of three active replicas. The pseudo-code of the self-diagnosis protocol is shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.

Variables:
1. \( X \) /* ID of this replica */
2. \( Y, Z \) /* IDs of the other replicas */
3. \( S \) /* the management state */
4. \( \text{CHK}(S) \) /* checksum of the state \( S \) */
5. \( RSN_x \) /* RSN of the last group message processed */
6. \( RSN_y, RSN_z \) /* the last RSNs reported by other replica */
7. \( SDRSN \) /* this replica’s RSN for diagnosis */
8. \( SDRSN_F \) /* final SDRSN prediction */
9. \( SDRSN_P \) /* predicate for whether SDRSN_F has been determined */
10. \( \text{CHK}_F \) /* state checksum taken at SDRSN_F for comparison */
11. \( \text{CHK}_\text{LIST} \) /* list of temporary state checksums */
12. \( F \) /* the replica that \( X \) suspects to be faulty */

Invocation:
13. \( SDRSN_F := \text{nil}; \)
14. \( SDRSN_P := \text{False}; \)
15. \( \text{CHK}_F := \text{nil} \)
16. \( \text{CHK}_\text{LIST} := \emptyset; \)
17. \( F := \text{nil}; \)
18. **Start** SELF-DIAGNOSIS **do**
19. start \( \text{DiagTimer} \) with timeout value on the self-diagnosis procedure;
20. add \( \langle \text{CHK}(S), RSN_x \rangle \) into \( \text{CHK}_\text{LIST}; \)
21. \( SDRSN := RSN_x \)
22. broadcast \( \langle \text{CHECK-RSN}, SDRSN, X \rangle \) to \( Y \) and \( Z \);
23. start \( \text{RSN Timer} \) with timeout value on receiving RSN from all replicas;

**Figure 5.1:** Pseudo-code of the self-diagnosis protocol (part A): Variables and invocation.

This protocol follows the general algorithm described earlier, but with more
Upon RECEIVE msg:= (CHECK-RSN, rsn, i), do
  forward msg to the other replica;
  if [ received CHECK-RSN messages from both Y and Z ] then
    SDRSN_P := True; SDRSN_F := max(SDRSN, RSN_Y, RSN_Z);
    stop RSNTimer;
    if [ SDRSN > (RSN_Y / RSN_Z) ] then
      forward group messages between RSN_Y / RSN_Z and SDRSN to Y/Z;
    if [ RSN_y ≥ SDRSN_F ] then
      CHK_F := state checksum in CHK_LIST taken at SDRSN_F;
      broadcast (CHECKSUM, CHK_F, RSN_y, nil)_x to Y and Z;
    if [ msg is forwarded from another backup ] then
      if [ received (CHECK-RSN, RSN_p) directly from primary ] then
        SDRSN_P := True; SDRSN_F := max(rsn_i, RSN_p);
        if [ SDRSN_F ≤ RSN_y ] then
          CHK_F := state checksum in CHK_LIST taken at SDRSN_F;
          broadcast (CHECKSUM, CHK_F, SDRSN_F, nil)_x to Y and Z;
        else buffer msg;
  else buffer msg;
Upon RECEIVE msg:= (CHECKSUM, chk, rsn, f), do
  let j be the replica other than X and i:
  if [ SDRSN_F ≠ nil ] and [ CHK_F ≠ nil ] then
    if [ rsn_i = SDRSN_F ] then
      if [ rsn_i > RSN_x ] and
        [ not received group messages between RSN_x and rsn_i ] then
        F := i; send (SUSPECT, i)_x to j;
      else if [ CHK_F ≠ chk_i ] then
        F := i; send (SUSPECT, i)_x to j;
      else if [ f_i ≠ nil ] then
        if [ F = f_i ] then
          send (SUSPECT_ACK, F)_x to i; stop DiagTimer; Done.
        else if [ X = f_i ] then
          F := i;
        else
          if [ j is older than i ] then
            F := j; send (SUSPECT_ACK, F)_x to i;
            stop DiagTimer; Done.
          else /* i is older than j */
            forward msg to j;
            F := i; send (SUSPECT, i)_x to j;
          if [ received CHECKSUM from both Y and Z ] and [ F = nil ] then
            stop DiagTimer; Done.
        else buffer msg;

Figure 5.2: Pseudo-code of the self-diagnosis protocol (part B): Handling diagnosis messages.
implementation details covered, and a simplified “Step 4”, given the fact that there
are only three replicas and the assumption that only one of them could be faulty.
The pseudo-code describes the behavior of one replica (replica X) in an event-
driven style.

In Figure 5.1, lines 1-12 list all the variables that are used during the diagnosis
procedure. When a replica enters the self-diagnosis procedure, it first resets some
of the variables to their default values (lines 13-17). It then starts two timers with
proper timeout periods. Instead of using a timer for each diagnosis step as
described earlier in the general algorithm, we use one global timer (DiagTimer) for
the entire diagnosis procedure, and one timer (RSNTimer) for the first step —
agreeing on the RSN for state comparison. The timeout period of RSNTimer is
shorter than the timeout period of DiagTimer.

If the entire diagnosis procedure does not complete before DiagTimer goes
off, the replica restarts the diagnosis protocol. It keeps a counter that is used to
distinguish different incarnations of the diagnosis procedure. Every time the
diagnosis is invoked or restarted, the counter is incremented. Not shown in Figures
5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, every diagnosis-related message described in the pseudo-code
includes the counter value of the current diagnosis session, so that a replica can tell
whether a message it receives from another replica is for the diagnosis session it
currently runs. If an incoming diagnosis message has a lower diagnosis counter
number than the node’s counter number, the message is discarded. If an incoming
diagnosis message has a higher diagnosis counter number than the node’s counter
Upon RSNTimer expires do

\[ \text{if } [ \text{not received any CHECK-RSN message } ] \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{restart SELF-DIAGNOSIS;} \]
\[ \text{else if } [ \text{received CHECK-RSN message from } i ] \text{ then} \]
\[ F := j; \]
\[ SDRSN_P := \text{True}; \]
\[ SDRSN_F := \max(SDRSN, RSN_i); \]
\[ \text{if } [ SDRSN > RSN_i ] \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{forward group messages between } RSN_i \text{ and } SDRSN \text{ to } i; \]
\[ \text{if } [ RSN_x \geq SDRSN_F ] \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{CHK}_F := \text{state checksum in } \text{CHK}_\text{LIST} \text{ taken at } SDRSN_F; \]
\[ \text{let } j \text{ be the replica other than } X \text{ and } i; \]
\[ \text{send (CHECKSUM, } \text{CHK}_F, SDRSN_F, j)_x \text{ to } i; \]

Upon DiagTimer expires do

\[ \text{if } [ SDRSN_P = \text{True} ] \text{ and } [ SDRSN_F > RSN_x ] \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{let } i \text{ be the replica that } RSN_i = SDRSN_F \text{ }; \]
\[ \text{send (SUSPECT, } i)_x \text{ to } j; \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ \text{restart SELF-DIAGNOSIS;} \]

Upon RECEIVE regular group message \( \text{msg} := \langle m, rsn \rangle \) from \( i \) do

\[ \text{let } j \text{ be the replica other than } X \text{ and } i; \]
\[ \text{if } [ i \text{ is the primary } ] \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{forward msg to } j; \]
\[ \text{if } [ rsn = RSN_x + 1 ] \text{ and } [ \text{received msg from other two replicas } ] \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{process } m; \quad \text{RSN}_x := rsn; \]
\[ \text{if } [ SDRSN_P = \text{True} ] \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{broadcase (CHECKSUM, } \text{CHK}_F, SDRSN_F, F)_x \text{ to } Y \text{ and } Z; \]
\[ \text{process CHECKSUM messages buffered during this diagnosis; \text{else} \]
\[ \text{add } \langle \text{CHK}(S), \text{RSN}_x \rangle \text{ into } \text{CHK}_\text{LIST}; \]

Upon RECEIVE \( \text{msg} := \langle \text{SUSPECT}, f_i \rangle \) from \( i \) do

\[ \text{if } [ F = f_i ] \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{send } \langle \text{SUSPECT_ACK}, F \rangle_x \text{ to } i; \]

Upon RECEIVE \( \text{msg} := \langle \text{SUSPECT_ACK}, f_i \rangle \)

\[ \text{if } [ F = f_i ] \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{stop DiagTimer; } \text{Done.} \]

**Figure 5.3:** Pseudo-code of the self-diagnosis protocol (part C): Handling timeouts and other messages.
number, the message is buffered. When the replica has diagnostic messages with counter numbers higher than its current number from at least \( f + 1 \) replicas, it aborts its current diagnosis run and begins processing the higher numbered diagnosis messages.

At the beginning of a diagnosis session, a replica starts \textit{DiagTimer}, and takes the checksum of its internal state \( S \) and save it. It then sends to the other replicas a \textit{CHECK-RSN} message to report the RSN of the last client message it has processed, and starts the \textit{RSNTimer} (lines 19-23).

A replicas continues processing new regular client messages while the diagnosis is in progress (line 83-88). However, until the RSN that will be used for state comparison has been determined (\textit{SDRSN\_P} becomes true), the replica takes the checksum of its state after processing every client messages and saves the checksum with corresponding \textit{RSN} (line 94), as this state could potentially be the state for comparison.

When a replica receives the \textit{CHECK-RSN} message (line 24), it relays the message to the other replica that is not the sender of this message (line 25). When it has received \textit{CHECK-RSN} messages from all the other replicas, it determines the RSN for state comparison (\textit{SDRSN\_F}) by picking the highest RSN reported by all replicas, including its own (line 27). If this replica is ahead of other replicas on processing client messages, it sends the “catchup” messages to the other replicas so they can reach the comparison point (line 29-30). The replica then retrieves the state checksum that was saved on the now-known comparison point and sends a
A replica expects to receive CHECK-RSN messages from all the other replicas and proceed before $RSN_{Timer}$ expires. If by time that $RSN_{Timer}$ expires, it has not received a CHECK-RSN message, it then restarts the diagnosis procedure (line 66-67). If it has received the CHECK-RSN message only from one other replica it then suspects the replica whose CHECK-RSN message is missing to be the faulty one. It determines the comparison points according to its own SDRSN and the one it has received, and sends its state checksum to the replica that has sent it the CHECK-RSN message, along with the suspicion that the other replica may be faulty (line 68-76).

To deal with a faulty replica that reports a RSN that is too high that none of the correct replicas can reach it during the diagnosis, each replica needs to justify the RSNs it has received. As the pseudo-code shows, a replica that has reported the highest RSN must send proper catchup messages once the comparison point has been determined, so all the other replicas are able to catch up with it. If a faulty replica $i$ sends out an invalid RSN without the catchup messages following, other replicas will not reach the comparison point and will wait until $Diag_{Timer}$ expires. They will then suspect that $i$ is faulty (line 78-80). The replica is also supposed to send to others the catchup messages before it sends out its own state checksum for comparison. Therefore, if a replicas does not receive the catchup messages before its receives the CHECKSUM message from this replica, it suspects this replica as faulty as well (line 45-47).
When a replica receives a CHECKSUM message from another replica, and it has known the comparison point, it compares the state checksum reported in the message with its own state checksum. If the checksums mismatch, it suspects the replica to be faulty and reports the suspicion to the third replica (line 48-49).

When a replica receives from another replica a message suspecting the third one is faulty, if it also suspects that replica is faulty, it replies positively (line 51-52, 96-97). If it does not suspect that replica, then it faces the situation that it can not make accurate diagnosis. As we discussed earlier, in this case the replica chooses between the other two replicas the “older” one to be suspected as faulty (line 56-61).

The diagnosis procedure completes and DiagTimer is stopped when a replica is declared as faulty after the replicas exchanged their suspicions and acknowledgments, or when the replicas have compared their states and did not get any mismatch. In the first case, the replicas will invoke the reconfiguration protocol, which is described in the next section, to replace the faulty replica with a new replica. In the second case, the replicas conclude that all the replicas are fault-free and continue normal operation.

5.3. Reconfiguration

Once the self-diagnosis procedure has identified the faulty replicas, the fault-free replicas invoke the reconfiguration procedure to replace the faulty replicas with new replicas. A new replica joins the manager group only when it has received
reconfiguration requests from at least \( f + 1 \) active replicas, so reconfiguration cannot be wrongfully initiated by \( f \) faulty replicas. In this section, we describe the reconfiguration protocol implemented in Ghidrah.

The reconfiguration procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.4 as a flow chart. The procedure starts when the self-diagnosis procedure has produced the diagnosis result that one of the replica is faulty. The reconfiguration will remove this faulty replica from the group and start a new replica with correct state transferred.

At the beginning of the reconfiguration procedure, a replica first checks whether the faulty one is the primary replica (block 1 in Figure 5.4). If the faulty replica is the primary, then a new primary must be elected first. We choose the replica that is ahead of the other one on processing client messages as the new primary. The two replicas can find this out by exchanging their current RSNs. The replica that reports a higher RSN becomes the new primary (block 2-6). If they report the same RSN, then the replica that has a lower node ID becomes the new primary. Each replica notifies all clients about the new primary so that the clients can send their messages properly to the group (block 7). The steps described above are skipped if the faulty replica is a backup.

Next, the replica needs to decide on which node to start the new replica (block 8). The node is selected from the current set of candidates that includes all the nodes that can run a replica and do not have a replica running already. The selection policy is deterministic and based on the node IDs, so the two replicas will independently make the same selection.
Figure 5.4: The reconfiguration procedure
In order to start a new replica on a node, there needs to be some process running on the node that can start a replica process. In the Ghidrah CMM system, the agent running on the same node is responsible for this. Each replica sends a request to the agent on the node that the faulty replica runs on, asking it to terminate the faulty replica. It also sends a request to the agent on the selected node to start a new replica. It is possible that the node selected for the new replica is actually the same node on which the old replica runs, under the rare condition that there is no other candidate available. If this is the case, the request of starting new replica must wait until the agent reports that the old replica has been terminated successfully (block 9-11). If the selected node is a different one, then starting new replica and terminating the faulty replica can be conducted concurrently.

To start a new replica, a fault-free replica first takes a snapshot of its state and calculate the checksum of the state (block 13). It then sends a “start-new-replica” request with the checksum to the agent on the selected node (block 14), and sends notifications to all other agent so they will know about the reconfiguration and the new replica (block 15). The agents then only expect messages from these two replica, but not from the new replica.

Upon receiving both “start-new-replica” requests, the agent of the selected node compares the checksums in the requests. If they match, the agent starts a new replica process and passes the checksum to it. When the new replica starts, it sends a message to the two existing replicas to tell them that it has started and is ready for
state transfer.

The new primary replica transfers the state it saved earlier to the new replica when it receives the message from the new replica (block 16-17). The new replica then verifies the state with the checksum it received from the agent, restores the state, and sends a “state-restored” message to the two existing replicas (block 22).

When a replica receives this “state-restored” message, it sends to the new replica all new group messages it has received since the reconfiguration procedure started as “catchup” messages (block 18-19). The new replica processes all these messages without sending actual responses to clients (block 23). After sending all the “catchup” messages to the new replica, a replica broadcasts a message to all clients to notify them that the reconfiguration has completed (block 20). The system then switches back to normal and the clients now expect receiving messages from all three replicas.

This reconfiguration protocol ensure that the new replica gets the correct state so the replica group recovers to its full functionalities and fault resilience. During the reconfiguration, if the new replica fails to start or fails to restore its state, it will be considered as faulty too and the reconfiguration procedure restarts.
Chapter Six

Agents

As described in Chapter 3, in our CMM system, an agent daemon runs on every node in the cluster. The agent is a proxy that allows the manager group to control the node and application processes running on the node, and allows the application processes to interact with the management middleware. As mentioned in the previous chapter, an agent is also responsible for terminating a faulty manager replica and starting a new manager replica on the node when the manager replicas need to be reconfigured.

An agent sends its messages to the manager group using the total order multicast protocol described in Section 4.2. An agent acts as a client in the protocol. It receives individual messages from each of the manager replicas, compares and votes on these messages. It accepts and executes a manager command only if it has receive identical copies of the command from at least two manager replicas.

The survival of a particular agent or of a particular cluster node running an agent is not critical to the continued correct operation of the entire system. Hence, it is not worthwhile to use with the agent aggressive fault tolerance techniques, such as those used with the manager group. On the other hand, requiring a full node reset every time an agent process crashes, may, in hostile environments significantly decrease the availability of cluster resources. Hence, taking these
practical engineering tradeoffs into account, the Ghidrah system implements a low-cost mechanism for recovery from agent crash failures. This mechanism is described in Section 6.1.

An agent process automatically starts on each cluster node when the node is powered up. If the management system is already up, i.e., the manager group is operational, the new node must be incorporated in the running cluster so that it can be allocated by the manager group, as needed. Hence, the agent on the new node must find out what is the current manager group and contact it for further instructions. If there is no operational manager group, as is the case when the entire cluster is powered up, the agents are responsible for configuring the CMM system by executing a bootstrapping protocol. This bootstrapping procedure allows the CMM system to configure itself with a working manager group. Section 6.2 presents this bootstrapping protocol.

6.1. Recovery from Agent Crashes

An agent runs on a simplex COTS cluster node that does not have redundancy at the hardware level or at the operating system kernel level (COTS hardware and a COTS operating system are used). The hardware and operating system on a COTS node are unreliable and they may fail. If the hardware (processor, memory, I/O devices, etc) or the operating system fail, node behavior may be arbitrary. In particular, even if the execution of processes (user-level code) on the node is guaranteed to be fault-free, once the user code requests operating services, the
ultimate result may be arbitrarily incorrect. Hence, it is not possible to fundamentally increase the robustness of the node through changes to the agent’s user-level code—a single fault can corrupt the node. In addition, the survival of any one particular node of the cluster is not critical to the continued correct operation of the cluster. Based on these considerations, there is no justification for using with the agent aggressive fault tolerance techniques, such as those presented in the previous two chapters.

A node in the cluster may become unusable due to many reasons, such as a kernel crash or the inability of the cluster manager to control the node since the agent process crashes. If the cause of such failures is a transient hardware or software fault, the node may be restored through a power reset of the hardware that is followed by a reboot of the OS kernel and a restart of the agent process. However, power-resetting a node is expensive in terms of lost computation time since all running processes on the node, including all the application processes, are killed by the power reset. Hence, it is worthwhile to reduce the probability of requiring a node reset if this can be achieved using low overhead mechanisms that do not significantly increase the complexity of the management software.

Fault injection experiments indicate that, in practice, most faults that cause errors result in a process crash [Made02, Whis02]. Hence, as an engineering tradeoff, it is worthwhile to add a simple mechanism that allows recovery from agent crashes without a node reset. In this crash failure scenario, the agent process simply crashes, but the hardware and the operating system still operate correctly,
and application processes are intact. In this case, we should provide a low-cost recovery mechanism so that the management middleware can recover the crashed agent and maintain the control over the node and the application processes running on the node.

Recovery from agent crash failures requires a mechanism to detect that the agent has crashed and start a new agent process. It also needs a method that allows the new agent process to restore information about all the application processes that have been running on the node, and re-gain control over these processes, so that the applications can continue without interruptions and remain under the management of the CMM system.

One way to support recovery from agent crashes would be to maintain two agent replicas running on each node. The recovery scheme used in Ghidrah achieves the benefits of maintaining such a spare with less overhead and higher reliability. The scheme is based on a simple agent keeper process running on each node whose sole function is to monitor the agent process using heartbeat mechanism and initiate a new agent process when a crash failure is detected. Table 6.1 compares the complexity of the agent process and the agent keeper process. It shows that the agent keeper process is simpler and smaller than the agent process. Hence, the agent keeper is less likely to crash than a running agent and less likely to be corrupted than a spare agent replica.

In order to minimize the complexity of the agent keeper, the agent and agent keeper communicate using a shared memory segment. During normal operation the
Table 6.1: Comparing the complexity of agent and agent keeper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Agent Keeper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Code Size</strong></td>
<td>25,000 lines</td>
<td>529 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Binary Size</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dynamic linking)</td>
<td>359KB</td>
<td>29KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(static linking)</td>
<td>1,166KB</td>
<td>422KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Runtime Size</strong></td>
<td>2,740KB</td>
<td>950KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

agent increments a counter in this shared memory segment that the agent keeper reads. This counter serves as a heartbeat channel from the agent to the keeper. If for two consecutive reads of the counter the keeper determines that the agent failed to increment the counter, the keeper concludes that the agent has either crashed or hung. The keeper then kills the old agent process, if the process still exists, and starts a new agent process.

As described so far, the agent recovery mechanism fails to deal with a critical issue: who keeps the keeper alive? The solution is to have the agent monitor the keeper and restart the keeper when the keeper crashes. The keeper and the agent monitor each other and form a cycle of recovery. Hence, the agent and the keeper keep each other alive unless they both fail at the same time. If that happens, the node is considered “dead” and the manager group detects the failure with missing node heartbeats (see Section 7.1.5).

When a new agent process starts, it must obtain part of the state of the old agent, so that it can continue managing the local node and application processes that are running on the node. This state includes information about all processes
that have been running on the local node, such as their process IDs, and their task affiliation. The new agent can obtain this information from the manager group, since the task database maintained by the manager group includes information regarding all the application processes running on each node. Thus, when it starts, the new agent sends a request for the state to the manager group. The new agent uses the reply from the manager group to re-create the required state.

An agent has the ability to control an application process that is running on the node. It can terminate an application process, and stop or resume an application process based on scheduling commands from the managers. An agent also needs to communicate with an application process so that it can send management information to the application process. For example, it must send to an application process that belongs to a parallel task information about the node assignment of the task, i.e. on which node each process of this task is running. The application process needs this information so that it can communicate with other processes of the same task. The agent also receives from application processes management requests so that applications can request special operations of the CMM. For example, an application process may request the CMM to terminate or restart the whole task it belongs to.

As part of recovery from an agent crash failure, the new agent must re-establish communication with the application processes it controls. In Ghidrah, this communication is implemented using “named FIFOs”. When the agent starts an application process, it creates a pair of FIFOs with names generated from the
process ID of the process. The agent and application process then communicate through these FIFOs. After recovery from an agent crash, the new agent gets the names of the FIFOs from the process IDs it obtained from the managers, and re-opens the FIFOs. In this way, the agent re-establishes the agent-application communication and obtains full control over the application processes.

6.2. A Fault-tolerant Bootstrapping Protocol

The operation of a cluster managed by Ghidrah is dependent on a functional manager group. A critical feature of the CMM system is the ability to operate continuously without human intervention. Hence, there must be an autonomous mechanism for setting up the manager group when the system is powered up. This is important since beyond the initial power up of the system, as discussed in Section 3.4, under certain conditions (e.g., too many simultaneous node failures) the entire system may be reset by the trusted hardcore.

When the cluster just starts, it could be quite unstable: some nodes might fail to start, or start but fail soon thereafter, or start with limited connectivity to other nodes. In such a scenario, a system that relies on a static configuration of the manager group (i.e. a pre-determined set of nodes to run the manager replicas) cannot guarantee reliable initiation of the manager group. The system needs to configure the manager group based upon the actual conditions when the system is powered up. In order to do this, we developed a system bootstrapping protocol for Ghidrah. This protocol adapts to the condition of the cluster and self-configures the
system to reliably start the manager group.

The system bootstrapping procedure is basically an election: instead electing one leader, it elects a set of leaders — a set of nodes to run the manager replicas. All the correct members in the cluster must agree on this set of leaders. Because such an election requires reaching consensus among the cluster nodes, our bootstrapping protocol is based on Lamport’s Paxos algorithm [Lamp98, Pris00].

The classic Paxos algorithm presented in [Lamp98] considers only stopping failures. The bootstrapping protocol we developed can be considered as a variation of Byzantine Paxos algorithms [Lamp01b, Cast99a], with the assumption that no more than \( f \) agents/nodes are Byzantine faulty during the bootstrapping.

The goal of the bootstrapping procedure is for all the working nodes to agree in a configuration, i.e., which nodes will run manager replicas. Each node in the cluster is labeled by a unique positive integer. With the three-replica manager group in Ghidrah, a configuration is a 3-tuple \((i, j, k)\) such that \(i < j < k\) and \(i, j, k\) are the identifiers of the nodes that run the manager replicas.

The basic idea of the bootstrapping protocol is to have agents play the role of proposers (see Section 2.1.1) and ask other agents to accept and commit to their proposals. A proposer selects a manager configuration \((2f + 1\) nodes to run the manager replicas) based on its own view of the system and sends the configuration as a proposal to all other agents. If an agent (here it plays the role of an acceptor) receives from at least \(f + 1\) proposers a proposal for a common configuration that is better than any configuration it has known about, it sends to others a message to
indicate that it supports this proposal and promises that it will not support any proposal that is not better than this one. A configuration $C_1$ is “better than” another configuration $C_2$ if $C_1$ is lexicographically less than $C_2$. For example, configuration $(1,2,3)$ is better than $(2,3,4)$, and $(1,2,4)$ is better than $(1,3,4)$. If an acceptor receives a proposal that is not better than the one it currently supports, it responds to the sender with the proposal that it supports.

When an agent receives supports for a configuration from a quorum of agents (“support-quorum”), it sends to others a proposal for the configuration, and this time it asks other agents to accept this proposal. If an agent receives such a proposal and it has not supported a better proposal, it sends out a message to announce its acceptance of this proposal. After accepting a proposal, an agent will not accept any other proposal.

If an agent receives acceptances for a configuration from a quorum of agents (“accept-quorum”), it then commits to this configuration. The protocol ensures that all correct agents will commit to the same configuration by requiring that the support-quorum of a proposal and the accept-quorum of a proposal must have at least one correct node in common. Because this node has already accepted a proposal, any proposal for a different configuration would not be able to get a support-quorum with sufficient number of nodes. Given the total number of nodes is $N$, and the maximum number of nodes that could be Byzantine faulty is $f$, the size of these quorums is set to $\lceil (N + f + 1)/2 \rceil$.

When a configuration has been committed, the agents on the nodes that are
included in the configuration start the manager replicas to form the manager group. Each committed agent then tries to communicate with the manager group and requests to join the cluster. If it does not receive group responses from the manager replicas, it then assumes that the configuration is bad and restarts the bootstrapping protocol; otherwise, it exits the bootstrapping and starts normal operation.

If an agent starts the bootstrapping protocol after a configuration has been committed, it will learn about the committed configuration from other agents. When it receives consistent messages from at least $f + 1$ other agents, it commits to this configuration as well.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the pseudo-code of the bootstrapping protocol. The protocol consists of four phases. At the beginning of each phase, a timer is started with a timeout period. The agent waits in each phase until some condition becomes true; it then proceeds into the next phase. If the condition is not true when the timer expires, the agent restarts the bootstrapping procedure. This kind of behavior is described using the syntax \{do $A_1$; until $C$ : $A_2$; timeout: $A_3$\}, which indicates that the agent keeps doing action $A_1$ until condition $C$ becomes true; then it performs $A_2$. If the timeout period expires, it performs $A_3$.

An execution of this four-phase protocol is called a round. An agent keeps executing the protocol until a round has finished all four phases successfully. If a round cannot succeed, the agent restarts the protocol by initiating a new round. The agent keeps a sequence number for the current round it is executing. This sequence number is incremented every time a new round is initiated. It is attached to every
Variables:

- CFG /* the current manager configuration this agent has */
- SEQ /* the sequence number of current configuration */
- LOG /* the log of bootstrapping messages*/

Bootstrapping Messages:

- \langle ALIVE, seq \rangle: \text{the sender is alive;}
- \langle SUPPORT, cfg, seq \rangle: \text{the sender supports } cfg;
- \langle ACCEPT, cfg, seq \rangle: \text{the sender has accepted } cfg;
- \langle COMMIT, cfg, seq \rangle: \text{the sender has committed to } cfg;
- \langle JOIN, cfg, seq \rangle: \text{an agent sends to manager group asking to join the cluster;}
- \langle ADMIT, cfg \rangle: \text{manager group sends to an agent to admit the node;}

Upon receiving any bootstrapping message from agent $i$ do

\quad \text{if already in normal operation then}

\quad \quad \text{reply to } i \text{ with } \langle \text{COMMIT, CFG, SEQ} \rangle;

\quad \text{else}

\quad \quad \text{let } seq \text{ be the sequence number of the received message:

\quad \quad \quad \text{if } seq \geq \text{ the sequence number of the message from } i \text{ saved in LOG then}

\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{add the received message into LOG to replace the old message;}

Figure 6.1: The Ghidrah bootstrapping protocol, part A.

bootstrapping message the agent sends out during the current round, so that messages sent in different rounds can be distinguished. The generation of this sequence number must take into account the situation that an agent is restarted or a node is rebooted. In our implementation of the bootstrapping protocol, the sequence number is actually composed of three fields: a boot ID, a restart sequence number, and a configuration sequence number. The configuration sequence number is incremented every time the agent changes its configuration without restarting the entire protocol. The restart sequence number is incremented every time the agent restarts the bootstrapping protocol. The boot ID is a unique number generated when the node is rebooted. It could be generated from the value of the hardware clock on the node.
On Start:
  do self-test; check communication with SCC;
goto Phase 1;

Phase 1:
  broadcast \langle ALIVE, SEQ \rangle to all;
do when receiving any message: reply with \langle ALIVE, SEQ \rangle
  until messages from at least \lceil (N + f + 1)/2 \rceil nodes in LOG
  and at least \( 2f + 1 \) of them can run manager replicas:
goto Phase 2;
timeout: restart;

Phase 2:
  \( CFG := (2f + 1) \) nodes with lowest ids so that messages from them are in \( LOG \)
  and they can run manager replicas;
broadcast \langle SUPPORT, CFG, SEQ \rangle to all;
do when seeing a configuration better than \( CFG \):
  update \( CFG \) and increment \( SEQ \);
goto Phase 2;
when receiving any message: reply with \langle SUPPORT, CFG, SEQ \rangle;
until SUPPPORT/ACCEPT/COMMIT messages for \( CFG \) from at least
  \lceil (N + f + 1)/2 \rceil in \( LOG \):
goto Phase 3;
timeout: restart;

Phase 3:
  broadcast \langle ACCEPT, CFG, SEQ \rangle to all;
do when receiving any message: reply with \langle ACCEPT, CFG, SEQ \rangle;
until ACCEPT/COMMIT messages for any \( cfg \) from at least \lceil (N + f + 1)/2 \rceil in \( LOG \):
  change \( CFG \) to \( cfg \) and increment \( SEQ \);
goto Phase 4;
timeout: restart;

Phase 4:
  start manager replica if this node is in \( CFG \);
send \langle JOIN, CFG, SEQ \rangle to the manager group;
do when receiving any message: reply with \langle COMMIT, CFG, SEQ \rangle;
until received \langle ADMIT, cfg \rangle from the manager group:
  terminate bootstrapping and enter normal operation;
timeout: restart;

Whenever at least \( (f + 1) \) COMMIT messages with same \( cfg \) in \( LOG \) do
  if not in Phase 4 then
  change \( CFG \) to \( cfg \) and increment \( SEQ \);
goto Phase 4;

Figure 6.2: The Ghidrah bootstrapping protocol, part B.
An agent saves bootstrapping messages (or the information carried by these messages) it has received from other agents in a log. It also saves copies of messages it has broadcasted in the log. It only accepts messages that are newer than the messages it has already received from the same sender. The agent decides whether a received message is newer by comparing its sequence number with the logged sequence number of the last message received from the same sender. When it accepts a new message from another agent, the receiving agent updates its log, replacing the previous most recent message received from that sender. In each phase, the agent checks its log to see if some condition has become true so that it can proceed.

As shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, the agent starts the bootstrapping protocol by performing a self-testing first in an attempt to determine whether the node is healthy and has the full functionality. It also tries to communicate with the trusted hardcore (see Section 3.4) since only nodes that can communicate with the trusted hardcore can run manager replicas. The agent then enters the first phase. In this phase, it broadcasts a message to announce that it is alive and let others know about its status (e.g., whether it can run a manager replica). It then gathers information about other nodes. When it determines that there may be a valid manager configuration, it enters Phase 2 and proposes the configuration. In Phase 2, it waits until a configuration has gotten its “support-quorum”. In Phase 3, it announces its acceptance of the configuration and waits until a configuration has gotten the “accept-quorum”. The agent commits to the configuration in Phase 4, starts the manager replica if necessary, and attempts to communicate with the manager.
group. The bootstrapping procedure completes when it receives responses from the manager group.

Once the bootstrapping procedure completes, the agent enters normal operation. If it receives a bootstrapping message from another agent afterwards, it responds with a message indicating that there is already a committed configuration and specifying what it is. If an agent that is still in the execution of the bootstrapping protocol receives at least $f + 1$ consistent messages of this type, it commits to the configuration specified in those messages. This allows an agent that starts late to learn about the committed configuration and complete the bootstrapping quickly.

During the bootstrapping, it is possible that a faulty agent proceeds through the bootstrapping procedure and is elected to run a manager replica on the node. This faulty agent may then fail to start the manager replica or start a manager replica that is faulty as well. The bootstrapping protocol does not need any special mechanisms to handle this situation. The reason for this is that the manager replication mechanism already has the ability to deal with a crashed or otherwise faulty replica. Hence, for example, with three replicas, if one of the replicas fails to start, the other two replicas will detect missing heartbeats from that replica, initiate self diagnosis (Chapter 5), declare the replica as faulty, and cause a new replica to be started on a different node.

Another possible situation is that an agent lies about its connection to the trusted hardcore to others so that it is elected to run a manager replica even though
it cannot communicate with the hardcore. It is also possible that the agent does not lie, but by the time it starts the manager replica, the connection to the hardcore is lost. In both cases, when the manager replica starts, it tries to communicate with the hardcore and determines that it does not have the connection. The manager replica then terminates itself so that the fault exhibits as a crash failure of the manager replica. The system will recover from the failure with the self-diagnosis and reconfiguration procedure as well.
Chapter Seven

Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

In previous chapters, we have presented several techniques for fault-tolerant cluster management. These techniques allow a highly reliable CMM system to be built using mostly standard COTS hardware and software components. To demonstrate this, we have implemented Ghidrah as an operational CMM system with these techniques integrated into the implementation.

Section 7.1 describes key aspect of the implementation of the Ghidrah CMM. In the implementation of the manager group, Ghidrah uses a simplified version of the replication algorithm presented in Chapter 4. The details of these simplifications and their implications are presented in Subsection 7.1.1. Subsection 7.1.2 describes the internal structure of the manager and agent as implemented in Ghidrah. At the core of the implementation of the manager replicas and agents is the way message and timer events are handled. The implementation framework for event handling in these programs is presented in Subsection 7.1.3. Subsection 7.1.4 describes how the consistency among manager replicas are maintained in the presence of group level time-triggered events. In subsection 7.1.5, we describe the technique used to achieve efficient heartbeat for node failure detection.

With the possible use of Ghidrah for on-board high-performance computing in space, it is expected that the trusted core will be the radiation-hard spacecraft control computer (SCC). In order to validate the operation of the entire system, we
have implemented an emulation of the SCC on a COTS computer. The functions performed by this emulated SCC are discussed in Subsection 7.1.6. The communication infrastructure (CI) of Ghidrah provides reliable authenticated communication and thus plays a critical role in the operation of the system. Subsection 7.1.7 described the implementation of the communication infrastructure.

In order to evaluate the performance of the Ghidrah CMM system and validate its fault tolerance mechanisms, we have conducted a series of experiments to measure the performance of the Ghidrah system and to test the system under faults in fault injection campaigns. The preliminary results from this experimental evaluation are presented in Section 7.2.

The results of performance measurements presented in Subsection 7.2.2 show that the overhead caused by the Ghidrah CMM is quite low. For example, with a cluster of 20 nodes where each agent generate a heartbeat message every 100ms, during normal operation, the overhead of running a manager replica on a node is less than 2% of the node’s CPU processing power.

The results of fault injection experiments presented in Subsection 7.2.3 indicate that although most errors caused by faults are process crash errors, non-crash errors are also occur with sufficient frequency so that they cannot be ignored. These fault injection campaigns show that, with the fault tolerance techniques presented in this thesis, the Ghidrah CMM tolerates and recovers from all failures caused by faults injected into a single manager replica.
7.1. Implementation of the Ghidrah CMM

The Ghidrah CMM system is currently operational on clusters built with COTS hardware and software. It is implemented in C/C++ on the Linux operating system with the communication infrastructure (CI) implemented using UDP socket calls. An early version has been tested on the Solaris operating system with communication implemented on a Myrinet network [Bode95] using the GM API [Li01].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Lines of Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>12,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>10,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Message Layer</td>
<td>6,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Layer (on UDP)</td>
<td>8,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPICH to CL</td>
<td>2,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulated SCC</td>
<td>3,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Code size of the Ghidrah implementation. The communication layer (CL) and the management message layer (MML) are reported separately from the manager and agent programs. The actual manager program and agent program both consist of a copy of the CL and MML modules.

As a measure of the complexity of the Ghidrah implementation, Table 7.1 lists the code size of different Ghidrah components. As parts of the communication infrastructure of Ghidrah, the communication layer (CL) and the management message layer (MML) are common modules of the manager program and the agent program. Therefore, the code sizes of CL and MML are reported separately from those of the manager and agent programs. The numbers reported for the manager
and the agent do not include the code for CL and MML.

### 7.1.1. Practical Tradeoffs Towards a Simplified Replication Algorithm

In Chapter 4, we presented a replication algorithm that requires $2f + 1$ active replicas and a three-phase protocol during normal-case operation. This algorithm guarantees safety and liveness (see Section 4.1) as long as the total number of faulty replicas does no exceed $f$ during the lifetime of the system.

We then presented in Chapter 5 a self-diagnosis algorithm that allows the system to identify the faulty replicas, and a reconfiguration algorithm that replaces the faulty replicas with new, faulty-free replicas. If the conditions under which the diagnosis algorithm is both complete and accurate hold, the system will keep replacing faulty replicas and thus may be able to tolerate an arbitrary number of faults during its lifetime.

The three-phase replication algorithm is expensive: during fault-free execution, to tolerate a single faulty replica, it requires 12 messages exchanged among the three active replicas for each client message. Furthermore, the three phase protocol will also increase the response time to client requests. In this section, we discuss the possibility of using replication algorithms that are based on the algorithm presented in Chapter 4 but require fewer phases. These algorithms sacrifice resiliency under extremely unlikely scenarios in order to improve efficiency. The current implementation of the Ghidrah CMM uses a one phase algorithm.
As discussed in Section 4.2.6, a simplified version of our replication algorithm, that requires only two phases during normal-case operation (Figure 4.3), can ensure that all fault-free active replicas process input messages in the same total order and their internal states are consistent. However, this two-phase algorithm may cause inconsistency between replicas and clients (agents), thus violating safety.

The inconsistency described in Section 4.2.6 is caused by the fact that a client accepts a reply from the server replicas after receiving consistent messages from only two replicas. As a result of a reconfiguration (view-change), the set of active replicas may include only one of the replicas that sent the reply accepted by the client. Since this particular replica may be faulty, it may lead the other fault-free replicas to process the client message in a different order. Therefore, the states of the fault-free replicas become inconsistent with the reply previously accepted by a client.

One way to overcome this problem is to have the client wait until it receives three replies from different replicas in the same view and vote on them. In this way, when the client accepts a reply, it is ensured that all active replicas have decided on the order of the client message so that there will not be inconsistency across reconfigurations. If the client does not receive replies from all three active replicas before the timeout period expires, it broadcasts the message to all active replicas, as described in Section 4.2.1, triggering a view change. The disadvantage of this solution is the requirement that the client must wait for replies from all
active replicas. Due to this requirement, if one replica is faulty and does not send the reply, the client may have to wait for a reply for a long time. Specifically, the client may have to wait until the view change completes and the new replica is initiated. This increases the interruption of normal operation due to a manager replica failure.

With the two phase algorithm, an alternative to requiring the client to receive replies from all the replicas is to rely on the diagnosis algorithm (Section 5.2). In particular, whenever the replication algorithm requires a view change, the diagnosis algorithm is invoked in order to pick which active replica to replace. If the diagnosis algorithm is always accurate and complete, it will identify the faulty replica. If the replica that is replaced is always the faulty replica, the inconsistency problem with the two phase protocol cannot occur.

The Ghidrah implementation takes one additional step towards simplifying the replication mechanism and uses a single phase replication protocol, as shown in Figure 4.1. It is possible to use this simple algorithm by relying on the existence of the trusted hardcore, which must be part of the system for other reasons anyway (Section 3.4). As discussed in Section 4.1, the one-phase algorithm faces a serious problem when the primary is malicious (Figure 4.2). The malicious primary may forward messages with different sequence numbers to the backup replicas, thus causing the states of the fault-free backups to diverge. In this way, the malicious primary can cause one of the backups to be identified as faulty by the self-diagnosis procedure and thus to be removed from the replica group during reconfiguration.
The faulty primary can keep doing this so that all the replicas spend all their time in
self-diagnosis and reconfiguration, failing to perform their normal function. A
faulty primary can also cause the state of the backups to diverge and then cause the
self-diagnosis algorithm to conclude that the states of the active replicas are all
different so that normal system operation cannot continue.

In all the scenarios described in the previous paragraph the replica group
cannot recover by itself. However, every time a replica enters self diagnosis, it
informs the trusted hardcore. The trusted hardcore assumes that self diagnosis has,
in fact, been initiated if it receives these notifications from at least two replicas. If
the frequency of entering self diagnosis within a time window exceeds a given
threshold, the trusted hardcore power-resets the entire system. The threshold
frequency and the size of the time window are parameters that need to be tuned to
ensure proper system operation. There are two conflicting goals for this tuning:
1) endure that a system power reset is very unlikely to be triggered when the system
is operating normally, and 2) minimize unnecessary delays in triggering a power
reset when such a reset is necessary.

Another way in which the trusted hardcore is used is that if during self-diagnosis a replica receives different states from the different replicas and those
states are also different from the receiver’s state, the replica stops sending
heartbeats to the trusted hardcore. If the trusted hardcore fails to receive heartbeats
from two of the replicas, it power-resets the entire system. Based on this
mechanism and the mechanism described in the previous paragraph, a malicious
primary cannot cause the system to perform the wrong function, but it can cause a power reset of the entire system.

Power-resetting the entire cluster is a costly recovery action that must not be performed often. The assumption is that the malicious behavior of a primary replica described above happens very rarely in practical systems. Based on this assumption, power-resetting the cluster is seldom required. The tradeoff between using this simple algorithm, as done in Ghidrah, and using the more complex algorithm described in Chapter 4, is a tradeoff between minimizing the overhead during fault-free execution and a high cost for recovery when this specific malicious behavior occurs. In a system that has tight hard real-time constraints, the correct choice may well be to use the algorithm described in Chapter 4.

7.1.2. Internal Structure of Key Components

This section describes the internal structure of two key components of Ghidrah—the manager and the agent.

7.1.2.1. Manager

Figure 7.1 depicts the internal structure of the manager. The functionalities of all modules that make up the manager are as follows:

- **Event Manager**: this module is the central point for detecting and gathering events, and dispatching events to proper modules for processing.
- **Timer**: it manages and schedules time-triggered events.
Replication Manager: this is the key module that implements the replication algorithm. It is responsible for ensuring consistency among the manager replicas and maintaining the replica group. It executes the BFT-SMR algorithm, as well as the self-diagnosis and reconfiguration algorithms.

NodeDB: this is the database that stores and manages information about each individual node in the cluster.

TaskDB: this is the database that keeps track of all the active application tasks and their processes.

Resource Allocator: this module is responsible for allocating resources to application tasks.

Gang Scheduler: this module performs gang scheduling on parallel applications.
7.1.2.2. Agent

Figure 7.2 shows the internal structure of an agent. Just like the manager, the agent also includes the Event Manager and the Timer modules, which have the same functions as in the manager. The functionalities of other agent modules are summarized below:

- **Voter**: this module performs comparison and voting on the messages received from the manager replicas.
- **Group Multicast**: this module multicasts messages to the manager replicas that make up the manager group.
- **Node Control**: this is the local entity that controls the node. It monitors the resources on the node and collects information about them. It is also responsible for sending heartbeats to the manager group and to the keeper (Section 6.1).
• **Process Management**: this module manages and interacts with all the application processes that are running on the local node. It launches application processes, control them, and monitors the status of the processes.

• **Local ProcessDB**: this is the database that holds information about all application processes running on the node.

### 7.1.3. Event Handling

Ghidrah’s key components, the manager replicas and the agents, are event-driven. Operations are invoked when events are triggered. Events are either message-based (triggered by an external message) or timer-based (triggered by the local timer). Event handling is based on the publish-subscribe model. Each module subscribes to the events that it is interested in from the Event Manager (Section 7.1.2) and registers a handler to each event type. The CI generates message arrive events when it receives messages from other components, and the Timer fires timer events. These events are published to the Event Manager. The Event Manager maintains an event queue of all published events and dispatches triggered events by invoking the handlers bound to them. The bindings between events and handlers are usually static and created when the modules are initialized. The Event Manager also allows dynamic bindings so a module can change and replace its handlers to events.

Figure 7.3 shows the Event Manager’s main event loop. The processing of the events is priority-based. When an event is received, the Event Manager assigns a
BEGIN LOOP
  IF there are any expired timer events THEN
    push the event into event queue;
  END IF
  IF there are any received messages THEN
    push the message into event queue;
  END IF
  IF the event queue is not empty THEN
    pop out an event with the highest priority;
    process the event;
  END IF
  ELSE
    block until new event received;
  END IF
END LOOP

Figure 7.3: Event handling in event manager

priority to it and inserts it into the event queue based on its priority. After processing an event, the Event Manager polls the CI and the Timer in case there are new events triggered. When there is no event pending, the Event Manager blocks until it is woken up by an interrupt caused by new events.

Events are processed without preemption. This can be problematic if the handling of some low priority events is time consuming and during processing new events with higher priorities are received. In order to handle this case efficiently, we developed a lightweight user-level thread library that allows a low priority event handler to periodically yield the control to the Event Manager to check and process new events. After processing those event, the Event Manager will return control back to the paused handler thread to continue its processing.
7.1.4. Group Timer Events

The operation of the managers is driven not only by incoming group messages from agents, but also by events triggered by time. Examples of these time-triggered events are an invocation of the periodic gang-scheduling operation, or a timeout triggered when a message sent from the manager group to an agent is not acknowledged. The timer events must be processed by all manager replicas in the same total order with respect to other timer events and with respect to message arrival event. Hence, the timer events must pass through the sequencer (the primary replica) in the same way that messages do (Chapter 4). Thus, as with message arrival events (Section 4.2), linearizability with respect to these group timer events must be satisfied.

In order to achieve consistent total order on group timer events and messages, a group timer event is only triggered by the primary. The primary creates a special message for the event and assigns a sequence number (RSN) to the message. It then multicast this message (called group timer event message) to the backup replicas using the total order multicast protocol described in Chapter 4.

The problem with the above approach is that if the primary replica fails, the timer event may never be processed. This problem is solved by scheduling a “backup timer events” on each backup replica with the backup replica’s own timer. This backup timer event is scheduled with some delay (called “late-threshold”) added to the original time interval of the group timer event. Under normal circumstances, the group timer event is triggered on the primary replica and then
multicast to the backup replicas before the backup timer events are fired. The backup replicas then dismiss the backup timer event and process the event.

A backup timer event fires on a backup replica only if the backup replica fails to receive the corresponding group timer event message from the primary before the late-threshold. This implies that the primary replica may be faulty. The backup replica sends a message to the other backup replica to report the error. If the other backup replica agrees that the group timer event is late, it responds with a positive acknowledgment. The two backup replicas then decide that the primary is faulty and initiate the manager reconfiguration procedure to remove it (see Section 5.3).

There is also a possibility that a faulty primary replica sends a group timer event message to one or both of the backup replicas ahead of the scheduled time. The backup replicas detect this primary replica failure by setting an “early threshold” for each group timer event. When a backup replica receives a group timer event message from the primary, it checks its clock and determines whether the event is early. If it is early, the backup replica forwards the group timer event message to the other backup, along with a proposal to declare the primary as faulty. When the other backup replica receives this message, it checks the event with its clock. If it agrees that the event is early, it suspects the primary as faulty as well and sends a positive acknowledgment to the other backup’s proposal. The two backups then invoke the reconfiguration procedure to remove the primary. If the second backup decides that the event is not early, it sends a negative acknowledgment to the other backup and processes the group timer event normally.
**Figure 7.4:** Detect late and early group timer events. $P$ is the primary, $B1$ and $B2$ are backup replicas. The backup replicas schedule the backup timer event with a delay added to the time interval $T$ of the group timer event. They also set the early-threshold to detect that the primary fires the group timer event too early.

The detection of late or early group timer events is illustrated in Figure 7.4. The primary replica schedules the group timer event using the original time interval $T$. The backup replicas schedule the backup timer events with the late-threshold $\theta_L$ added to $T$. $\theta_L$ is calculated based on the maximum relative drift rate $\rho$ between the clocks of the replicas and the one-way transmission timeout delay $\delta$, so that $\theta_L > \rho T + \delta$. The value of $\delta$ is chosen in a way such that messages are very likely to be delivered to destinations within the time interval of $\delta$.

The backups also calculate an early-threshold $\theta_E$ for each group timer event such that $\theta_E = \rho T$. A group timer event message sent by the primary is considered as “early” by a backup if the backup receives it before $T - \theta_E$.

During a view change or a reconfiguration, when a backup replica becomes the primary, it must reset all its backup timer events back to primary group timer events with the proper original time interval $T$. It does this by withdrawing a
backup timer event, subtracting the late-threshold $\theta_L$ from the time interval, and re-scheduling the event as a primary timer event.

All the currently scheduled group timer events are part of state of a manager replica, so they must be included in the state comparison during a self-diagnosis and in the state transferred to the new manager replica during a reconfiguration. Because the system clocks of all manager replicas are slightly different and the primary and backups schedule group timer events differently as described above, the absolute time of a group timer event scheduled on different replicas are different. Therefore, we cannot include the absolute time of a group timer event in a replica’s state. Instead, we only include the relative time interval $T$ of such an event in the state, so that the states of fault-free replicas are consistent for state comparison and correct state is transferred to a new replica during reconfiguration.

When the new replica receives these group timer events with the state transferred to it, it schedules the events as backup timer events (the new replica is always a backup). Because for each group time event, this new replica only knows the original time interval $T$ but does not know the exact remaining time until the real time that the group timer event should be triggered, it schedules the event using its current clock time as the starting point. This causes the problem that this new replica schedules the backup timer events later than they should be scheduled. Therefore, if the primary is late on triggering such an event, this new replica may not detect the event as late. However, if the primary does not trigger the event at all, this new replica will eventually detect this failure and agree with the other
replica that the primary is faulty. Therefore, the group timer events will not be lost.

However, since this new replica schedules these transferred group timer event late, it is possible that even if the primary triggers these events correctly, the new replica would consider the group timer event messages from the primary to be “early”. In order to deal with this problem, when receiving a group timer event messages from the primary, this new replica does not check whether the message is early if the event is a transferred group timer event. This can lead to the problem that an early group timer event may not be detected correctly. In practice, the number of transferred group timer events are usually small, so the problem will not have significant effect. All group timer events scheduled after the new replica restores its state are handled correctly.

7.1.5. Agent Heartbeats

As described in Section 6.1, on each node, the agent keeper can recover the agent from crash failures. If both the agent and the agent keeper crash on a node, the node becomes unavailable. Heartbeats are used to detect crash failures of an agent/node. The agent sends periodic heartbeats to the manager group. Missing heartbeats serve as hints that a node has crashed. The manager group verifies the failure of the node by probing the node with a “ping” message to the agent. If no response from the agent is received before a timeout period expires, the manager group declares the node as “officially dead”, excludes the node from the cluster, and takes the actions required for the loss of application processes running on the
node (e.g., informing the processes of each task running on different nodes). The manager group then sends to the trusted hardcore a request to power reset the failed node.

The implementation of the agent heartbeat mechanism is driven by two considerations: minimizing false alarms and minimizing the overhead of heartbeats. To minimize false alarms, the manager group suspects a node only when two consecutive heartbeats from the node are lost. Furthermore, the manager group then verifies the suspicion by probing the agent—sending the agent a message that requires the agent to respond. This probing minimizes that chances of false failure detection that might be triggered by lost heartbeats were due to temporary communication errors.

The heartbeat frequency is a tradeoff between fast detection of failures and overhead during normal operation. High heartbeat rate decreases the detection latency but increase the overhead introduced by heartbeat messages, especially, the overhead incurred on the manager replicas for receiving all the agent heartbeat messages. The overhead consists of the time for processing the heartbeat messages, as well as the OS context switch overhead, because the manager processes have to preempt the application processes running on the same nodes. This context switch overhead can be reduced if multiple heartbeat messages can be “bundled” into a single message. One way to do this is for all the agent heartbeat messages to be sent to one of the manager replicas which then bundles these messages into a single message and forwards the bundle message to other manager replicas.
Since heartbeat messages are authenticated, a faulty manager replica cannot forge agents’ heartbeat messages. However, a faulty manager replica may refuse to forward the heartbeat messages, thus causing the other manager replicas to suspect some working nodes. In addition, if all heartbeat messages are forwarded by the same manager replica, that leads to an uneven distribution of the management overhead over the nodes running the manager replicas.

Based on the arguments above, the Ghidrah CMM uses the two backup manager replicas to bundle and forward agent heartbeat messages. The primary replica is not used for forwarding heartbeats since it already has the extra overhead for ordering normal group messages. Each agent alternates between the two backup replicas as destinations for its heartbeat messages. When a backup replica receives a heartbeat message from an agent, it saves the message in a buffer. A periodic timer event (not a group timer event) is scheduled on each replica. At the end of each period, a backup replica collects all heartbeat messages in the buffer, forwards them to the other two replicas as a “bundled” message, then clears the buffer. When a replica receives this message, it extracts every heartbeat message in the bundled message and records that a heartbeat had been received from the corresponding agent. Each replica (include the primary) checks the heartbeats from every agent at the end of the same time period as well. If two consecutive heartbeats are missing from an agent, a replica suspects a node failure and initiates probing the node.

Because the system clocks of manager replicas are different, the timer event
described above is scheduled at different real time on different manager replicas. Hence, different manager replicas suspect a node at different real time. This suspicion is local on a replica and not part of the manager state that is compared during self diagnosis. Thus, this difference among replicas does not cause false replica failure detection during self diagnosis. However, the initiation of probing a node must be synchronized on all replicas, because the probing is a group action and affects the state of the manager group. This synchronization is achieved by scheduling the probing as a group timer event (see Section 7.1.4) with a zero time period. When a manager replica suspects a node failure, it sends a message to the other replicas to announce the suspicion. When receiving this announcement, a replica forwards it to the other replica. When a replica has received the same announcement the has originated from at least two replicas (may include itself), it schedules the group timer event. The primary replica then triggers the event as described in Section 7.1.4, which initiates the probing to confirm that the node is dead.

### 7.1.6. The Spacecraft Control Computer

The Spacecraft Control Computer (SCC) controls the entire spacecraft and is critical to the space mission. Loss of SCC means loss of the spacecraft. For this reason, SCC is built with radiation-hard hardware, with limited processing and communication capability. In Ghidrah, SCC is used as the trusted hardcore (see Section 3.4).
As discussed in section 3.4, the main functionality of the trusted hardcore is to power reset any of the cluster nodes or the entire cluster, when necessary. In order to determine when these power reset actions are necessary, the SCC must interact with the manager replicas. It communicates with the manager replicas in the way a client communicates with replicated servers as described in Section 4.2.1.

In Ghidrah, the failure of a node is detected by the manager replicas when heartbeats are missing from the agent on the node (see subsection 7.1.5). To recover from a node failure, the manager replicas send a command to SCC to request a power-reset on the node. When SCC receives same command from at least two manager replicas, it executes the command and resets the particular node.

The SCC also monitors the manager replicas and detects their abnormal behavior in case the replicated managers have failed. To ensure that the system has an operational manager group, all manager replicas send periodic heartbeats to the SCC. If the SCC does not receive heartbeats from at least two manager replicas for a certain period of time, it concludes that the replicated managers have failed and power-resets the entire system.

It is also possible that instead of not sending heartbeats to the SCC, the manager replicas fail in such a way that they keep invoking the self-diagnosis and reconfiguration procedure. To handle this problem, every time the manager replicas invoke self-diagnosis, they report it to the SCC. The SCC records the rate of manager diagnosis. If the rate exceeds a certain threshold, it power resets the entire cluster.
Base on the discussions above, we summarize the required functionality of the SCC, i.e., the trusted hardcore in the CMM, as follows:

- Receive and authenticate group messages from the manager group requesting a power reset of a specific node. Perform the power reset of the specific node.
- Receive, authenticate, and record group messages from the manager group with notification of self-diagnosis. Power-reset the entire cluster if the rate during a specified time window exceeds a threshold.
- Receive and authenticate periodic heartbeat messages from individual manager replicas. Power rest the cluster if heartbeats from at least two manager replicas are not received.

In the current implementation of Ghidrah, we have not implemented a fully-functional SCC with the ability to physically power-reset nodes or the cluster, because this ability requires special hardware. Instead, we implemented an emulated SCC that has the functionality of interacting with the manager replicas as described above. When a power-reset is needed, this emulated SCC emulates the reset operation by outputting a display message that says “power reset node i” or “power reset the entire system”.

7.1.7. Implementation of the Communication Infrastructure

In section 3.5, we described the communication infrastructure (CI) that provides reliable communication in the CMM. Figure 7.5 depicts the structure of
the CI implemented in Ghidrah. The infrastructure is composed of a common base called CL (Communication Layer), a RCL (Reliable CL) module that provides reliable message passing to parallel applications, and an MML (Management Message Layer) module for communication between key CMM components such as managers and agents [Li02].

CL is a light-weight layer that is portable across multiple network platforms and provides efficient message communication with minimized overhead imposed on top of the underlying network platform. High-performance communication requires avoiding system calls and eliminating local message copies [Stee94]. Hence, modern designs of NIC (network interface card) hardware allow user-level send and receive primitives, allow the NIC and host to access shared memory, and expose buffer management to the application [von98]. The design of the Ghidrah CI was done with these considerations in mind — if the underlying communication platform provides these high performance features, our CI must be able to take advantage of them. For example, like many high-speed communication systems,
CL also exposes its buffer management to applications.

CL can be easily ported to high-speed user-level network platforms as well as traditional network platforms. To demonstrate its portability, we have implemented it on top of both UDP/IP and Myrinet/GM [Bode95].

CL provides connectionless communication with no reliability guarantees. It cannot be directly used for application-level communication because applications require point-to-point reliability. Hence, we implemented the Reliable CL to provides reliable message communication to applications. RCL ensures message reliability using timeouts and retransmissions. MPICH [Grop96] is ported on top of the RCL to provide a parallel programming environment in the cluster.

The main design objective of RCL is to ensure high performance. For this reason, we decided not to implement RCL as a layer strictly above CL. Such strict layering might lead to inefficiencies because the reliable communication routines in the upper layer have no direct access to the internal data structure of lower layer. For example, if we implement RCL as a separate layer above CL, which in turn is built on top of Myrinet/GM, RCL would have to perform periodic probing to the status of the send of some control packets, such as message acknowledgments, in order to determine when the buffers can be reclaimed. Our implementation of RCL is integrated with the implementation of CL, so the reliable communication routines have full access to the internals of CL. In the example above, this allows RCL to garbage-collect the status data structures and release the control packet buffers in the callback routines that are called by GM when the packets are successfully sent.
out, so there is no need for probing the send status.

As discussed in Section 3.3, communication between managers and agents requires adaptive reliability. For this reason, we designed the MML to support three types of messages:

- **UNR** — unreliable message for which no acknowledgment is required;
- **ACK** — reliable message that requires a positive acknowledgment;
- **NACK** — reliable message that does not require a positive acknowledgment (negative acknowledgments are used to flag lost messages).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>msg_connect(dest)</td>
<td>establish a connection to dest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg_disconnect(dest)</td>
<td>terminate the connection to dest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg_set_protocol(msg,ptcl)</td>
<td>set the protocol for msg to ptcl (UNR, ACK, or NACK).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg_sync_send(dest,msg)</td>
<td>send msg to dest (blocking); return assigned sequence number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg_async_send(dest,msg,status)</td>
<td>send msg to dest (non-blocking); return assigned sequence number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg_check_status(status)</td>
<td>check for completion of a non-blocking send.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg_receive()</td>
<td>receive all pending messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg_resend(dest,seq)</td>
<td>retransmit the message having sequence number seq to dest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg_group_ack(dest)</td>
<td>send an ack for a multicast message.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.2:** API of the management message layer (MML)

Table 7.2 lists the API of MML. MML is tightly-coupled with the management middleware and is strictly layered on top of CL. MML messages are
authenticated with digital signatures (see Section 3.5). In order to reduce the overhead of message authentication, MML uses the MD5 message-digest algorithm [Rive92], to compress a message of arbitrary length into a small, fixed-length message digest. MML signs the digest of a message instead of signing the entire message.

7.2. Experimental Results

This section reports the results of experimental performance evaluation and fault tolerance validation of the Ghidrah CMM.

7.2.1. Experimental Setup

Our experimental evaluation of the Ghidrah CMM was carried out on two clusters. The hardware configurations of the two clusters are summarized in Table 7.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cluster A</th>
<th>Cluster B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Pentium-II 350MHz</td>
<td>Xeon 2.66GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Cache</td>
<td>512KB</td>
<td>512KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Memory</td>
<td>384MB</td>
<td>1GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>100Mb Ethernet</td>
<td>Gigabit Ethernet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.3:** System configurations of the two experimental clusters

The first cluster (Cluster A) consists of four nodes. Each node has a Pentium-II 350MHz processor with 512KB L2 cache and 384MB of main memory.
The nodes are connected by a 100Mb Ethernet LAN. The second cluster (Cluster B) consists of four nodes with an Intel Xeon 2.66GHz processor and 512KB L2 cache on each node. Each node has 1GB of memory. The network is a Gigabit Ethernet LAN. All nodes in the two clusters run the Linux Red Hat 9 operating system with version 2.4 of the Linux kernel. The CMM communication infrastructure (CI) is implemented on top of UDP/IP.

7.2.2. Performance Measurements

This section presents performance and overhead measurement results for the Ghidrah CMM.

7.2.2.1. Manager Overhead in Normal Case

The processing and associated power consumption of the manager group and agents are system overhead that should be minimized. Since the manager replicas and the agents run on the same nodes that run processes of application tasks, the key measure of overhead is the fraction of CPU processing power that is not available to processes of application tasks. The overhead is caused by context switches (to invoke the manager or agent) and the time the manager or agent spends on receiving and processing messages and timer events. Since each manager replica processes many more messages and timer events that any individual agent, our evaluation focused on the manager replicas. Specifically, we measured the fraction of “processing” that becomes unavailable to application processes while
an active manager replica runs on the same node.

![Graph showing CPU usage vs number of events processed per second for two clusters.](image)

**Figure 7.6:** Heartbeat processing overhead on nodes running manager replicas. The Y axis (CPU Usage) is the fraction of CPU cycles that is not available for application processes.

The manager replica overhead largely depends on the frequency of heartbeats that it must handle. Figure 7.6 shows the percentage of processor time used by a manager replica for different event processing rates. The event processing rate is based on the total number of events processed by the manager group and is thus the product of the agent heartbeat rate and the number of agents. Using our small four-node clusters, we emulated larger clusters by running multiple emulated agent processes on each node, thus generating a large number of heartbeats. The first system consists of 20 agents and thus 1000 heartbeats per second are generated if each agent sends a heartbeat every 20 milliseconds. The second system consists of 100 agents and thus 1000 heartbeats per second are generated if each agent sends a
heartbeat every 100 milliseconds. Each experiment was repeated five times and the average measurement results are reported. The results concerning the backup managers are the averages of the results measured for the two backup managers.

Figure 7.6 shows that the overhead of the Ghidrah CMM is quite low under normal workload. For example, for a cluster with 100 nodes, where each agent generate a heartbeat message every 100ms, during normal operation, the overhead of running a manager replica on a node is less than 5% on Cluster A, and less than 2% on Cluster B.

Figure 7.6 also shows that “bundling” of heartbeat messages (see Section 7.1.5) reduces the processing overhead significantly — the overhead of the primary replica is much lower compared to the overhead of the backup replicas. For a fixed rate of heartbeats from the entire system, a larger number of nodes is handled more efficiently than a smaller number of nodes. The reason for this is that with the larger number of nodes, the larger number of agent heartbeats are bundled together by the backup replicas. Hence the primary replica is invoked less frequently by receiving the bundled heartbeats, so the overhead on context switch and receiving messages is reduced.

Another major source of manager overhead is the processing of group timer events (Section 7.1.4). Figure 7.7 shows the overhead of manager replicas for handling group timer events. This overhead includes the operating system’s timer management overhead. In addition, on the primary manager replica, it also includes the overhead caused by triggering a time event, sending group timer event
messages to the backup replicas, and invoking the callback registered to the event.

For a backup manager replica, the overhead includes the time for receiving the group timer event message from the primary, checking if the event is early, dismissing the backup timer event, and invoking the callback.

7.2.2.2. Manager Recovery Time

When a manager replica fails, the system loses its ability to mask a failure of another manager replica. Hence, a new replica must be instantiated as quickly as possible. We measured the recovery time for a manager replica—the time interval from when a failed manager replica is identified by self-diagnosis to the time that a new manager starts and the manager group restores its normal operation (see
### Table 7.4: Primary manager replica recovery time (excluding the time to load the executable from disk). ‡ Time for initializing communication infrastructure.

During recovery from a manager replica failure, the remaining replicas continue providing the management functionality. The primary replica continues to receive messages from agents, assign sequence number and forward them to the remaining backup replica. Both replicas process the messages and send responses...
back to agents. These messages will later be sent to the new manager replica as “catchup” messages (see Section 5.3).

However, if the failed replica is the primary, communication from the agents will fail for a short period since the agents continue to send messages to the primary until they are informed about the new primary replica. Our preliminary measurements show that, once the failure of the primary replica is detected, the time to elect a new primary and advertise the new primary to agent is approximately 2.1 milliseconds on Cluster A, and only 0.17 milliseconds on Cluster B (first row of Table 7.4). Hence, communication from the agents to the manager group is restored after a very short interruption, requiring, at most, a retransmission of a few agent messages by the reliability features of MML (Section 7.1.7).

As shown in Table 7.4, the total recovery time of primary replica failures is about 34.6 milliseconds plus the time for the operating system to load the manager program on Cluster A. On Cluster B, the time is 8.18 milliseconds plus manager program loading time. Most of the recovery time is spent on notifying all the agents, starting the new manager replica, and transferring state to the new replica.

For recovery from backup replica failures, the step of electing a new primary is not needed. Therefore, the time reported in the first row of Table 7.4 is excluded. The approximate recovery time from backup manager failures on Cluster A is 32.5 milliseconds plus the time for the OS to load the program. On Cluster B, it is around 8 milliseconds plus the program loading time. In this case, there is no
7.2.3. Fault Injection Experiments

In order to evaluate the reliability of the Ghidrah CMM, we stressed its fault detection and recovery mechanisms by injecting faults into the managers and agents, as well as the communication infrastructure. In this section, we present the results of these fault injection experiments.

7.2.3.1. Process-Based Fault Injections

The process-based fault injection campaigns we conducted were based on injecting single-bit-flip faults into a process’s registers and memory space. We used a simple software-implemented fault injector [Hsue97]. This fault injector is based on a device driver linked into the operating system kernel. The fault trigger is time-based [Stot00]: faults are injected at some interval (a random variable) with a given average frequency (fault rate). When a fault is triggered, depending on its configuration, the injector randomly selects a register used by the process or randomly selects an address in the stack or heap segments. It injects a fault by flipping a random bit at that register or memory location. Faults are injected to the process at the given frequency until an error is observed. Injections are resumed after the manager/agent recovers from the failure.

Table 7.5 summarizes the results of fault injections when faults are injected into the registers, the stack and heap segments of an individual manager/agent.
The errors caused by the injected faults are classified into several categories. For both manager replicas and for agents the categories include: crashes due to segmentation faults, crashes due to illegal instructions, program aborts due to assertions in Ghidrah code. For manager replicas, the error categories also include missing manager heartbeats or incorrect/missing output from one of the manager replicas.
replicas. For agents, the error categories also include agent failures detected by the keeper due to missing heartbeats. These agent failures were not agent crashes and were caused by agent hangs or some other agent failure that prevented it from incrementing the heartbeat counter (see Section 7.1.5). In Table 7.5, the third column shows the total number of observed errors caused by the faults injected. The breakdown of these errors into the different categories is shown in the rest of the columns to the right.

We collected these results by monitoring the exit status of the manager and agent processes, as well as monitoring the operation of the agent keeper (for agent injections) and the self-diagnoses conducted by the manager replicas (for manager injections).

If injected faults cause the process to crash due to segmentation faults or illegal instructions, or to abort, a corresponding signal is delivered to the process and the process terminates with an exit status indicating which signal. We then categorize the error based on the exit status. In Table 7.5, the fourth and fifth columns report the errors due to segmentation faults and illegal instructions. The Ghidrah code includes some assertions to facilitate debugging. Examples of these assertions are checking for NULL pointers and checking whether the value of critical variables is within the legal range. The aborts triggered by these assertions are reported in the sixth column of Table 7.5.

If an agent process does not terminate with the exit status described above, but the agent keeper on the same node reports that the heartbeats from the agent are
missing so it kills the agent process and restarts a new one, we categorize the error as agent hangs. Errors of this type are reported in the seventh column of Table 7.5.

For a manager process, if it does not terminate with the exit status described above, but the other manager replicas declare it as faulty after the self-diagnosis procedure, we categorize the error as a non-crash error. Due to the faults injected, the faulty manager replica may hang or fail to send valid heartbeats to other manager replicas. Such an error is detected by the other manager replicas that miss heartbeats from the faulty replica. An injected fault may also cause a manager replica’s internal state to be corrupted, so it sends incorrect output messages to an agent or it fails to send output messages to an agent. Such an error is detected by an agent that reports inconsistent or missing output from the faulty replica. In both cases, manager self-diagnosis is invoked to identify the faulty replica. We separate these non-crash errors with respect to the reason that causes the self-diagnoses. The counts of these errors are reported in the rightmost column of Table 7.5.

It should be noted that when a manager replica hangs due to faults, the error can be detected by other manager replicas as well as by an agent. The other manager replicas detect it because of missing manager heartbeats, and the agent detects it because it has received a message from the other two replica but misses the message from the faulty replica. In our implementation, the time period for the manager replicas to check for missing manager heartbeats is shorter than the timeout period an agent sets on a missing manager output message. Hence the manager replicas detect missing heartbeats and invoke the self-diagnosis before the
agent reports a missing manager output message. Therefore, this type of errors are categorized as “missing manager heartbeats” in the rightmost column of Table 7.5.

The results in Table 7.5 show that most register faults injected led to segmentation faults. This is because that many registers in a Pentium II processor are used for base-index addressing and for special purposes such as stack pointer. Injecting faults into these registers is likely to lead to memory accesses to invalid addresses and thus cause segmentation faults. Similarly, a large portion of faults injected into the stack space and heap space also caused segmentation faults that crashed the process. It is also shown that stack space faults and heap space faults were less likely to cause observed errors compared to register faults. For a manager replica, errors caused by faults injected into the heap space were more likely to produce incorrect outputs than errors caused by faults injected into the stack space. This is reasonable since faults in the heap space are more likely to corrupt the state of the manager replica.

Our CMM system recovered from all the errors (process failures) reported above. When faults injected into a manager replica caused the replica to fail, the diagnosis and reconfiguration procedure successfully started a new manager replica on another node. When an agent process crashed or hung, the agent keeper successfully started a new agent process.

We also measured the detection latency of errors caused by faults injected into a manager replica on Cluster A. In each experiment, we injected a single fault into the manager replica, then measured the time interval from the moment of the
injection to the moment that the injected manager replica is identified as faulty by other manager replicas. Because it is possible that a fault injected may not cause any error in the manager replica, we stopped the experiment ten minutes after the injection, assuming that the fault would never cause an error. The system clocks of all nodes that ran the manager replicas were synchronized using NTP so that we could have relatively accurate measurements of time intervals on different nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Errors</th>
<th>Detection Latency (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crash errors</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-crash errors</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.6:** Detection latency of faults injected into a manager. The results are collected from ~500 register injections and ~1200 heap space injections. 126 crash errors and 43 non-crash errors are observed.

The detection latency measurement results are presented in Table 7.6. The table shows the minimum latency, the average latency and the maximum latency for all cases where an errors was detected. Also shown in the table is a range of detection latencies that contains eighty percent of the detected errors. This range is obtained by excluding the lowest ten percent and the highest ten percent of the detection latency results.

We separate the results we measured for crash errors from the results for non-crash errors. All crash errors were detected by the other two manager replicas with missing heartbeats. In these experiments, the heartbeat period was set to 100 milliseconds. Other manager replicas suspected the crashed replica after missing
two consecutive heartbeats from it. They then invoked the self-diagnosis procedure to verify the replica failure. During self-diagnosis, no diagnosis message was sent by the crashed replica, so the other two replicas declared it as faulty after timeout expired on waiting for RSN message from the crashed replica. In these experiment, the RSN message timeout period was set to 200 milliseconds. Based on the discussion above, a correct replica identifies a replica failure only after two consecutive 100-millisecond heartbeats are missed, triggering self-diagnosis, followed by an RSN message timeout (200 milliseconds) during self diagnosis. Therefore, the detection latency for most of the fail-stop failures was in the range of 350-470 milliseconds.

Non-crash replica failures include instances when the faulty manager replica sends incorrect outputs to an agent, as well as instances when the faulty manager replica fails to send an output message to an agent. The first case was quickly detected by the agent when it compared the manager replicas’ outputs. It then reported this error to the manager replicas and self-diagnosis was invoked. Because the faulty replica was still alive and sent diagnosis messages to others, the self-diagnosis procedure identified the faulty replica quickly in these cases.

In the case where the faulty manager failed to send an output to an agent, the agent waited for the message until the timeout period for late message expired. It then reported a “late or missing message” error to the manager replicas. The manager replicas invoked self-diagnosis and identified the faulty replica as the faulty replica’s state was corrupt due to the fault injected. The timeout period was
set to 500 milliseconds in the experiments. Most of the measured detection latencies were close to the 500-millisecond timeout period, indicating that many faults injected caused the faulty replica not to send an output message. This type of non-crash errors also include errors that the faulty replica sent a corrupt message to an agent, since this message was rejected by the communication infrastructure at the receiver side and was never delivered to the receiver.

Some of the faults that cause non-crash errors can be dormant for a long time before they cause observable errors. The longest latency we measured is close to 5 seconds. Such a fault corrupts some variable in the replica’s state, but the variable is not be used soon after the corruption.

The above experiments only demonstrate what happens when faults are injected into a single process. In practice, however, all the processes are subject to faults simultaneously. Our replicated managers are designed with the assumption that no more than $f$ of the replicas are faulty at the same moment. However, if the fault rate is too high thus more than $f$ replicas become faulty before the replicated manager recovers from previous faults, the replicated managers may fail. In this case, SCC has to step in to power-reset the entire system, as described in Section 7.1.6.

We ran experiments on Cluster A to examine the survivability of the replicated managers under extremely high fault rate. Faults were injected into all three manager replicas simultaneously. In the original configuration of the Ghidrah system the manager group enters self-diagnosis only when some error is detected.
For these experiments, the system is modified so that the manager replicas enter self-diagnosis periodically even if no errors are detected. The reason for this modification is that, in these experiments, the workload of the manager replicas is very light so that the replicas are mostly idle. The workload consists of about 10 applications with different parallel degrees and execution times that were submitted at random points in time. The gang scheduling interval is three seconds. Therefore, a fault injected to a manager replica may not exhibit as a detectable error quickly. In this situation, it is possible that multiple replicas becomes faulty before the faults are detected. In order to reduce this possibility the manager replicas are forced to enter self-diagnosis procedure periodically with a certain frequency to scrub latent errors. If the manager replicas invoke self-diagnoses with a frequency much higher than the frequency that faults occur on them, faults can be diagnosed and recovered from before they accumulate.

Figure 7.8 show the recovery coverage of the manager replicas from errors caused by faults injected into all replicas. Here the recovery coverage is defined as the percentage of errors from which the manager replicas can recover by themselves with respect to the total number of observed errors. This percentage is plotted on the Y axis in Figure 7.8.

The X axis in Figure 7.8 shows the ratio of fault injection rate to the rate of self-diagnoses periodically invoked by the manager replicas. Here the injection rate is the rate that faults are independently injected on each individual manager replica. This ratio indicates how frequent faults occur on manager replicas compared to
manager replicas invoking self-diagnoses. In the experiments, the rate of periodic manager self-diagnoses is one diagnosis per 2 seconds. The fault injection rate varies with respect to the different ratios plotted on the X axis. For example, for a ratio of 1/5, the fault injection rate is set to one fault injected per 10 seconds average on each manager replica.

For each ratio reported in Figure 7.8, about 40-50 experiments were conducted. In each experiment, faults were injected into all three manager replicas with the given injection rate until an error was detected. In some experiments, the manager replicas successfully recovered from the error with self-diagnosis and reconfiguration. In other experiments, the manager replicas failed to recover from the error and the SCC had to “power-reset” the cluster (see Section 7.1.6). The recovery coverage is calculated by dividing the number of experiments in which the
manager replicas recovered from the error by the total number of experiments.

The figure indicates that when the fault injection rate is much lower (less than 1/25) than the rate of manager self-diagnoses, the replicated managers always recover from the errors. When the fault injection rate is close to the self-diagnosis rate, the replicated managers still recover from most of the errors by themselves.

With faults injected into registers and the stack space, the replicated managers recover from most of errors even when the fault injection rate is higher than the self-diagnosis rate. The reason for this is that these faults are more likely to cause crash errors of manager replicas, compared to faults injected in the heap. Hence, a self-diagnoses is invoked soon due to missing heartbeats. The manager replicas identify the faulty replica quickly and recover from the fault before another replica becomes faulty.

With heap space faults, the recovery coverage is significantly lower than with register and stack space faults. In particular, when the total rate of fault injection is approximately the same as the rate of self-diagnosis, the coverage is approximately 90%. The reason for this is that these faults are more likely to corrupt replicas’ internal states and the errors may not exhibit as detectable errors immediately. Hence the errors are detected only when the next periodic manager diagnosis is invoked. By that time, more replicas may become faulty due to the high fault rate, thus the replicated managers fail to recover.

These results provide useful information regarding the proper configuration of Ghidrah for different fault rate. Specifically, it is clear that the rate of scrubbing
manager replica state should be at least two orders of magnitude higher that the expected fault rate. For example, in low Earth orbit, an on-board cluster in a spacecraft may be impacted by an error every few hours. Thus, the interval between invocations of self-diagnosis should be on the order of tens of seconds. Since the time to perform self diagnosis is on the order of a few milliseconds, the overhead for doing such proactive self-diagnosis will be negligible.

7.2.3.2. Validation of the Reliability Features of the CI

In Section 7.1.7 we discussed the Communication Infrastructure (CI) that is the foundation of the Ghidrah CMM. Providing end-to-end reliable communication is a key goal of the CI. In order to evaluate and validate the reliability features of the CI, we have built a fault injector into the CI [Li02]. Based on a functional fault model for message communication, this injector can drop, delay, corrupt a message, change the order of messages, and inject duplicated messages. In the fault injection experiments, the injector randomly picks messages to inject based on a given fault rate per byte. The type of fault injected into each selected message is chosen randomly as well.

The communication in CMM includes both reliable messages and unreliable messages (mainly heartbeats). If a fault affects a reliable message transmission or the corresponding acknowledgment, the sender will retransmit the same message. Faults may also cause a process to receive duplicated messages. Faults injected into heartbeat messages from agents to the manager group may cause false alarms.
regarding node failures. In particular, if the manager group misses two consecutive heartbeats, the node probing procedure will be invoked to check the health of the node. It is also possible that communication faults cause the managers to initiate the manager self-diagnosis procedure. This occurs when two consecutive heartbeat messages from a manager replica are lost or delayed, or messages from the manager replicas to agents are lost or delayed.

![Fault Injection Rate](image)

**Figure 7.9:** Effects of faults injected into the communication infrastructure. (R) Retransmissions; (D) Duplicated messages; (A) False alarms on node failure; (S) Manager self-diagnosis.

We ran fault injection experiments on Cluster A with the CI fault injector activated on all manager replicas and all agents. The system was loaded with a synthetic workload: 10 applications with different parallel degrees and execution times were submitted at random points in time. These applications were gang scheduled with a granularity of three seconds. Figure 7.9 shows the consequences
of communication faults under different fault injection rates. The injection rates in this case are per message. In each case, the number of consequences is normalized to the total number of faults injected. The normalized numbers of message retransmissions and duplicated messages are constant under different fault rates, indicating that the number of these events increases proportionally with the number of faults injected. However, with increasing fault rate there are smaller increases in the rate of node failure false alarms and the rate of managers entering self-diagnosis. The reason for this is that the CMM protocols are designed to mask (tolerate) some faults without resorting to high-level recovery or diagnosis actions. For example, an alarm regarding the possible failure of a node is raised only if there are two consecutive heartbeat messages missing or delayed. One lost message is tolerated with no high-level impact.

We also conducted experiments with communication faults injections on Cluster A to validate the fault-tolerant bootstrapping protocol described in Section 6.2. In these experiments, we injected faults into messages agents exchange during the bootstrapping procedure with a high injection rate of 50%, so that half of the messages were injected. The bootstrapping procedure completes successfully despite these faults. However, the average time to complete the bootstrapping increases to 112 milliseconds, compared to 13 milliseconds when the execution is fault-free.
Chapter Eight

Summary and Conclusions

This dissertation describes the design and implementation of fault-tolerant cluster management middleware (CMM) for clusters built with mostly COTS hardware and software and used for critical applications in hostile environments. The research presented in this dissertation identifies key issues and challenges in building such highly reliable CMM. In this context, the dissertation provides adaptations or improvements of several state-of-the-art fault tolerance techniques. These techniques are utilized in the implementation of an operational CMM system called Ghidrah.

The CMM system is based on centralized decision making, with a central cluster manager as well as an agent on every cluster node. However, unlike most other cluster middleware, the central manager in our CMM system is protected by state machine replication and the ability to restore the management service to full functionality and full fault tolerance following arbitrary single faults.

In this dissertation, we present an efficient Byzantine fault tolerant replication algorithm for reliable services. Compared to existing algorithms that all require at least $3f + 1$ active replicas to tolerate up to $f$ faulty replicas, our algorithm requires only $2f + 1$ active replicas for normal operation. By reducing the number of active replicas, our replication algorithm is more efficient than previous BFT-SMR algorithms, as it reduces replication cost and improves performance. Furthermore,
we discussed the practical tradeoffs of using simplified versions of the replication algorithm in the CMM system.

We also developed a self-diagnosis algorithm based on a state machine fault model we defined for replicated systems. This self-diagnosis algorithm allows the system to identify the faulty replicas. Using the diagnosis result, the replicas can reconfigure themselves to replace the faulty replicas with new, faulty-free replicas. If the conditions under which the diagnosis algorithm is both complete and accurate hold, the system will keep replacing faulty replicas and thus may be able to tolerate an arbitrary number of faults during its lifetime.

In addition to the fault tolerance techniques we applied to the centralized manager, we used less aggressive fault tolerance techniques on agents, with the consideration that an agent is not critical to the continued correct operation of the entire system. We implemented in our CMM a low-cost mechanism for recovery from agent crash failures. This mechanism allows agents to recover from crash failures while maintaining control over application processes that have been running in the cluster.

We developed a fault-tolerant bootstrapping protocol that allows the CMM to automatically configure itself with a working manager group when the cluster is powered up.

We also discussed the necessity to have a trusted hardcore in a practical system in order to achieve unattended operation. We defined the minimal functionality required from this hardcore and the required interactions between the
replicated managers and this hardcore.

This dissertation also presents key implementation details of the Ghidrah CMM system, including important system engineering problems we have solved, such as the handling of replicated time-triggered events with respect to replica consistency, and the efficient heartbeat mechanism used to detect node failures. We also presented preliminary results from experiments we conducted to evaluate the performance of the Ghidrah CMM system and to validate its fault tolerance mechanisms with fault injection campaigns.

The Ghidrah CMM system provides a practical platform for future research on high-performance, fault-tolerant cluster computing. Currently, the FTCT project is heading to the following two directions:

- providing sophisticated supports to application-level fault tolerance that allows parallel applications run on the cluster with high performance and high reliability.

- development of a distributed Byzantine fault-tolerant storage system for the system to meet I/O requirements for computations as well as provide stable storage for application checkpoints.
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